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PREFACE

/

.
Five years haVe come and gone. In this brief span-of time, the impact of

Southeast AlternatiVes has-been truly significaht. The ouOtanding people of

Southeast Alternativea,,the.creativity,
the comRitment to an educational model

that-provides for individual differences, the ehthusiasm, the meaningful ap-

proach.to changing times -- all these good things have enfianced Oucation in

Southeast MinneapOlis. 'In fact, the experiences of this Lmall community,have

enriched not Only the Minneapolis Pdblic Schools, but sctiool-districts through-

out the United States as evidenced by the 7,000 plus edutators and citizens who

have visited SEA..

' Where do we go from here?' Was the experiment successful soleyas a demon-

stration that offéring.parent/student choice among various.alternative schools

is a viable concept or_did it, indeed, prove that comprehensive thange can take

plate in a total school district. As Marshall-Universiiy, Marcy, Pratt, Tuttle

andthe K-12. Southeast Free School.again rely solely on local, school funding as,

\of September 1976, many alternative enthuaiasts will closely scrutinize the

Wnneapolis district's commitment to alternatives, to the involvement of parents

and studehts in decision making, and to(new models of governafice. I believe

tii4 as Minneapolis schools continue to strive for quality integrated education,

thek,can must, and will remain a system where alternativeeducavjon thrives.

What-are the projett goals of SEA, and how do we measure up after five

years. \The goals stated by the National Institute of Education are:\

SEA GOALS

I.\ "Providing a curriculum which helps children master basic

. . .
11

II. rThe project will test lour alternative school styles (K-6)

and selected options in schooling programs for grades 7-12

articulated upon the elementary alternatives."

III. "The project will test decentralized governance with some

ctransferof decision-making.power from both the Minneapolis

BoArd of Education and the central administration of the

Minneapolis Public Schools."

IV. "The project will test comprehensiVe change over a five year

pei-iod from 6/1/71 - 6/30/76 combining promising school prat-

tites in a mutually reinforcing design. Curriculum, staff

training, administration, teaching.methods, internal esearch,

and governance in.SEA make up the main-mutually reinforcing

parts."

Certainly, there has been a commitment to the mastery of basic skills.

After five years, both the citywide norm referencedtests and an independent

:outside evaluation team's objective based mathematics and reading.testing pro-

gram have indicated that students in all alternative programs are learning well

and all compare favorably with city, state and hatiOnal norMs.

It
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However, in,my judOent, the goal that enhanced the whole alternative
movement in Minnetpolis most significantly relates to governance and decision-
making. The S.E4..project has involved parents,' faculties, administrators

,

and students in determining their programs. When parents, teachers, administra-
tors and studenti have',real choice, there is\real commitment. When parents,
teachers, adminiStratoras, and students share in the decisions that shape the
educational programs, the \entire community benéfits_from the unanimity of
purpote. As a result, parent satisfaction runs 'from 75 to 98 per cent at the
five schools. And at a time when school enrollment is declining in all other
areas of the metropolitan area, all'enrollments in SEA continue to rise. Parent
and community volunteers flock to Southeast Minneaphlis to become involved in
one of the five exciting, educational programs. The fantastic community partici-,

pation in the schools enriches the educational experience for all concerned. To
summarize the measure of success is'reflected in the continued commitment of
those who are inVolved.. \\

1
.

\, .

OneAdestio.). IAlave been asked more\often than any other -- Whathappens
to the alternative movement-now that federal funding has ended? Time will
certainly be tell-tale -- but it is clear that alternative eduCation for all
students is a MinneapoliaSchool Board lormal\commitment. In fact,-the School
Eoard unanimqusly appid the creation of a citywide elementary:alternative ed-
ucational system by September 1976. The impactsof SEA throughouiMinneapolis
has been treMendous and will continue to flourish.\,

.

While I am looking forward
polis_schoolt, I/am very sa&to
I canna:A fully express. how, =lel
euthusiasm, and.zeal of SEA'ers

,

_-
with excitement to my'new position in the Minnea-
be leaviRg SEA. Great People have made SEA great!
of an inspirttion the coMilitment, boundless energy,
have been to me.

Without the initial wisdom, persistence, and direction of 'John B. Davis,
James K. Kent, Harry yakos,Alat Ober, Marsh Kaner, and Dick Ailen-,---this_project"
would never have been initiated. ,Ron Alvarez, project manager of our Experimenta
Schools Program, is a highly Competent and humane-person. He guided this project
helped ita people, and believed in its rtause. TOO Morley did a magnificent job
.ofwriting the final document. Better'than anyone could be expected to he
captured the "spirit of SEA". Thel Kocher deserves much gratituaeNfor his re-
View of_this document. Rod and Sally French gave freely of their time to finish
the task.

-

If we began reciting the litany of names of those whO contributed vigorously
to SRA, we'. could fill a book. Suffice it to say '-- many great people have made
.SEA great and have_made a distinct impaCt on the future Of American eduCation.

t I'

5

Dr. David W. Roffers
SEA Director 1975-76

July 1976



FOREWORD: FROM THE WRIT2R TO THE READER-

My assignment in this final report was to, write qfbr the Practitioner.".

I take that to mean anyone who is,' was.or might be inOlved with introducing

alternative schools in an urban :system. I hope that 14, a large number. If

you are such a person, there is much you can learn frOm the Minneapolis ex-

perience with Southeast Alternatives.

Some will be-disappointed because this report is rarely about kids end

Classrooms. Idatead, it is much more about what happens to organizatio)ds

and ideas when energy is set.loose to change the system in which kids and

classrooms-Must function: In selecting for,an Overview of five years/and

fiVe schools, I haVe tried to do'..,so:_l'a./irway that reveals what made things
- -

'happen in Minneapblis the way they
_

'/GL,course,.selection is a matter of bpinion. There is considerable

opinion implied or expressed in these .0ages. Except where it is attributed
!

by quote or context to_somdondelse, it is mine.

Readers'who wish to consult-iAe-voluminous, collection of SEA quarterly

reports and internal evaluation'atudies may-do-.so by inquiring to Minneapolis

Public Schools, Office of-the Superintenaent.

For the record, I was myself enactor in this project during most pf the

years covered here. .That makes me knowledgeable, but not detached. I am

most knowledgeable and least detached about Southeast Free,School, where\I

was principal for three years. You should read those sections with special

care.

a,

On names of individuals I have tried to follow a consistent arbitrary

policy. The only= names are administrators of schools or other project com-

ponents, parents on the payroll as community people, and chairpersons of

the Southeast Council.

wish there could be names, right here, of all who contributed ideas,

interview time, personal records, criticism, typing, and patienceLto.help me

get this job done. It-,mould be an ImpoSsibly long list, but I do warmly,,

thank them.

I apologize in advance fOr any factuel errors, hoping all are minor.

I should apologize for one egregious pun buried in the text, but instead

offer' an insubstantial reward to the first reader who finds if: I am prou'd

to say that in this entire document there is neither a single he/she, nor

any mention of the Bicentennial.

Anthony J. Morley
July, 1976



.CHAPTER

PRE-HISTORY,AND CONTEXT OF THE SEA PROPOSAL

\Just after Christmas 1970, Robert Binswanger, in Washington phoned

John Davis, in Minneapolis. More was involved than the renewal, of old

'frie dship and an exchange of holiday cheer. Important mail was on its

ways said Binswanger. It would not go:overlooked, said Davis. With

th t phone-call, we may say, began the:active knitting together of the

1

co vergent interests and-agendas which formedSoutheast Alternatives.

Binswanger was- the aggressive first director, of a-new unit in the

nited States Office of Education, tke Experimental Schools Program. He

) .

aIhad come to Washington from professorship at Harvard: He had an untried
1 . 1 :

1

,

concept Of Federal suppor for local reforM to gPt, on the road. ,

,

Davis was the nationally prominent superintendent of Minneapolis

Public Schools. He had a big city district to-keep .educationally pro-

gressive in a time of political turmoil and disenchantment with public

schools.

Not in on their phone talk, but soon to be invited, and crucial fdr

any continuing conversation, were the parents and students of some

Minneapolis neighborhood schools. In the running of those schools they

had ideas for new things to get started, or old ones to get stopped.

Federal bureaucrats top.managers of urban systems, and neighborhood

parents represent three quite different sectors of public education. In

this instance their agendas could be made to serve.each other. To under-

/;-,tand in 1976 how that could be so in 1970, we need to see-where the

1
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various actors in these;scctors were coming from at the time.

WashingtOn

alertind him tO the mail on the way, Binswanger was personalizing

Davis' copy of a five-page announcement sent to sOme 20,000 educatorp.

_,
Experimental Schools,' the announcement,' said, would fund a few "large-scale

;
.

eperimentsm in "comprehensive educational reform.". Educators concerned .

I /..,
/

for "total change" rather than "piecemeal" or "isolated" innovations,
,

;

,

should submit brief letters of intel.est. ProspBctive experiments must
,

include 2,000_,r. 5,000 students in.a/K-12 framework. Carrying out a central
I

I
1

1

theme of reform, they should make I'multiple Use_OX paomising practices
,

and the products of research." Eight or fewer letters of interest would
/ -

i

win 60-day planniqg grants, to prepare full-blown proposals. Five or
i

fewer of these-prOpbsals would be funded, for 3-5 years. Careful evalua-

tion of ch project's process would shed light on whether the "comprehen-

/

sive" approach Was in fact effective for system-wide change. And at

least in\the districts funded, the programs would ,build "a bridge between

basic educLonal research and actual school practicee."

Thos last_words, paraphrased in Binswanger's announcement, were

Richard Nixon's. The Experimental Schools idea was in favor daring his

, first term. The President himself introduced it, prominently, in a

Message on Educational Reform, March 1970. It fit weU with several

Washington priorities of Nixon's time.

For one thing, it reflected the management notion,that good.corporate

change comes from a co-ordinated sequence of new-product ad market

research, pilot production, scale-up, and development. Why couldn't

education follow this model?..

For another, Experimental Schools honored the "new federalism" prim-7



ciple that Washington might help, but could not lead, in local problem-

solving. In the same yein, It signaled a departure from large categorical

entitlements, promising more improVement than they could deliver, but de-

livering more Money than Congress could ever dr.t off.

Even while retreating from massive effort

might show that Republicans were interested in "large-scale" innovation

to address schoelliroblems. America's crisis in the classroom wns not

going unnoticed.

Finally, but surely not least, Experimental.Schbois was extraordinarily

-70pFeover, the new prograM

cheap. An appropriation of only $12 million, apparently, was,goingto be

enough to get_it started. On the,cdst side of a costAienefit analysis,

it was almost bound to look gdod.

Besides being politically acceptable in the Vihite House and to the

Office of Management and Budget, Experimental SChOOls had a certain intel-

lectual stature, as well. -There really was a problem, long recognized,

about how to link educational.research with significart practical reform.

\ -
Reasonwould seem to require a connection. But practice revealed that it

occurred only accidentally, at best.

On the one hand, there was lots of research. Thousands of-small

grants, from dozens. of USOE divisions, went to hundreds .of professors,

4
for investigation along.scores xdidifferent tracks. On the other hand,

_
actual program change in school systems seemed largely dictated by fashion

or fad. New wrinkles were typically adopted or rejected with little regard

to their effect on each other or.on the overall learning environment

where they were being Considered. And they often turned out to be wrinkles

only, nbt.signifieant change.

The problem was, not that the products of research were useless,



critics thought. I6was that there was no aPparatus of discipline for \

bringing them.together in conscious combination nor for the more'inclu- \

sive r:esearch needed to learn which combinations were effective for

which purposes. ,The result was a succession of "this year's panaceas,"

as Binswanger liked to call them, each almost forced to pose as the "one

/ best way" which school people longed for.

For several years prominent educators had been suggesting that one

means to break this pattern would be a research co-ordinating institution

independent of the various programmatic empires inUSOE. Federal:1y.

supported medical research had the National Institutes ofilealth. Feder-

ally supported schools research needed a National Institute of Education.

Its purposes would be to co-orainate research findings and research

initiatives for syStemic impact on American schooling.

One place where this idea was cohaidered andadvOcated was,among the

Panel on Educational, Research and. Development of Lyndon Johnson's Science

Advisory- Committee. -- well before Nixon, of course. It would take years

'of bureaucratic and legislative maneuvering to-get an NIE established,

everyone realized. But even before then there.should at least be some-

programs in place which'embodied and displayed the basic NIE purpose.

Experimental Schools, along with its other merits, was conceived from

the start as exactly such a program. Whenever the time was ripe for NIE

1
-,

to bo,. born, erimental' Schools could be ready as a "vital, major, and

1<7 component.."

On the Educational R and D Panel in Great Society days, was, John

Davis. Binswanger couldn't personalize all his 20,000' program announce-

ments,,but-the one to Minneapolis he would have been foolish not td.

I
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'Minneapolis
/

//John Davis thus heard about Experimental Schools with ready-made

app eciation for its conceptual, background, its actuhl director, and its NN

poIlential future.

/

He was intellectually convinced that American education

ededthe renewal that comes from risking new approaches. He understood

hat experimentation must be rooted in the system,/ not peripheral to it.

What he had to ask now, at New Year 1971, was whether competing for a

,/grant made sense in Minneapolis, He and four or five %ssistents sat down

to brainstorm that question. everal facto,..'s made it obvious-that their

answer would be YeS.

One undoubtedly was the likely amount of money involved. Winners of

' this competition would certainly get several million 'supplemental dollars

apiece. They would also come il for national recognition as vanguard

districts. These were good tl-ings for any administration to lay before

its board and taxpayers. And on the Minneapolis board in particular, at
1,1

least a four-member liberal majority could be counted supportIve for a

good "reform" project..

More important, there was energy and leadership in the community

which could be favorablY tapped for innovation. From both the west and

the southeast parts of the city -- upper middle class and university

neighborhoods, respectively -- separate groups of parents were pressuxing

the Board already to provide some "open" education. Why not meet.the de-

mnd and relieve the presSure by considering open classrooms as a

promising practice?

.Third, Minneapolis faced the challenge of ending de facto segregation,

,and.possible polarization in the community as they went about it. In

three successive hot summers, 1966-68, black rage had erupted in this

11
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stronghold of liberalism, and once burned a block of north side stCres.

For the school'system there was now a desegregation suit in court, and

earair-Ihreats of backlash politics againit-anY moVe-toward-Susing. Perhaps

a well planned ExPerimental Schools project could be one avenue of peace-

ful integration, and help defuse the busing issue before it got hot. At

-it happ-Oned, two adjacent Sortheast elementary schools were in the process

of.being paired for desegregation. *With neighbprhood support they had'

already begun an experimental ungraded 7!continuous progress" program-. As

.it happened also, while one heavily black senior high was attracting some

white transfers to its "magnet" program, th me ty White junior/senior.
.

,

high for Southeast had unexpectedly mdhy blaci transfers..

Marshall-University Eigh School (in SOILeast) provoked thought on

other:grounds, too. As the name suggests, 3.t represented a structural

and programmatic cembining.of resources-bltween Minpeapolis Public Schools

and the..lini+sity- of I4innesota College of Education.

Instrumental in forging that combinatien, onlyltwo years before,-had

been a leading member of the School Board: He was pastor.of a popular

Lu1.1-clun church in Southeast. In 1970' Marshall-University was a turbu-

lent, troubled institution. It was struggling to become the high-school

home for.a volatile mix of town and gown, rich and poor, black and white,

hippie and straight. To fulfill its planners' -theams the schodl needed

help. A Weekend planning charette -- parents, faculty, and students --

had aiready inspired a position paper arguing that Marshall-U's programs

must reflect thediverse.stYles and 'preferences of its comAnnity. Why

not, suggested:the Associate SuperintOndent yor Secondary) make that the

core of a proposal.to Washington?

There was still one further point about this high school, not a-teal

unimportant. Newly:in charge there Was James'Kent. For the two previous years.

-6--
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(1968.,70),kent had been Davis' administrative assistant, brought iri from
:

outside the'system. He had come from a doctoral program in Educational

Administration at Haryana. Advising him in his program and thesis there,

hr.-1 been Robert Binswanger.

-N Ilith so many pieces fitting nicely together, there was clearly no

x"
question Whether to write Binswanger a letter of interest There was not

even much question whether Southeast -- Marshail-lin*versity's attendance

area -- should be the "targeted population." It met Experimental Schools'

formal criteria, and offered much else besides. It provided a natural

,K-12 framework, the high school and three eletentary feeders. It had the

right number of students, 2,500. Its 30,000 total population, like the

students, showed an adequately heterogeneous mix of.socio-économic statis-

tics. It ylas already involved with school innovations, and some people
r

,were asking for more. There were many articulate residents accustomed to

voice and influence in community affairs. One of them waS a Member of the

School Board. There was an energetit administrator, known to Binswanger,

close to Davis, and enthusiastic for school reform.

Binswanger's early-January visit -- part; of a cross-country tour

following up on his Christmas phone calls -- was scarcely necessary.' The

decision was made: to write a letter of interest to sketch "alternatives"

as the centxal educational concept, and to specify Southeast as the place,

where they should be tried:

Southeast -- the Neighborhoods

"SoUtheast" labels an old section of Minneapolis, just across the

Mississippi, but a little downstream, from the downto,wn area. It's where

the University is-- -It also has flour mills, acres of railway yarda, and

numerous light manufacturing plants.. But the chief industry, chief place

13
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of-work, and chief identifier is the main pampus of the University of

Minnesota. From 'October to June, more people attend classes there than

live in all of Southeast. That makes for a lot of stereo shops, restau-,

rants, and clothing stores; a lot of small apartment buildings and

rooming houses; and parking problems for blocks around:

Physically the area is roughly triangular, about three miles on a side,

bounded by traffic arteries, the river, and a throughway along the west

border of St. Paul., Freight yards, train tracks,

about a third of the total space. Except for the

two small shopping areas adjacent to it, the rest

and industry take up

University campus, and

is residential.

This is the part people think'of as "Southeast:" It has identity as

a whole, yet also comprises four distinct neighborhoods. In 1970 these

were the elementary attendance areas. In the middle, drawing from them

all, was Marshall-University High School.

Como

Tuttle school served the Como neighborhood, about 40 square blocks.

It is a mixture of one and two-story single family homes, most of them

50-60 years.old. There are a few larger houses older then that, and

quite a few small duplexes or bungalows built,since World War II. Como is

A
on the other side of the tracks from neighborhoods by the University, and

thus has fewer rooms or apartments for rent. Como is comfortable, but

not affluent. It has long had an improvement association. With the aid

of street repaving and code enforcement, it has been well kept up. In

overall Southeast context it is relatively non-transient, non-professional

family oriented, and owner occupied. Probably for these reasons, Como's

reputation is as Southeast's "conservative" neighborhood.

14
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Glendale and Prospect Park

Aro sharply constrasting sub-neighborhoods formed the merging atten-

dance areas of Pra'ut and Motley schools. As mentioned already, in 1970-71

these schools were in the process of being paired. They would become one

4
school, Pratt-Motley, with all primary ages in the Pratt building, and all

intermediate in Motley. The children might be mixed, but the residential

landscapes they came from vere very, very different. Formerly preserved

-mostly for Pratt was the Prospect Park neighborhood. Formerly assigned

to Motley, was the Glendale-Housing Project.

As public housing goes, Glendale seems small, attractive, and

humanely planned. It was built-in 1952. The 184 units are two-story or

-
lower, most of them in -duplex coMpinations, arranged to minimize any bar-

racks appearance, and sited away from dangerous traffic. There is yard

space, graSs, and trees. A new small park and community center is imme-

diately accessible.

Nevertheless, most families in Glendale live there because they have

to, not because they really want to. They are all tenants,_not owners.

The children most_commonIy call their home, unaffectionately,. "the
.

projects."- This is the poor-part-of Southeast,-not only-in-income-but

in hope. Welfare workers and juvenile offiders are well known and much

reviled. There is a lot of mo-tring in and out, but little moving up.

White families are the large majority,".dften resentful of their 20-25%

black and Native American nei'ghbors. Motley,school in 1970-71 was: 86%

AFDC students --almost five times the next nearest Southeast elementary

percentage. Glendale people have learned that they are "problems",.

occasional efforts by residents and,social workers, there has

beenno strong commUnity biTanizing-. For most tenants an "improvment-
,

.-
association'i here would be one that helped them move to somewhere else.

15
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Virtually next door, but at the otheriend of. a social spectrum, is

Pratt's old neighborhood, Prospect Park. This is the only hilly sectiOn

of Southeast. Its winding streets are "good" addresses. Along them live

a lot of University faculty and other professionals. Their hillside homes

are larger than in Como, and apt to be graced by tasteful planting or

sophisticated architectural touches --'an artist's studio window here, a

cantilevered redl.)od patio there. There are not many rooms for rent, and

few multiple dwellings. An improvement association has been strong since /

before 1900. It argued in favor of building Glendale, and successfullyr----i

resisted an Interstate highway plan that would have cut through the heart

of the neighborhood. Real estate values and median income are the highest
\

in SOUtheast. Prospect Park, if not a""moneyed" neighborhood, is socially

and intellectually very respectable.

University District

Beginning near the'Main campus gate is an oblong of about 60 square

blocks known as the University district. It runs between railroad

tracks and busy through streets, from a small shopping district at the

campus end-to a'large. one bn'the edge of Southeast. Near the center of

the oblong is Marcy School. Around it is a variegated and somewhat

-

fragile residential neighborhood. There are many 75-year-old three-story

homes which have been divided into apartments. Quite a number are

ending their days as rooming houses, and some of these are just plain .

shabby. In the'late 60's the University district was bisected, despite

great community furor, by a depressed link of Interstate highway.

Several block of single-family homes were sacrificed to the auto. Before

and since then new construction' has been almost entirely of small apart-

\
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ment buildings, rented by students and young families. A good many of

these may be poor, but they are not fa poverty. Transiency is high, but

so are educational levels and (especially for the non-transient) median

income. There are always active organizations at work for protection of

the community's bharactei%

So theast -- the Schools

_

In. 1970-71 the schools f these-areas, and-the high school for all

of them, showed some speci4 features and problems, but were far fr='un-

USUal. To an exte.xt they naturally reflected their neighborhoods. To a

greater extent tney ref ected the prevailing assumption th7t in curriculum,

organization, ard pedagogy one public school should be much like another.

Tuttle and:Marcy, with total enrollment of 675, shared a single

principal; 3,bey used a district-approved basal textbookaTproaen in

graded, self-contained classrooms. Each had a typical, service-oriented

PTA. "Gcrviernance" was the principal, reporting upward to the Associate
/

Sdperintendent,for-Elementary. He divided his time between the buildings.

With interested teachers from both schools, he had arranged visits to'

open-eduCation programs nearby. At Ma'rcy a few teachers, on their own,

were trying some less tet-bound apProaches with Creative writing and

dramatics. Sometimes two rooms would.even work together on such inno

vatiens.

The most important dynamic in these schools, however, was a group of

parents who .had come together from both, beginning the previeus summer.

Calling themselves Southeast Parents for Open Classrooms, they were

reassuring their PTA, convincing their principal, and lobbying the AsSo-

cidte Superintendent. What they wanted was open classrooms for the families

_,requesting them in_each,school. They were well'read, quoting both current
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and clas6ical literature as ..alUments'fdr\change. They investigated opeh

sthools elsewhere, and reported o what hey saw. They did their homework,

detailing for the professionals, wlia, would be needed and where it could

be got... They were determined organiz rs, canvassing every family, and

listing every child whose parents said hey would enroll. They felt they

were getting somewhere, too. By New Year, 1971, they had ,50 "working

members." As MLnneapolis first applied to Experimental Schools, Parents

for Open Classrooms began to hear supportive words from administrators

.downtown.

Pratt and Motley were changing faster than that, but with the initia-

//'

tive coming from both above and below. Enrollment was 567. These schools

also were under one principal, and most classrooms also followed the

graded, basal-text.approach. For fiv,e years, however, parents* the Pratt
.

PTA had been talking:of the'ungraded approach as a :way to equa_opporm_

tunity and imprnve quality in both schools.. They had had PTA prograrL.'.:

and speakers ori the subject. Capitalizing on theparent interest and on

a strong, flexible faculty, central administragon had picked Pratt to

undertake an experimental K-3 cOntinuoui progress program in 1970-71.- It

was now in operation. Already, staff were planning'and training:to extend the

-

experiment through grades 4-6. That would complete the organizational

Pairing, Pratt-Motley, for radial and socio-economic desegregation. It

would also provid4 a full K-6 elementary sequence in a different mode from

traditional Minneapolis schools.

Of all Southeast schools in 1970-71, Marsfiall-tniversity High presented

the most.difficult challenges, and perhaps also the most promising oppor-

tunities. Enrollment was 1238. It had by far the greatest experience

with dhange.and innovati'0. To date, unfortunately, the experience was

18
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not happy. In less than three years the school had had.to cope with1

institutional merger, a major shift,of racial composition, and environ-

mental shock waves from political/and cultural rebellion. To appreciate

its next encounter,.with Experimental Schools, we need to sketch the

background.--

Tfie village-square of Southeast is a cluster of shops and restau-

rants strangely called DinkTbown. On one edge of Dinkytown is the main

high school building. Two busy intersections away -- past Burger King-,

a mom-and-pop grocery, pizza-and-beer, stereo stores, Dinkytown Dime,

soda fountains, books-and-records -- is the main University gate. Just

inside are Peik Hall and a small gym. Since 1968 Peik Hall had housed

Marshall U's junior high (grades 7-8) for all academic classeS; for otLers

students walked to the main building. That, in turn, housed senior

high except the classes who walked to Poik Hall for use of the gym.

Before 1968 there was no Marshall-University High. There were only

University High on tho campus, and Marshall high two blocks away. The one

was a laboratory school of the Colleb,' of Ed cation; the other a

Minneapolipublicschool.Theyweroseparat,institutions.

Merging them had been the proud and arduous accomplishment of top

;Leadership in school system, college and community. Their purpose was

to insure B. Superior secondary school in Southeast, combining the resources

\--and serving the needs of both sponsors. The public schools would get

space, innovative faculty, and a pipeline to upportive expertise. The'

pollege would get a real-life urban arena to w rk in; a ready ground for

cutriculum research and experiment, and autematic access for SUpervised

student teachers. To keep all these benefits together, the two insti-

tutions agreed by contract to a joint policy board, with equal appointed

p
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membership-froh the school system and the University. Its first chairperson

was a man-who had led the University's efforts to plan cooperatively with

Southeast community Organizations. Not only shObld,staff, staderts, and

Programs be enriChed in uhe eMerging new school, but so,also should
;

governance.

Merger was a marriage made in heaven, but it ran intoNtrouble on earth.

The parties who had to consummato it were not in love. They had not been

gra d timel for courtship. were the proletariat thrown'together with
-

the alifa, academically "average" .3LudenLs with academically

teachers from th e rank and file with teachers holdi n university appointment.

Needless tI say, ti-.6rkwere worrias about status, fears:of being taken over
'-r,----

1

-,,,

,
i

or swalloweci.up, uncertaLiii4s about new Colleagues and new. classmates.

,To the dismay,of parents and C.hfusion of students, organization and

accountability of the staff in the schol quickly'became unclear. Marshall

veterans did ncit like having an adhinistra director partly responsible

to
1

the University, la:ven'though he had been chosen from among Minneapolis:

principals. Nor was-the new policy board confident of its role. Had it

really'replaced the Dean and the Associate Superintendentfor Secondary,.
-

both of whom2,yre on it? It Was easier, though unsatisfying, t9 let those

two men make most-of the policy by themselves..
,N

By fall of 1970 an ad hoc committee of the cy board was wonder-
:

-

ing anew how".to "justify" the.merger. !What is quite vident," they

wrote, "is a great diffusion of efforts, dysfunctional
,

of'clear-cut uniform policies and proca,Idures."-

'Merger alone might havebeen'challengnough for the Marshall-U

community. But simultaneously with merger had COMpanother change,

tices, and lack

equally unprepared for. Under a voluntary "racial ...:ransfer" program

close to l00. 4.black students chose Marshall-U in the faill9f 1968.
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The number was far larger,than,anyone had expected. In the next years it

continued `large. White Southeast's liberalism was strained. Many

assumad that "those kids-from the north/side" came to Marshall-U (or were

sent) because they.could not get along elsewhere. On that assumption, they

were a threat to learning and discipline. The newcomers knew, of course,

that somelpeople wished they weren't there. By black and white alike,

quarrels and scuffles began to be feared as racial encounters. There

were occasional "incidents-." The general level oPloarent-apprehension

Ivent up.

For the more-conservative it was'gcing up anyway, spurred by amPle

signs around the high school that youth rebellion and student unrest

7

were facts of life in Southeast, too. __Being on campus and in Dinkytown
\

probably-gave Marshall-U the strongest "movement" fla'ror of any Minneariblis

high schOol. Drugs were easily available. Counter-culture dress lantuage,

and hair style were common. As Vietnam wore on, anti-war rallies grew more

numcrous and more activist. The campus shootings at Kent.State, in 1970,

sent a special shudder through parents and teachers with children in

Peik Hall. And late that same spring Dinkytown was paralyzed by three

ciZys of mass sit-ins protesting constraction by a fast-food chain only-'

one block from Marshall-U. 'For a brief while there was eVen a local

Peo-i.le's Park., University Students and' Ibngtime Southeast' adult
. activiets

took the lead in this-flouting of the establishment.. But:more,than a few

Marshal1U-students were there to make the point with them. Dozens became

familiar with tear gas, and a few got rrested:

.
In these Unquiet times Marshall-University was a miXture of the con-

ventional and the changing. It had few-of the fuddy-duddy rUles which

provoked protests elsewhere. There ware no hall pasths no dress code,'

21
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no requirement for studentS to stay in the building when they had free

periods. Some teachers even openly ignored the taking of attendance. On
,

the other hand, :courses were graded,-\sequenced, and arranged by.depart-
.

-mentsjust like everywhere else. There were.two semesters. Electives

:were limited in senior high, and. non-existent in junior. Girls had to

take home ecOnomics; boys had to take shop.

Dy 1970-71 there was forceful sentiment for steps toward broader

change. For the sake,of re-designing curriculum and increasing students'
.-

options, the faculty were ready to vote for threP 12-week,ti-iMesters per '

----
year, instead of two semester6. tome were already-drafting new courses,

and looking forward.to coaching more students in independent study. In
i.-

junior high a 'ew Title III project was trying a counselor-and-teachers

\ .

team approach it'th half the 8th graders. The aim was greater time flex-

ibility and-curriculum integration among core subjects, as well as a
_-

broader base for focusing on individual student needs.

More controversial was_Marsball-U's.first small in-house alternative
- .

TrOgram, the'School WithoutAla.11s.: t was designed for toUgh, trUant.

kids (largely from Glendale) 1:ilro found nothing they could enjoy in

,

regular school. With a lot of help from'college-student tutors, two or

\

three teachers were taking time to try unstructured, informal; ad.:hoc

teaching with this eoup:- It was the beginhings of a:street-aeademy

approach. They had started in the University YMUA, and then rented space

away from the main school. They,had administrative suPport and service.

But.byMa6,faculty the whole venture was considered just too loose, and
C' A

probably a Waste of'tiMe.: Dropouts, perhaps,' should be allowed to drop

put:

MdanWhile, from a sizeable group of parents, there was pressure for
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change in a different direction. y wanted 'things tighter, not looser..

Basic skills needed m6re emphasis. Independent study and 'other innova-

tiNe.programs" 'required stricter eval4ation. There should be mandatory

attendance at all classes, with cuts d'Ardiness reflected in students'

grades. The open campus should be ciosed. Teachers'ought to "take

responsibility" fOr pupils passing/through rnnktawn Within.the year,

as an Southeast's Experimental Schools proposal was being considered in

Washington, 100 Parents for-an/Improved Marshall High SchoOl would meet

with the director and petition him with these requests.

If Washington gave Minneapolis'a planning grant, th,e were the

neighborhoods and schools from which a proposal must come. If there was
. ,

'to be "broad participation in the design," it must be-by these.people.

If the design should be funded, this Was the Southeast for which the

money would flow.

iTP
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'-tflAPTER IT

WRITING THE PROPOSAL: January - June, 1971

It did not take long for an in-house group to put together a letter

of interest to Experimental Schools. Both Associate Superintendents worked

on it, as did James Kent, from Marshall-University High School. _With

suggestions'from specialist departments, such as evaluation and the curric-

ulum consultants, they could present the essentials of'a Purposeful idea

and strong potential,' without pre-empting the planning which would design

the project.. . The idea was that'every student-nd-family should have a

true choice among styles of education. The potential was.in the SoutheaSt

schools and community; and_in an array of promigng practices ready to ,be

combined in new programs;

Well before the JanUary 30 ded-dline, John Davis'signed the letter and

mailed it to Binswangor. Fr65-669 applications, a selection committee

-picked Minneapolis and seven others for 60-day planning grants. Detailed

proposals were due by mith:April. Before mid-February, work must begin

in earnest.

All had agreed'that if a proposal was to be written, Jim Kent would

head up the process. Optimistic for the-best he had already begun garner-

ing ideas from small neighborhood meetings in Southeast. With definite

good news from Washington, he,set up shop in,availabIe space at Tuttle

school. Coming with him to helP,was Betty Jo Zander, who had just quit

as adminisirative ascIstant in char4ge of Peik Hall at Marshall-U.

2 4 '
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A Process: 1...eryone Can Win
,

Kent's priority was to enlist community-involvement ili shaping a

proposal. That accorded with his own values, and was one of Experimental

Schools' criteria as well. Further, eVen if not-funded, a plan for

.change that came frOm people in the schools would fuel the local process

f change, in any event.

First an foremost, therefore, Kent went to Southeast parents, their

principals, and any teachers who wanted tO help. Word had spread fast

-enOugh that a planning grant was in hand,by-which large Areams might

widlarge'rewards. When Kent publicized that there wbuld be weekly open

meetings, people'willingly came-by the dozens. It was a sort of Saturday-

morning market place of:ideas, supplied by a growing number of smaller

greups who met-6-± ernoons.and evenings to put their particular proposals

, .,
on paper. The elementdry.principalS Some.teAChers from allschools,

\

and a-few high school students joined in, on their own-time. Three parents

were hired for commUnity liaisbn. In short order some 30 diverse people .

.\

were giving sUbstantial time and 13 of those were a writing team to draft

sections of the full propoSal. Topmanagement downtown kept-hands off.

Except when asked for technical or tactical help, with matters like popu-

lation data or budget figures, the central bureaucracy was notfinvPlved.

FroM very early it was clear in all these meetings that Experikental

Schools offered a change for almost everyone, to win something. It, was

also possible that new,programs would attract-new students from acroSs the

city. If so, Experi.mental SchoOls might end the darter', posed by loag-

tera declinig enrollments, ,of SoutheaSt losing Marshall-U or, an elemental
- - ,

school. The purpose of the commnity process was not:to decide on South-,
. .

__.

east's single best way, but to see a spectrum of distinct options within
. , .

2 5
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which most families could recognize their own values. Once accepted

ri

that there could,b e genu5ne alternatives -- equally legitimized, equally

funded; equally-accessible -- no one.need Atack one idea in order to

advocate another. Each schoOl of thought (and each thought of school,

one might Say) could 'gain energy' for its own development, because nOne

was needed to discredit someone else's: Excelyb for'an inevitable'few to

whom attadkj:ng-,and discrediting were values in'-themseiveSj-pe'ople in

Southeast understood that right away.

.Elementary: Not So'Hard

j_At.
elementarOevel itreailY.was nqt difficult tOact on'th*Under-7

standing.--'Immediateir;::ParentSbegand'-conirene"tn thebaais oftheir
r,;1

values fortheir.own.children.q. schooling, ratherAhan b,r att ance area'

or neighborhood. Traditionalists from all buildings knew whar. _:ey liked,

-

, and had.a chance now;to make it better. Parents for Open ClassrOoms were

now might imagine having\ far-aiong: towarcidefining -what they wanted, and
,

it all t,)gether Under one:roof._ The cdntinuous progress principal and

'--teachel-s:werp_sougfit. ou:.by-ne* parents who liked that emphasis, and

':, . ,.;- : . . ,

left alonely old ones who.:thd not. If possible, everyone preferred
..:':!.::.

't ,,. .,\
. ,

.

that people More or less liKe7iindedshould,have a Whole,building to them-
,

'Selves. Because they preferred that, And becanee ine

was finite, the groups successfully resisted sectarian splintering. No
-=

Montessori wing, ITA segment' or opdrant-conditioning mOdule was seriously_

considered. 'The time pressure helPed, too. Jim ,Kent's determination was

firm thata clearly' structured, readily understandable, probabIY-;fundable,

and admipistratiVely feasible document wo-uld be delivered in Washington

by Ap:11 10-

. Quite quickly then, there was broad consensus on the outline and
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placement of a three-part elementary program. There would be an improved

And improving traditional school, called ContemPorary. It would be at

Tuttle, where present teachers-an& a parent majority leaned in the tra-

ditional direction. It seemed.to )

fit with the flaior of the neighborhood.

There would be an OPen school at Mercy. Several stronk parent advo-

cates came from that neighborhood. Same-Marcy teachers were already mov-

ing in the open direction. -

Pratt-Matley would be the.Continuous Progress school. It Was already

begun. Willing staff were experienced or being trained. Tf, was profession-

ally planned to meet the necessitieL- of its divided neighborhoods.

.All three attendance areas, however,: would.nOw become ,one. Any K-6

child could attend any of the alternatives as a matter of right. Criss-

crossing bus service would be built into the proposal. Actual enroll-

ments in the three would be determine& entirely by family Choice. Iniith

1 .01
this much clear, writing-crimmittees for each,elementary alternative could

move ahead, setting forth rationale, spelling out promising practices to

j)e combined in the program, suggesting positions and materials they would

like included in the budget.
.

Secondary: Not So Easy

By contrest with eleMentary planning, finding agreement on form and
. .

content for secondary options wa-s a snarl-

ground sketched in Chapter I suggests several reasons why: the age-

range and extreme diversity of a 1,200-member student body; the history

and organization of Marshall-University High School; faculty discourage-

ment with the results of merger; the mood of the times. Mingled with these

were some important accidents and conflicting perspectives of personal pa-

sition. All told, it was virtually impossible to get synoptic agreement

27
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on the job to be done. Instead of people/and ideas teing able to move in

parallel, and develop their own strong agendas, as in elementary, at sa-

condary level they kept colliding. They tended to neutralize each other's

momentum. As a result, no crisp pattern of neeessities or possibilities

was able to emerge. To see what did emerge, we have to revieW the

people and their ideas.c

Jim Kent had been director of Marshall-U less than a semester when

he took on planning fOr ExperimenLal,Schools. Formally he was still

/
/

director, the accountable administrator, with title and authority. For

-
day-to-day operations after January, though, he was mostly out of the M-U

-building. And since day-to-,day operation was Marshall-U's'pre-occuPYiPg

real-life agenda at that time,-out-of-the-building in many ways meant

out-of-the-picture.
)

Interestingly, one of Kent'l major reasons for leaving Marphall-U

was much the same as his major reason for coming there in the first place.

He was fascinated by the community governance possibilities, as he saw

them, of the joint policy board. Here, in principle, was a decentraliza-

tion of control which-had-happened without political upheaval. By legal

contract, apProved in the city-wide board, it moved policy responsibility
/./

for one high school down toward the neighborhood which that school served.

Four of the ten members on the policy board were Mai'shall-U parents. In

a period when dispute over decentralization arid community cohtrol had

.verged on open warfare in New York and other urban systems, this was a

small Hopeful development. Perhaps it could be made into a large one.
4

"That's Why I came to Marshall'U," says Kent; "I had read the contract,

and thought something could be done." In January of 1971 he-had also..

talked with Binswanger, and knew that evaluation of governande changes

r2
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was an Experiment:al Schools.priority.

Helping Kent as Staff for the Southeast planning process was another

administrator who had just left Marshall-U. Betty Jo Zander's departure

had been rather More definitive, not to sdy emphatic, than the director's.

It was indirectly, but significantly, related to Experimental Schools.

.She was administratiVe assistant, in charge of Peik Hall, and from there

co-ordinated the controversial School Without Walls program. When it

became clear in January that Kent's time would be more and more-pre-empted

by the quest for Federal money, Marshall-Ul.s principal (second in author-

ity after Kent) said he must have a full assistant principal to help him ,

run the buildings. He wanted one particular man, too -- a long-time

Marshall High biology teacher, of military mind-set and a strong vocation

for restoring order in the halls. The principal-got his man appointed,

and it somehow happened without Zander's hearing the ncws. Neither

substantively nor procedurally- was she pleased, when she arrived at a staff

meeting one morning-ahd saw the biology man there, now one of.the adminis-

trators whom she was to assist. She was displeased enough, in fact, that

she walked right out, permanently.

After a couple of weeks in limbo, Zander began_working with Kent

again. Now she, too was away from the'-day-to-day, yet directly involved

with proposing a years-long strategy for schooling Marshall:-U's clientele.

air particular interests were junior high or middle'school years, and the

future for'students in School Without Walls.

Meanwhile, back in the principal's office at Marshall-University High

was William Phillips. 'This was his first year, too, after coming up

.
through the Minneapolis rankS and be:ng an assistant principal for junior,

high elsewhere in the system. He had his hands'full, andthen some, just
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running the place. Before him' there had been two years of what some ('Fiewed

4

as near chaos. Thapressing need of the day, as he and many others'saw
f_

it was-fer stability, not excitement. The_pressing need in planhing

was for-14 departments and 75 teachers to design and describe departmental

(and inter-departmental) course offerings in the just-approved trimester

format for next P'ear. 'Experimental Schools support might help with that,

but there Was no time -- nor was this a good time -- to think in terms of

revamping the.whole high-school approac

Bill Phillips, in short, was a careful conscientious administrator.

In the view of the associateuperintendenit WI assigned him there, that

\
was what Marshall-U needed. Phillips wanted p ograms clearlydefined,

set in orderly organizational context; and as nearly as possible surprise-
_

.

Probably. becauSe_itwas nohe of thes,, governance by.joint policy

board, not to mentiOn'talk of using it for K-12 decentralization; did4}ot

appeal to him. Neither did projects so by-definition unboundaried as

School Without Wails. Above-his desk he kept a favorite slogan: Innovate,

But Take Attendance.

Phillips, not surprisingly, did not spehd major time with Kent and

Zander in conceiving or writing the secondary.part of Minneapolis' pro-
/

posal- Nor did any except a few of the Marshall-U faculty. These who

did acted not as representatives for the'rest, but on.their own, with

mo_re, encouragement from Kent than from thei'r colleagues; dhief among

them were the program co-ordinators -- department heads or. joint

University/Minneapolis appointment -- for math, english; and Counseling.N J
They all had promising practices they wanted to push.

Fewer secondary parents than elementary, as maybe natural, showed

keen interest in planning for their children's school. Almost none of
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those who did were,from the non-Southeast black families now choosing

Marshall-U as an alternative to their neighborhood junior or senior high.

The vocal :parents from within Southeast tended to be intensely critical,

divided into two opposite camps, and not effectively organized. One

portion, already mentioned, want-6d an end to the laxity that had come, as

they ,saw it, that came with being a large institution in a bureaucratic

structure. For them voucher plans sounded good, and some made extravAgant

claims that a third of Southeast parents were ready to start an alterna-
_

tive of tXleir own. .

For the vast majority of students of course, school was school. It
A

was-part of the given order, a stretch of time to be variously tolerated,

reeisted, enjoyed, hated, dropped:out of; or graduated from.. Only among

a few -- the articulate sort whom iChool itself_would define as most able

-- was edUcati'bn a cause for reform Some of them did join the planning.

They were oriented toward better intra-school communication, more

student share in making decisions, and some bill-of-rights guarantees.

They produced a careful document: "The Running of a School: Student

Guidelines for Experimental Schools."

Giyeh the time constraints, what might feasibly emerge from this

mix of actors, re-actors, and non-actors? It was clear enough that some

structurally clean or conceptually neat avenues to change were closed

off from the start. Just the fact that Sr."teast by itself was the

planning base,' for example, ruled out prop:Jsing Marshall-U as a single-

style city-wide alternative high school. Parkway in Philadelphia and Metro
-,- --

in Chicago were well publicized modern models, as were older specialty

schools like MUsiC And Arts in New York, or Boston,Latin. The St. Paul

Open School, K-12, just then being organized, was even closer at hand.
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But - unless the-whole-Minneapolis secondary system was to be altered at

once -- no one'of them couldlnow be translated into choices, plural, for

Southeast. -The idea, was not even considered:

An idea that was considered, but only fleetingly, was simply to

extend thrbugh junior and senior high eome analogues to the three options

that were coming clear for elementary. Two major obstacles blocked that

course. First was a strong fear that to divide Marshall-U vertically

into separate educational programs, schools within the school, would be

.to invite separation by race and class as well, New alternatives might

be old tracking system in disguise. Second, it .sTed beyond imagining

anyway, at least within the few weeks available, that this school's space,

time, and personalities could be re-shuffIed into three comprehensive but

/
different prog-raffs. Only to the simple-minded could slIch a scheme, in

winter 1971, have seemed siutple. -Ke-426iidEhis colleagues_dropped7tt,

fast.

Looked into much more seriously, especially by Betty Jo Zander, vas-

'the idea of creating apart from Marshall-U an alternative to Marshall-U.

It was chiefly conceived as a middle school, grades 4- or 5-8, with hopes

'that program could be designed to hold the 30-plus junior high students

already in School Without Walls. Of course the middle school idea pre-

sented problems as to what sort of alternative environment.it should be,

other than in age-range, to the elementary schools and junior high-which

it ,would overlap. Reactions in.community meetiugs were not encauraeng.-

People tended either to like or dislike it on an assumption-that it wou,ld

siphon off the "problem" kids. Before that could be seriously addressed,

however, it turned out that the hoped-for space.in SOutheast (a sMall . .

tmilding, used by a city-wide program for pregnant teen-agers) could

not be considered. The separate middle,echool became moot:

32
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All these ideas that dould not happen remained in peoplefs minds to

influence the secondary projects that could. What was actually proposed,

hOwever, remained a collection of largely individual notions which Kent

and the writing team 'worked hard to present as a cohesive whole.

Marshall-University High would be a single school within which individual

student programs might range from a regimented series-of-traditional

//it
classes in one building, to a free-form pattern of interdisciplinarY

involvement all over the aity.: To increase variety and ventilate the

structure, a lot of new initiatives would be encouraged, amoAg 'staff and
\

students. To stabilize the structure and maintain continuity,\much would

be left just as it was. In proper proposalese- 'an eclectic curriculum

approach...centered'around four instructional modes" -- it.sounded fine..

But the easy language was wrapped around some uneasy,--bellows.. Everyone

realized high school would be the hardest part of the whole project to

make real.

Writers preparing the proposal for Washinqton, early in April, c4 -

ed the whole Marshall-U section "Secondary School Without Walls.0 That

was meant to suggest, plainly, a'liberalizing direction of change. To many_
Southeast locals, however, it.meant delinquent rowdies being tutored from:

a rented house, "Connotation of name objectionable to coMmunity," wrote

one parent on her copy of the draft. It was too much.. It was relaxation,

not reform. 'Before long) the offending words were dropped.

For a.sizeable few, however, the same slogan was not enough. Even
_

if kept, it was rhetoric, not reality. Some just did not'believe that

/4,11's administration and teachers would move that_way,/nomatter what Jim

Kent hoped. Others were angry that nothing was now planned for the

_Glendalestudents whose need.had inspired an actual School Without)Walls_. .._. . . r' / // r //
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in the first place'>, Since the program was dropped, honesty demanded the

name should be too.

Betty Jo Zander felt the way these people did. She was also still

convinced that somewhere among the alternatives there needed to be an op-
,

tion clearly outside the main stream aspecially the secondary main stream

in a comprehensive -high school.

So it came about that in the very last pre-deadline das,\Zander and'

a few of the more radical parents; wrote in a" fifth component school. Its

name would be Free. Its age-range,would be .K-12. Its size would be 70

or less. Its space would be rented. Its emphasis would be "daily success,

self-direction". Its curriculkm and organization would be "as students
,

and teachers decide," I4yond that, little-Was specified. Kent was not

r-
- -

enthusiastic.1 but apparently the Southeast''S vocal left w6u7.d-be. ThoSe

most disenchanted with existing schools, would have a chance to make

II -their own. At est, tile Free School idea' added risk-taking pizzaz to the\

\)

lanas a whcAl, At wO'ist WashingtoncouId take the blame for saying
.

, 1

Yo. \'It seems valid," Kent cautiously: Wrote in the proposal, "to see

w ether this option .. is viable."

Wtapping'Up The\Proposal

With this pie\pe, the program outline, and substance of the Southeast

proposal were complete. Because of the KL12.1imitation, advocates for

Post-high school=a0 pre-kindergarten programs had to be disappointed.

.PxcePt. for these, Nixtliplly all groups-had-got-in much-of-what-thay........But

want&d. Even more inporbant, they ha4 made themselves.heard in how they

wante it. .The organizing- principles were clear-r distinct alternative

progr and free f ly choice among them. With three elementary schoOls,
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one far-out K712, and one manyhued junior/senior high, there were enough

options for real selection,-and.few enough not to be utterly confusing.

A governance secticin looked toward making the Marshall-University

policy board virtually a Southeast community school board. Early plans

'Were' laid out for extensive staff development: Specific promising

practices, pedagogical and organizational, were clustered throughout the
-

proposal; Careful evaluation was promised,.and researchers requested to

carry it out. Each school would get extra teachers, aides, equipment,

and supplies. There might be some minor building renovation. There

would be a special Southeast resource center for environmental studies

in science and social studies. There would be extra,counseling and

sobial-work services. Children would ride by bus from home tO their

chosen schools." A project director s office would give overaildirection

'with program budgeting.help and a public information center. All in all,

the people who had worked so hectically fortwo mohths, felt good about

what they had produced.

Einswanger's office felt godd about it, too, and So did his inde-
,.

pendent selection panel. While they were reviewing the eight proposa4
_

produced by planning grants, Kent and colleagues'had plenty of work to

keep them busy. Like their counterparts in seven other districts, pre-

sumably, they spent a month preparing alternate work plans: one to use

if news was good; the other if it was bad. On May 15, finally, Washington

let Minneapolis know that Southeast Alternatives, as tiae proposal was

now called, would definitely be'funded. coincidence, Southeast

Parents for Open Classrooms had convened a strategy session that very,

evening. Their agenda was to plan pressure by media and by picketing,

if necessary, in case the Open School ;Was turned down, and Minneapolis
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chose to forget open classrooms, tou. Grassroots politics, of course, gave

way that evening to grassroots partying.

With hefty funding assured, it still remained to negotiate exact

amounts; to fill in gaps, meet criticisms, and'add milestones in the

proposal; and to get a formal Board of EducatiOn vote on the final Version.

That took three more weeks of high-pressure work, for not,all of

Binswanger's questions were minor, and the budget-detail was major. In

the same three weeks all Southeast families heard again, by mailings and

meetings, about their now real options. Before Summer vacation began,

they checked off their choices and sent them in. Teachers, likewise, had

-
tO pick their options -- whether to stay where they were, or ask for

,transfers;' and in_either case, whether to sign up for summer staff-H

'development. "Choicemaking," as the proposal had promised, was beginning

to become "the basic way of school life."

By June 7 the final negotiated document was ready to be laid befdre

the School Board. It spelled out:3.6 million extra Federal dollars tO

come for Southeast over the next 27 ,Months. It was renewable, at an
s

estimated 219 million, for 34 months:beyond that. Running to June 1976,

that would mean a five-year 'supplement of more than $560 per student pen

year, to get alternatves starteth The.Board voted unanimously in favor.

A few days before, John Davis had sent Robert Binswanger a,copy of,.

the.cOmpleted proposal as it would,be-submitted to the Board. "DearDr. .

Binswanger," he wrote; "...We.are well on our:way." Beneath the

superintendent's brief letter, the Federal man typed his own reply:
-

"exciting, promising and important;" then, 'By the way ... you don't have

to address me as 'Dr.'t Fondly, 'Bob'." Davi reply in its entirety,

/
typed beneath Binswanger's note, ran "Dear Bob: You are,right! 'Johnl.
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Southeast Alternatives was indeed endowed with.more than Money.

\

Mutuality arid trust at the top, were part of itaunderpinnings.
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CHAP,TER\III

goacLp_ts - Value Coals - Issues::

What The Project Wanted To Stand For

This chapter is largely a digression from narrative. Before plunging

ahead with chronology and description it seems important. te exple some'

ideas which underlay the events.

The exploration will not be' neatly schematic, This report, afte

all, is on the flavor and facts of a project in educational reform.

reform gainS ground or isstynied in the untidily, political space and tim

of.a big-cityschocl s-ysteM, not just in thinkers' heads. Even an ideas

chapter must be part narrative.

On the other hand, the exPloratiOn is more abstract than a recounting

of "what happened." Itj.s a look at some dominantcOncepts. whichjDeople.

either imposed-on the events, or (depending on your epistemology).derived

from them, or (met likely) both. They are concepts which people-usually

felt coMmitted to -- or felt they ought to feel committed to: That is,

.,-they Were not only concepts.; they were perceive.d values informing the.

project. ,Like alI'values, those of Southeast Alternatives often-times/

became slogans, shi6bol.th6, and jargon. That nfirMs, rather than

denies', their importance as values..

The values eventually (after two years, not at the very start) were

dtstilled,'formally stated and frequently placarded as.four official

'fundamental goals of SEA. In this-sense, as coming from and accepted by

man, rticipants, they are "what the project wanted to stand for."
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Recurring_Adieagreement.-or Unbertainty over.how to stand for theM defin'd

many of the-internal isSueswhi h made Southeast7A1ternatives a history',

, /hot a blueprint.', .
.

/
..t, , /

1- ,
-

The key concepts in theSe valueS/goals are the, four 4ub4headinge Of-
. .7.- ,-

this chapter. The official geal statements are printed in Dula-at-the
.

,
,..

close of the chapter. At the close of the entire report., it will be time

to,review them critically again.

"Basic SkillS"

By context and common usage one is never in doubt that 7basic skills

is essentially synonymous with "the three,R's". It carries connotations

of academic seriousness and of making sure the kids really do learn

something. From the beginning of propo 1 writing, and in virtually every

SEA.P lication since, it has been felt important to salute this flag.

"Certainly schools will continue t6-be concerned with this area"

the proposal. Southeast Alternatives will "provide,a curridulum which

helps children master basie skills." In lists of stated SEA goals, this- -

one,is always first.

The emphasis is real.-s' All parts of SEA have worked to make sure that

't\,beir students do not end up too illiterate to apply for jobs or tell a
:

Meter from a mile. But the emphasis is also defensive. It seeks-to

reassure everyone that alternative education does not throw out the baby

with t e bath. In 1971 there were many who feared it might. In 1976

Many still fear that% We read now of some districts offering back-to-the-

\

basics schools as alternatives in themselves.

Totheextent it is defensive, however, the basic skills goal is also

misleading. It states the obvious as though it were a discovery. SEA

proponents, after all, never thought it'neoessary to promise that they
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would "continue to be concerned" about serving school lunches o keeping
-

classrooms warm in winter fokly solemnly:swear that-the three R's still
I ,

matterq The reasoh is thatthe values of this project Would not change

school lunches (unfortunately, say students) or re-sat thermostats,
\

whereas they might very likely lead to shifts in understanding of what

is basic.

In'Tac, to have schools which embodied such shifts was itself a

major value for many ifi Southeast. The question,was notwhether: children

;should learn reading and math, or even .some geography andacienCe.

"Specific skills, intellectual disciplinee,,and bodies of knowledge", are

important, of Course. The question was also not whether anyOne'was

opposed to children achieving1 positive self-cOncept," "persOnal growth,"

and. "eaf-determination." There would have been:mere'argUment -=Tmu&h:.

more --. over,motherhood and apple pie. The question was whether school

shoulcinurture.affective skills on an equal basis with Cdgnitive, andle::j
equally accountable for,doing so. Should they be valued' as equally

basic?

An unmistakeable bias of the SEA'proposal was to answer that question,'

Yes. Even the Contemporary School was proposed with an affective ratidn-

ale: that many children "feel comfortable" in a traditional cognitive
--

program: Beyond rhetorical bias, one thrust of alternatives was to say

that if some,families wanted more than the basic skilis 'as usually

defined, they should have it. The only reservation was, they could-not

have less. That was Goal I.

' Though that may seem simple enough, basic skills could never remain

a aimple matter in Southeast AlternatiVes. An alMost inescapable'habit
;

is to call students good if they do'Well in the three R's, '-and schools



good if Vleir students are good. The common competitive inference is to

measure schools against each other by how fast and how visibly their

stuaents acquire the basic skills. Hence the familiar apparatus of

standardized tests and comparative school scores.

By the very act of offering options among styles of education, SEA

was trying to break this habit. the choice of schools, from Contemporary'

to Free, iS a choice among definitions of what makes a'school good, and

therefore of What makes a g,00d student. The proponents for Southeast s
;

alternatives manifestly did not all agree that speed and success in

basic skins were the prime defining characteristic of school quality.

Yet th4 singled out this one characteriS.tic,.defensively, as a prime

goal for all. It may have been necessary, and perhaps harmless enough

at the time. But it also tended to feed the habit which many of them

hoped to kick.

When times came fdr program evaluation and considering test scores,

debate about the basics was inevitable.

ernative School Styles"

Pledging allegiance to basic skills merely reiterated something SEA

had in common with every district in AMerica. Offering "alternative

school"styles" struck a note of true difference. The point., here is not

that alternatives differ from each other, but that the concept of alterna-

tives as such is a radical departure in_public school. organization. To

/grasp the alternats'/ cencept_is_cruciallfor understanding the

Dnpoli prejec --/

IA-essence the concept is simple. Alternatives exist when students

or families have free choice among/eal educational programs that are, .

equally available, different'from each other, and physically distinct.
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There are important refinements and additions which may go along with this

definition, but.those are its essentials: free choice by studentor

family, equal availalAlity, distinctiveness and separate identity of

programs, a full curriculum in each program.

That seems straightforward enough, as a definition. It has" prac-

tical corollary, however, whicli proves slow to sink in. It reqUires one

of those small shifts of perspective which decisively change:the whole

view. It is this: once alternatives exist, there is no longer any

"regular".program.

'The point is worth putting in italics, because it is -bob liitle

noticed, and because it is so foreign to the organizational ethos of

public School systems. That ethos has grown.up around the premise that

there is some "one best way" of popular education. At any given time,

the good way is offered by competent professionals and adopted by the

school board as standard fare for public consumption. Reforms and re-

thinking come and go, as to what the standard fare should be. Thus in

different periods, or different parts of the country there are varying

orthodoxies of curriculum, organization, pedagogy, and'even architecture.

Likewise, in any one t.-Lme or place, there may be departures.from the

standard fare, for special types of students. -Thus there have been schools

for the gifted, schools for the handicapped, vocational schools, and --

the most notable instance -- schools for the black. But always the norm,

of the system /s regular schools for regular people. If there is
//

anything else, it is offered or imposed for students who'fail

the regular pattern.

The alternatives concept, as defined above, undercuts this tradition

deeply. It does not picture the system as a matter of a single rule and
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_possible exceptions to it. There must be two or several educational pro-

grams, each of which is as much the rule as any other. There-can,never

be just one alternative school. There must be at least two, because they

, only came into existence by being alternatives to-each other. By defini-

tion, no one school is ber in itself than any other. A program only

becomes better than another in being preferred over the other by people

who Will use it. It is only the best program for the people who choose

it; The forum for that decision about quality and use is no longer

reserved to professionals and a central board. It is eXpanded into the

family and community.
,

Not all this was thought out and written down when SEA began. It

was all there in embryo, nevertheless. The later definition of alternatives,

in fact, was essentially built from a description bf Southeastls elemen-

tary program. It was formalized, expanded semewhat, and in the fourth

year of the project adopted as school board policy.

The definition &scribed the program, even when the program was only
a

a proposal. Every Southeast elementary family would have not only the

possibility of choice among schools, but the necessity% There would be

bus service to z.nd from the four, for every elementary student. The.,/

chools would have different programs,,and all four programs would be

escribed to every family. Being in separate buil ngs, the programs

,would be physically, as well as stylisticallY, distinct. Each would be

a full progrard, covering all the.basics and then so e, operating all

every day, all year, K-6. All at once, on openl\flg day-in September,
-

1971, there would no longer be any "regular" elementay program in

Southeast. There would only be alternatives. Neither school board nor

principals nor teachers-bould say which was "normal" becau e none was and
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all were. Each family must choose for itself.

In such,a situation it was critical that the different programs not

be taken as competitive with each other in any othei arena than that of

families' and students' educational values, People in Southeast must

come to .understand very rapidly that EXperimental Schools and Mihneapoli8

were not trying out several types of school in order to measure results

at the end and decide which was best. The aim of the program was to commend

itself whole. To that extent it was in the self-interest of each comPo-
-0,

nent that all should be successful. It was a bit like oligopoly 6or-

porations needipg to keep the market divided, The pant was peda-

gogical pluralism, not some new monopoly, nor-the old one either.

A striking .feature of SEA is the seeming eaSe with which-people

'accepted this premise. One explanation could 1;1.e -that they did not much

care -- that school by any other name is still a job, a requirement, a

place to send the kids. Attendance patterns and levels of parent loyalty

do not support such a theory. More_likely is that unr-emitting public

information and the knowledge that every school would get extra benefits

neutralized fear of anyone's losing out. Perhaps still more important

was the pre-existing high level of interest and sophistication among

Southeast families.

Inany event, a mise of commonality did develop, among professionals

and-parents with quite contrasting. views of how children should be taught.

'The process of-that hapi?ening is closely related to the PrOject's next

basic goal.

"Dedentralized Governance"

Wher consumer 6hoice is made central to schooling, as in an alter-

natives system, it is virtually implicit that the way education is
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governed may'change. (ne iteth'in the 1974 formal definition of MinneapoliS

alternatives attempts to make the implicit explicit. Each true alter-
.

native must be "a -c,ogram invol ng the community it serves (parents,

\

students, teac:aers, adalnistraters,.and others) in itsdecision-making

and developmental processes: a) in its initial planning stages; b) in

its implementation; c) in its evaluation."

That may say.a lot, or it may say nothing at all. It contains an

infinitely ambiguous phrase "involving the community." Everything

depends on who interprets that phrase, and how. For SEA there were a

lot of interpteters available. Sooner or later almost all of them got
./

into the act, somewhere. Even as the proposal was written and funded,

some of the key issues they Kould raise had briefly surfaced, or were

easily discernible.

In parent participation the planning-grant period had set high

standards and provided, a strong start. From each of three neighborhoods

a-woman with children in the schools'had been paid part-time (amd had

worked more nearly full) to help with organization and writing. "By

phone, personal recruiting, and flyers sent home from the schoola each

Friday, they.brought many more parents into the Saturday meetings an4

planning-process-i---They-were-artIculatcs-and-able.

advocated Contemporary, Open, and Continuous Progreis points oi view.

All three were high school parents, too. They could represent diverse

opinions abOut the concerns at Marshall-U..

In all this there was one glaring gap which no one knew how, or had

the skills, to fill. Southeast had four residential Areas; not three.

The fourth is the Glendale Housing Project. Parents were present and

active from Cemo Prospect Park, and the University district. They came
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for meetings. in,the Tuttle teachers''lounge, mixed easily, and regrouped

according to.educational preference. Glendale-parents, with rare excep-

tion, were not present.

There is no question Glendale people were invited and Would have

been Welcomed. put in practice it was nat, so easy. No Glendale mother

or father was on the community liaison team. No one actually living in

Gl" le was picking up the phone or dropping by before supper to brain-

storm .forlbett -sChools. From Glendale to Tuttle was a two-bus ride,

with poor Satur y service, and in winter besides. Not everyone had a

car. Almost ev ryone had small chi]:dren. Even if You got there,.you

knew without as 'rig what you'd probably find: people with More educa-
,

tion than you,. d better jobs, whb'd lived longer in Southeast, in
I

better places;.talking about schools their kids were going to do OK ifl

anyway; dropping names and pushing for ideas you didn't know about,

volunteering for committees you didn't have time for. Despite the

invitations sent hoMe from school it was not too inviting. Plans

were already set to put Motley and Pratt together$ anyway. Aside

fron that; no one had mentioned any special ideas for Glendale kids.

'There were no big changes in the air for Marshall-U High. All in all,

it made more sense to stay home.

So Glendale at the start was not much involved in community in-

volvement. What it intractably comes down to, no doubt, is that the

culture of poverty, the culture of professional education reform, and the

culture of parents who feel they own their schoolt simply do not flow

together. Federal criteria requiring "a primaryttarget population of

low-income children" and "broad participation of the affected comkunity"

could not by themselves make it' happen. The fact that it did not
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happen in Southeast was to have Occasional repercussions later, especig-

ly at'Free School and Pratt-Motley. But those would not alter the under-
/

lying reality. Glendale was in SEA, but never of it..

Albeit without Glendale, by,the time a proposal was written each

elementary alternative had an active group of.committed parents. It

could be safely assumed that they would take the initiative with staff.

to help each "develop its own distinct community advisory group." The

forms and flavor would differ, but the energy was tapped for parents to

join with),teachers and principals in deciding about prograks.

At this paint the barely sketched Free School had no staff'-- nor

program, nor space. It had only enthusiastic parents, a few disaffected

senior-high students, and more applications school was funded
c

to accept. Immediately, involving the community raised sensitive issues.

In this-inStande-,-because Free School-wanted-ma;iimui-autonomy, they. were

, hard policy questions of real governance, not just advice. Would

parents and students take a direct part in interviewing and hiring

teachers? Could they be responsible for designing a curriculum? Should

they decide an adMissionS policy?

It was not the last time such_questions might come up in SEA. The

proposed "Student Guidelines for Experimental Schools" had already

argued for student vote in curriculum and personnel decisions. That

pre--Free School idea had not survived to the final proposal. But now the

questions were.concrete. People-sensed that the system's answers would

be looked to as precedents.

Different issues made community involvement an even murkier area at

Marshall-University. All the factors which had hindered cohesive

seCondarY program planning, conspired against clear participatory govern-
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anOe, asell. The high-school commUnity -- students, faculty, parents

-- was an hing but cohesive; and those who might have lediff:bringing

it togethe\r were too pressed by other prierities. Plainly there would
1

.

not be any action in arhurry to strengthen -1.1e community role at

. .:,

secondary evel. Before long, that in itself would become an issue.

Meanw le, the question.of.whatcould or could not happen at MTU was

hopelessly entangled with the governance
1

question for SEA as a whole.

The second uestion was even knottier th'en the first. Wrapped(:. up i'n-it

were two of hose years' most disputed concepts in scho61 policy:

decentraliza ion and community control. An urban district like Minneapolis,

sponsoring a project on the scale of Southeast Alternatives, was bound

to face the,question of how these two terms might apply.

DecentraLization alone might be.merely an administrative matter.

I

-..
,In-a-signific nt way ) -Rienneapoli-s-had"'alrea-dy--moved tn- create ''Some dis-

,

..,

persed center of administrative control. Within,the System were two

I
clusters of schoolS called pyramids, which cOUld be interpreted (but,

at the time w

created in 19

The south pyr

e -

re not) as prototype subdistricts. A north pyramid

took in Minneapolis' most heavily black neighbOrhoods.

-
d, new in 1969i covered the Model Cities area and its

concentration- f native Americans. In addition to easinecommunicatiOn
. .

7,--part of the-pyramtd -purpose was to improve focus-arid

Coordination in use. of'lltle I funds. Each had its own cfAntral office

and K-12.assiSt tIsuperintendent.-- an intervening level between..
-

elementary.or secondary principals and the elementary or secondary

associate superintendents downtown. Budget, staff allotMents, and some.,..

services were blginning to be managed f'rom the.pyramid offices. Pyramid

1

sUperintendents sat with city-wide top manageMent on John Davis' staff
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cabinet. They met regularly also with their.own citizen advisory

committees.
I

, ,
/

\ ,
Southeast was.not' a poverty area, dnd had far fewer schools or\stu-

.

\

.dents than either pyratid:' Nevertheless, Southeast Alternatives was seen

from the start asii /some 'sense analogous to the pyramid.structure. For.

;

,

some the analogy Probably stopPed with administrative convenience. :A

all cluster of Schools, with common Atendance area, must be closely
/

1

i

co-Ordinat,ed in uSing a largd supplementary budget.-The five year
/ .

/

.

federal program wOUld have. a' director, with K-12 responsibilities.

/
,:.

/ ,

He should re ort Ito t: :L.nd 7-12 asociate superintendents. Con-

sideringJ the scope and .isibility of the project, it made sense'that he
,

should jpin the'1Cabinet, eVen though not himself an assistant super-

1

\

intendent.
i I

...,-

Illi iam-Kent':slitind,-the.analogy-tothe pyraMidsimust be puShed
- -,

furtherlthan that. Even-in_administration, there was more at stake than
, ,, ,

-----,_ / .

...

There were important prin7conveni4ce in running a federal project.

ciples and practicalities involved!

The pria4ple was one of inte ng in the SEA project to imaant

decentralized administration in s ther part of the city. It

was the further adoption of a pro sing practice, already tried. Not

,

all of DaviS' cabinet however, as convinCed as Kentthat this

wasthepatbernilinneapolis-sh-CiaTstrivefor.
. .. ......., .

They were not so ready
I

to generaltze from.-he pyramids' pecial Case.

The pract8alities for Kent were liat decentraliling from down-
,

town requirdd centralizing in Southlest,. 'To provOe overall leadership,

he thoughtlthe "director of the ederal. program" Should be director
, .

.....

1
-------0.1 the loc41 progr4ms as well. If so; then building:--principals would

------ i
--.--..J

--
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report to Kent -- aboUt whether to mix kindergarten with 1st-grade, for

;

...

instance; or whether to require home economics for boys- ---then-unIesS

theywent around him they,must not'deal with.their accustomed associate

superintendents. Vice versa would also be true. Decentralization might

relielie top administrators of some work, but it would also relieve them

of some power. It might simplify a principal's access to a supervisor,
A

,but it also subjected that principal to,closer control. At the Contem-

porary School administrator remarked, before a year had passed, "More

autonomy for tSdUtheast, means less for Tuttle,"

Both the concept and the practicalities of decentralization were

surrbunded by ambiguity as Southeast Alternatives began. It wge nowhere

clear that decentralization was an

.... Neither bureaucratic report lines

sonnel allotments wagspecified.
,

end of the pipject, as well.as g means:

por the flow, oflocal budget and per

Only after six mdnths pushing in,

Alenuary 1972, did Kent get from Davis the momorandum he wanted: South-

\east principals w uld report in all matters directlyto the Southeast

director; resdurce allotments for all five schools woUld go in a lump

to the Southeast.director and only thence be parcelled to the principalt.

Decentralized administration becomes decentralized governance/as

/
it is linked with strong community involvement. Solitheast-had:tpirited

-pexent participation in early planning) which wOuld continUe on in the

elementary schools and E'ree SchoOl. The question now was what pngoing

form that participation might take on a project:-wide'basis, and what .

Powers it might have. People were-sure to want something much heftier

than a five--school PTA, and Jim Kent agreed. He also thought he saw a

way to get it which would keep the University involved, and at theteme

time clear a path for moving beyond bad memories of merger in the-life
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of the high school. -But here again Kent'was pressing a principle and

some.practicalities which were not immediately persuasive to his col--

0
leagues.

In kent's view, but very likely no one else's, the 'noblelexperiment"

of a joint Minneapolis/University policy board for Marshall-U High had

been in princple.a decentralizing MoVe and a community involvement move

together. He regularly cited the policy board in parallel with the

pyramids,;and quoteckits designersi thesis that "the emerging urban

.school S'hould be a broadly-based community agency." Of course the

policy board was not- a- pyramid, and its-broad ba6e was Mostly in a per-
.

.77

ceived community ofsinterest between, two large:institUtions', scarcely at

all among parents, teachers, and students,.

Nevertheless, it was a structure for'Shaxing control, and it did .

In 1970-71,have specific reference to the Southeast attendance .

as already describeA, it was floundering for lack of a clear"mission

and responsibility. Everyone sawa need for agonizing reappraisal.

Kent's inspiration was to seize the opportunity. The Marshall-Univer-

sity policy board, he reasoned; might be "reconstituted" as an inte-

gral part of the alternatives experiment:. It could become a decentra-

,lited 'governance body, not just for high school overvieW-but for the

entire K-12 spectrum.

- If that were done, much else;might follow. From committed elemen-
.

tary parents the new policy board would pick up a measure of comMunity

energy not available before. Nith a director for SEA, five schools

/ instead of one, a large federal budget, and an experimentation

framework, it would have greatly increased potential for both the

University's and the school system's interests. "Carefully reviewed'
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considering the federal grant," Tolley board membershiPcould beCome the,

_strong expression of coMmunity ownership and firofessionalexPerience'in
-----

shaping the schools. Not least, it might bring to bear on'the troubled

high,school itself a more unified and broader coalition of community;:

concern. even evisage that eventually federal, univerSity

"and4school district funds -- all threo-,-- would be traniferred direc 1

to this new Southeast entiti. The-policy board, then,"would determine
i

....--'

.

policies and pllocationswithin the framework of the legal contract:"

Administrative dec n'tc::lization and-truly strong community involvement

would ádvanceAn tapdem, both theoretically.and practically far.beyond

where hy had arrived thus far.

These were heady thoughts. They found expression in the March 30

V" draft of the Minneapolis proposal due in the Experimental Schools office'

April 10. University and Minnelpolis officials had agreed a iNfeek before,

that if Southeast was funded their contract could be redrawn to,put

the policy board on a k-12,basis, Two weeks.liter, the new idea

caught Binswanger's interest, too. Ws it possible that this prospec-
,

tive project could so directly and ambitiously provide a formal framework

for Community voice and vote in decentralized governance? That would

indeed be more than a novel Means to alternatives; it_would be a sig-

nificant end in itself.

But no, it was not rpssible--- not that easily. Washington's fa-

vorable interest in sub-district community governance was met by

Minneapolis' higher-level qualms. In particular, John Davis and Nathaniel

Ober had many reservations about letting matters move that way.

Ober, associate superintendent for secondary, was just plain opposed,

to the notion of making over the policy board into a community board.

52
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As he was Minneapolis Schools' chief presence On the.policy board his

views carried special weight. Ongoing advisory groups were fine,
7-

.s thoughti.but once Student'/Z.amily Choice aMong alternative programs was
. I

assured, the need for neighborhood role in running the schools was-essen-
,

met. He liked"the analogy to a bakery:: consumers determine.by

their purchases what will be offered for sale; they_don't need to be

the kitchen or sitting up nights with the baker deciding the flavor-of
_ _ _ _ _

totorrowls cupcakes. Ober's particular bete noir was the then much'

discuesed voucher plan idea. Imagining a community policy board deciding,

what alternatiVes to offer struck.him as nat much better; 2 ,

John Davis also was uneasy with how fast and how,far Jim Kent's

language was. leading. 'Policy, as0 46 would later feel it:necessary to .

emphasize in a special memo, was an exclusive'province of the:elected-

cityWide school board. BelOw the ichool board level there should indeed

be much community discussion, participation, and support. But one must

never mistake that for a policy function, nor, therefore, for comkunity

control. Control belonged at the top. Kent's proposed policy board in

3outheast, empowered to exercise its discretionary authority," would

rpire it too far toward the bottom. It carried overtones of \Tew

York's Ocean Hill - Brownsville debacle, every superintendent's bate noir.

A chief reason for Washington wonting to fund the Minneapolis.pro-

posal was the possibility, as it seemed, of fashioning a legal decentra-

lized governance group around the Marshall-University joint policy. board.

Try as he might, though-7 even with Binswanger's help -- Kent/could not

persuade his superiors that their lo,-tcs noirs Were really red herrings.

In the process of negotiating a final version of the proposal,for'school

board approval, the expansive language of:earlier drafts'must be con-
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siderably toned down. There was,carefulnoting of "leial,and fiscal-

restraints." A reconstituted policy board might emerge as,no more than

"the Model of an advisory body."-. In any 'event, discussions f such a

complex mat-tier among so many legitimate interests "will be conducted in

a prudent manner.t4 - It did_not 6'61fild so promibing as before".
. .

Malcolm MOos Presiderit of the University of MinneSota had con-._

... .

tributed a letter with the proposaassuring th t institutions's

li
. .

1

willingness to recast its relationsiLpeRithAhe"(khools.
.

.

As these

arguments about the policy board went:On into-fal one wonders if he
J-

and his deans did not wish there could be some mor placid way to stay

in touch with the schools than through involvement with,community

involvement. EVentually one wOhld be found,

It-toOk "several months of .vigorous discus's one to lay'Kent s'ideas

for the policy board, and the moribund boai;d it elf, to rest,,Decentri-4t

-

lized K-12 governance Would have to dome as'a c refully delimited aciNi-,

sory council to.the SEA director without struc ural ties to the
e,

University, and without intimations of policy pDwer. BYwinter 1972 it

was clear "that neither.administraters frrm the University nor Minneapolis

wanted any other type of governance -administra ion arrangement." There

was still,the livesquestion, however, whether suph cOunOil'could win

for itself some semblance of the practical influenc .originally pro-

,posed.by Kent for a community policy board. It mig t be possible, and

as will be recounted later, it would certainly oe t d..

Comprehensive Change"

Perhaps the most often repeated, probably the most slippery, and

certainly the most grandizse of SEA goals'is 'comprehensive change." Of

particular concern here is its Slipperiness. That is made worse by



frequent billiug of the whole projecCas not just a straightforward
-c

agenda of refam, but as an "exPerimert" in comprehensive change. Con-

cern is not diminished by remembering Robert Binswangers assurance that

the reformers need not send him only success stories, because Experimen-

,

tal Schools was above all a program of "research.'l,

To understand Southeast Alternatives as a research experiment in

comprehensive change requires three assumptions. First, friendly, that

the words do mean something. Second; tolerant, that their meaniAjs

neither fixed nor exceedingly precise. Third, critical, that-tHe'Y

rightly have different meani.ngs for people in,the different contexts of

SEA,

The first assumption id simply to warn cynics away. There are dome

who enjoy dismissing an effort like-SEAon groUnds that the leopard

cannot change its spotd. On this view, a bilreaucratized top-dawn school

system is bound to remain just that. Overblown promises of change,

dressed up in pseudo-scientLfic jargon, only camouflage what's really

happening. The true story of any big dystem is its own institlitional-

aggrandizement, the safeguarding of jobs, advancement of careers, and

preservation of -41.e status quo. Evidence for all4these features can be

-found in this report, to be sure. But name-calling Ls not analysis, and

the question remains: when people in Southeast Alternatives say their

project goal is comprehensive change, what do they.mean?

-The-second assumption is,to warn away the gullible. There are those

who imaaine that where heavily rational and scientiffc language is used,

there mUst be rational and scientific activity going on. "Experiment"

has an aura of controlled laboratory settings and detached objectivity.

-"Research" connotes meticulous design, painstaking Collection.of dataA
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and dispass,onate inference at the end. In associatien with these two,

"comprehensive change" suggests an engineered variation of institutional

components for the sake of more effective functioning. The planned,

variation is the experiment; the research will tell what happened; and

if the results do not satisfy, another vmriation can be tried. The

gullible believe this is the whole story.

As is obvious already, the real world of Southeast Alternatives is

a far.messier mix of interdependent variables (sometimes very willful)

than this tidy scheme could-ever contain. If SEA is research and an

experiment, dealing with comprehensive change, it is these things in

some much more free-wheeling sense:than the laboratory language conveys.

Ope suspects, in.fact, thai the laboratory language is chosen partly

because it is respectable, safe, and suitably piouS in the church of

social scientism. But orthodoxy is not analysis, either, and the ques-

tion remains: when people in SEA say their project goal is comprehen-

sive change., what do they mean?

The third assumption -- that there are important different meanings

of comprehensive change in different SEA contexts -- provides a frame-
.

work for eonsideripg the question. Instead of as a pyramidal organizatioa

chart, it helps to consider.Minneapolis schools as a universe of nested

boxes or concentric,spheres. Living in the outermost sphere are students

and families. They are the,most numerous, and have the most space to

move around in. In the center sphere is the office of Experimental

Scheols,-with few people and not much maneuvering room. Between the

outer and the inner are spheres called classrooms, schools, the SEA

office, and the central administration. The whole conception is one of

worlds within worlds. Travel and multiple citizenship are common, but
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usnally not fartherthan-neighboring ahd next-neighboring spheres. Each

, .

NN sphere has its-own pattern of internal:organization and external relations.
= .

\NStudents enter the classroom and school-building worfds easily. They
N \N

, _

haveless traffic with the sphere of central administratnn. Central-

/
\,offiCeople dommunicate-readily with SEA headquarters, an4 jump eaSily

"-----'
,
N

,

.

-, ,
i

-0
beyond that to'-deal with the buildings. It is rare to find them with

NN
students in classroOms

3
however, and following farther than that is

N,

virtually unheard of. ...Fdr, an associate superintendent to ride bikes

around the parx with random 11;year-o1ds, or forthem to make phone,.

calls with him in his office, requires a far-afield trip. .

The image of concentric spheres can'serve to diagram, over-simply
s`N\

of course,,a. whole public school system. Southeast Alternatives, however,

is only a part of the whole. On the diagram of spheres, then, the

students, classrooms, schools-, and administration can- each only be a

sector of its whole sphere id the whole system. Likewise, the schematic

must show that initially SEA only engages a portion of top-management's

attention, and that only ihat same portion of top-management.---is concerned

with Experimental Schools.

The image is already too complex to hold in mind. In 'two dimen-

sions adding arrows to be explained later, it looks,like the drawing,.I

next page.

Now, in this formal education-universe of worlds within worldsi what

might our slippery terms Mean? For these concentric spheres, what,is a

, research experiment in'comprehensive change? aihce the idea comesifrom

Experimental Schools, with the intent of producing benefits for students

1and families, let's traverse from the smallest world to the largest.

Inserting themselves temporarily in the center, looking outward,

5 7
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lEnswanger and his Washington colleagues wanted to help.change spread

everywhere, in all the sphere. Needless to say, they had their prefer-,

ences. Changes which liberalized or loosened up set patterns for:students

and staff would be favored. But in`very large degree all Experimental

Schools could really stand for was the presumed positive value of change

Theinpurpose in theory was change for the sake of change,

throughout the system. In that 'Aluite formal sense., change waq to be

comprehensive.

'To achieve the purpose Experimental Schools relied on one negative
.

assumption and a strategy which was its positive corollary. The

asstunpt±on--(there-i-s-imich-evidence for its truth) has already been

mentioned: small isolated, piecemeal changes have no systemic effect;

the spheres of the system absorb them like passing showers in the

desert, and go on as before. The strategy was implicit, but obvious:

get enough locally favored new initiatives started, in enough variety,

with enough cohesion among them, on a large enough 'scale, and over a

long enough time that the system as a whole could not possibly ignore

mor-b-e--anaffectediby-w1Tat -wa-s-happening--..-.Scattere-d---showers make no

difference. But a rainy-spell, with fertilizer and seed andá county

agent, should make the grass grow, bring birds and earthworms, raise the

water-table, support crops and farmers, and even lead to irrigation. All

_that, and the process by which it happened, would be comprehensive change.

Experimental Schools' strategy was alsa its hypothesis and its ex-

perimental method. An important part of both political reality and re-

form theory for answanger was that he could have little control over

any spheres outside his own. His office might intervene or influence -

with counsel and criticism, but beyond helping stalk up the process he

5 9
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must be a very passive experimenter... He could not actively control

variables nor on his own initiative introduce neW reagents. For

Experimental Schools; in fact (or at least in theory), it was not even

an experimental questi_on whether this or that promising practice, nor

this or that combination of practices, "worked". The only qtestion of

their experiment was whether many innovations deployed together would

provide a critical mass for self sustaining, system reforming,change.

That being the case, the only reasbnable research task must be to

watch carefully.what happenda, try to trace the-strength, Or weakness of

connections-among eVents, make ajudgment at-some point whether change

Was comprehensive, and finally a further-judgment Whether_the_package_ef

innovations at the start had much, lit,Ele,,or nothing to do with the

state of the spheres at the end. ',Onsidering the Tive-year time span,

and that ail variables were beyond control, it would be remarkable indeed

if crisp findings emerged, and still more remarkable if they were other

than highly speculative. It is absolutely unimaginable that thehypo-

.thesis Would be susceptible of either proof or disproof.

Desplte the science-tinged rheteric-it-seemsy conducting-rigorous

experimmlts and recording repeatable results were not very likely the

main line of business for Experimental Schools. Promoting and facilita-

ting institutional change was.'

Schematically, the arrows in the; diagram above suggest ways the-

strategy for comprehensive change might take'effect in Minneapolis.

Southeast Alternatives Lis a whole, including its direct access to toP-.

management, is the seedbeci sector. Within Southeast, for several years,

.extra money from Washington supports a very large increase of:actiVitT:

The increase occurs in all par6s of this section through the spheres of
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the school system. It is especially characterized by intensified flows

of ideas, infOrmation, and influence Among all the parts: Arrows on

this already crowded diagram.show a deceptively-simple inward/outward

movement of energy, passing equally in both directions across hierarchical

boundaries. That*is only a very primitive stage of process. Az acti-

vity increases, boundaries within Southeast will be leap-frogged or

bent, sometimes severely. In fact, SEA began just that way. Stepping

up communication reduces order and increases energy. Intricate inner

loops of interaction will develop, like whirlpools in a stream, which
.

. _ .. _

themselves exert change effects for a while and then fade away. Parents,

staff, and students will see each other trying out new roles, and adapt

or reject'theM for themselves. They will compete and compare notes-in

-the uze of new resources. -Some will find themselves gratified by-new.

rewards.

In All this, new patternS of cooperation and acceptance will emerge,

become familiar, and then be counted on to'continue. ,If new vitality is

not cancelled out .by internal conflict, Southeast will achieve.Self

identity and esprit de corps'as a protected sub-system. It will discover

a corporate self interest in its own survival and from that base will

begin to foment change outside its sector boun ries. An increasing

part of the agenda: will-be to make-the organisatiOnal environment-more-,

favorable to,the organizational oddity. What better way than to shape
/

that environment in SEA's own image?

For systemic reform, this is the crucial enterprise. This is what

iWAShington will be waiting for. Ideas, information, and influence will

start to flow sideways from Southeast's homeland, into and through the

spheres of the systemas a whole. By now the SEA families, classrooms,

6 1
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schools, administration, and link with top-manageMenI'mill'haiie7beCOMe'd-

very different entity from-what tiwy were- (natiway, not actally in entity

at all) four or so years before. The hard question of all institutional

change will come to ,the fore in a system-wide context: can the.neW entitY

be legitimized as rule -rather than exCeption? or must it lapse back toward

status quo ante? Put a slightly different way, will the "large scale ex-

periment" become full-scale policy? From the Experimental Schools point

of.view that wouldnachieve comprehentive Changethe purpose of:the-project.

_ .

But was anything so grand the Minneapolfs putpose? This it-to ask

whether it was-Minneapolis policy to approve a project because some time

later it would eaarply change Minneapolis policy. The/question almost ansWers.

itself. Beyond approvinareceipt of the money and recognizing that-Southeast

_people had done a fine job, there was little pre:-operational discussion of

SEA in the school board. .There was none at all (though there were probably.

some Private thoughts) of its potential leverage for changing the:system.

From the point of view of those wanting change,,.silence was-wise. In a

school board election campaign two months after-SEA was-fUnded conservative

candidatesfound that belittling alternative tchools won them. votes. That

must have been code language. for showing devotion to the oId ways,' since

at that time alternatiyes in Minneapolis were scarcelyvisible: Six months

later,,however, on6 board member's trial balloon in favor of expanding the

alternative approach was quickly and easily shot down. The majority view

was that schools need offer only the kind of education which the majority.

wants.

It was true to a degree, then, that the school board did not know what

it was doing when it boUght into (or was bought into) Southeast Alternatives.

If they had, they might not have done it.

6 2
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--
was equally teru, 'fnOtmore- So, of the burea.UCracy. Four,

.____ __ _ __ _ _

years .later as.he left Minneapolisl, John. Davis wrote that "the plan"
.H.

.

was to start'alternative Schools in a "relatively secluded" way, export
.>. _.

their succes'seS40'other parts of the
'

city, and finally bring back the

pioneer schools as "an integral part of the schOol,system" again As a

conceptualization of'systemic change process, that-translates the implicit

Washington strategy from a-language of outside intervention to a language

of inside management. The two are not incompatible. As a management

plan however, comprehensive change was even more secluded than the project

itself. Davis prudently did not bruit it about. At top levels discussion

was brief, oriented toward agreeing on the choice-of-programs idea

selecting the place_and delegating the responsibility. In the central-

...,

service departments it was,occasional to the.need for quality grants-

manship, therefore technical rather than substantive. Among middle

management outside of SoUtheast it was a matter of simple announcement

In the elementary and secondary principals groups. Similarly with

teacher organizations, the AFT bargaining agent and NEA affiliate: there

it was considered sufficient to keep the leadership informed (the prdject

would praduce new payroll) and reassured (the alternatives would not

violate any conditions of contract).

So far as most of the system was aware, in short, SEA was not

an entering wedge for comprehensive change. It could more easily be

seen and was -- as just a more-than-usually-successful foray into the

federal hunting grounds. Admiration might be mixed here and there with

envy, but need not admit anxiety. And if there were some startling

departures from normal practice, they could be tolerated as "only" an

experiment. Binswanger was right. In school syotems, innovation rarely

C.
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implied change.

It was a low-profile stanbe. Later, as we shall-see, some

Experimental Schools people would interpret this as dire dereliction.

Eut in Minneapolis, at least to start,/it was the leadership yiew that

comprehensive change comes .bestwheritalked about least.
i

adcdept, of-course, in the "relatively secluded", Sector where the

changing was to begin. To,%withi, by, and among the people of Southeast

there was a great-deal of talking. Much of it was in terms of comprehen-.

sive.change, too -- for Southeast, to be carried out by Southeast. Part

4
of the sxhilaration which participants felt from the start (and perhaps

7
part of the do vu feeling among some at Marshall-U) caine from knowing

they were part of a Process which offered promise beyond their own

bailiwick. -But most of theifr energy, perforce had to go toward ful-
.,

filling the promises they were making to themselves. Comprehensive

change, project-wide, meant putting in place the K-l2 services,and
-

connecting apparatus which would-provide a 'chance for five different

schools to develop as.one cohesive program. The flood of ideas, in-

formation, and influences had to be encouraged; and at the"same time

somehow made manageable. In that context experimentation meant wading

into tasks most Southeast people had not performed with their school

system, inventing ways to handle them, and if those did not work, trying

something else.

At building level, similarly, comprehensive change predominantly

meant a trial-and-error shift from what.had been toward what was going

to be. There were important variations. Marcy and Pratt-Motley each'had

to undertake major institutional change itself. Existing faCulties, ./

.working with many new parents, were required to learn new substance and

6 4
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new style as a group, not just as individuals. The two7page Free i

1
School proposal entailed creating a new institution, rit changing an

/
.old one. Even at Tuttle, becoming for the first, time an alternatilve

meant a shift of self-image, an appreciable change of student.boddr, and

gn implied challenge to be the most modern old-fashioned school ii the

city. At Marshall-University, on top of everything else, adminis ration

and Staff had to weave a web of new relationships,,programmatically
\

in the building, and profes sionally with new SEA elementary colleagues

out si de

-
"Where the rubber meets the road," as Tuttle's principal enjoyed

reminding his peers, is in the sphere of teachers and their classroom

students. Here change was expected to be as all-encompassing as any-
_

where else --"in many instances more so. -It was not just concepts which

might he altered radically, but the concrete arrangements of space, time,

people, and things -- for every Southeast teacher and classroom. The

new resources, roles, and rewards of the project came as an especially

demanding offer. Unfamiliar orunheard-of material-s and equipment,

which previously could be ignored, must now be chosen or rejected.

Consultants,-evaluators,,counselors were standing at the door, waiting

t be used. Non-experts 'were being recruited as hqlpful aides and

volunteers, almozt before anyone was sure what they should help with.

Teachers must become managers and co-ordinatprs of many more people

than just their usual complement-of children. They had the challenge

of designing new activities and wholeneW curricula. They might change'

the furniture, order up field trips, or buy encyclope(dias. Whatever

happened, it would have to be interpreted to parents. Teachers would be

rewarded with power as they sat on committees and councils that made

6 5
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decisions. They would be praised in print and photo,, by an SEA news-
.

paper, as their dailY life with students took on new tone. And all

the while, of course, they would still be tbachers.

Physically and organizationally the perspective and responibility

of a classroom teadher appear narrower than for a principal or project

director or-superintendent. But Precisely because the teacher's realm

is smaller, and because all changes,in the wider realms imping on this

,one, classroom change is apt to be more intense and more total than

changes in bigger places. By the same tokeh, teachers and students_in

classrooms'have the most opportunity to be truly experimental and to

generate useful.research findings. That is because they are themselves

both subject and object, of their own expui.iments, and the beneficiaries

of their own research. How and whether to take systematic and conscious

advantage of this opportunity was to become one of SEA's most interesting

program questions.

Finally, the intd beneficiaries of all these structures, pro-

cesses, and people: Sc:Itheast students. The aim of 'Comprehensive

change through all the concentric spheres of the system, is.to produce

..

or supPort.change in the students' forMal learning environment.-- perhap&

-..
.

by making.it very informal. In one way, bebauseof their transiency

in any one part of the whole structure, students may have least know-

ledge of changes over tj.,me in that part. In another way, because of

their transit through the structure, they may/have most experience of

its wholeness. In any event, they and their families are the ultimate

evaluators of the data (the thing& given) from comprehensive change.

If what happens with these people is deemed good, then what haPpened

five worlds away was good also. 6 6
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"But how the hell d ou 'tell?" asked,another SoUtheaSt principal

at the end of a dull Meeting; "Count the sthiles?" th aiteUch of

nembarassment, he laughed. "Maybe not such a dumb idea."

A lot of SEA's most useful research came as variations on thatl

not-so-dumb idea.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *-* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *,* * *

Southeast Alternatives Goals

Thel'Undamental SEA Goals are stated in the original SEA
P;-oposal (L) and in the N.I.E. Minneapolis School Board
1973 Scope of Work Contract and are as follows:

SEA GOALS

-"Providing.a.curriculuM which helps children.
master basic skills...."

II. -"The project will test four alternative .school
styles (K-6) andelected options in schoOling
programs f6r grades 7-12 articulated upon,the'
elementary alternatives."

III. "The project will test decentralized governance
with sometransfer of decision-making power
from both the Minneapolis Board of Education
and the central administration of theMinneapolis
.Public Schools."

IV. "The.project will test comprehensive change
over a five year period from 6/1/71 - 6/30/76
combining promising school practices in a

'mutually reinforcing design. Curriculum,
staff training, administration, teaching
Methods, internal research, and goyernance
in SEA make up the main mutually reinforcing
parts."

6 7
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CHAPiER IV

GETTING STARTED: June - August, 1971

Between definitive approval of the proposal on'aine.7 and opening

day,for schools on Septemberl, SOTItheast Alternatives faced two broad,

equally important 'heCessities. One was to organize and''begin, staffing

the central services of this new decentralized K.12 sub-unit. The,.other'

--was to prepare teacheis and buildings as the new options:which they'had.,.

_

now becOme. All told there were close to 70 positions to be filled

under federal funding.. Summer vacation was at 4and, when almost all

egular. staff-woul d-be -unavailable . Clearly n ot_ eve ry _t ask- :would get'

done. Clearly a great many mubt.

K-12 Services

For a project of onlylfive schools, SEACwould soon acquire aa

oxtraordinary array of central staff. Public information,.financial

management, staff development, student support, evaluation, and'

community education would all be covered by full-time professionals. In

the first summer none of these was there. But Anst of the needs represent-

ed by the titles were.

Most immediate was public information, since the whole project was

built on offering the public its optionp. Evezi.before a specialist could

be hired, a first mquireMelt was for students,and families to do their"

choosing. Hero the multitude of-mini-meetings and dittoed flyers paid

off. Mailing out actual option cards to every family had to be a rush
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Job (largely handled.by the three community liaia.on parents), but it could

be done with assurance that most elementary families already knew what

the rangeirief choices meant. They had heard several times what afferent

elementary styles were intended, and many:had eVen been to look at the

buildings where the programs would be housed. Most were content to choose

the place which would have been their/neighborhood school anyway. But

even,in this first round, some 26% decided it was worth it to go farther

fromLhome.'

' Once choices were made, there ha ,i. to be a plan for getting the

sttldents where they wanted to:go. Working out 1;us routes, bus'sehedUles,

and bliS\budgets fell to a pai'ent liaison and the principal from_Pratt-

/

Motley. .itith help from thetransportation departmerit downtown, they

got it done.,

Though a large effort, summer staff training was not a major

problem. Plans had already been prepared forthe open and continuous

progress teachers, and for piloting some interdisciplinary courses in

the Marshall-U summer schoOl. Additional days were scheduled for all.

_faculties to have extra SEA orientation and planning time, if they chose

to, at the end of'summer.

Most staff development; however, was to occur as in-service'durifig

the work years of the project "itself. The strategy proposed was to

provide a cadre of resource specialists, to ssist teachers at all levels

with methods and materials of various promising practices.. Fred Hayen

was ready to sign on as director of staff development, beginning in

September. He was an old Minneapolis hand, completing a doctorate at the

Universit of Massachusetts in 1970-71. FrOm there he had Consulted
4

several times with Jim Kent in writing the proposal:. Interviewing and



hiring an elementary resource cadre Kent left largely to the two Southeast

elementary principals. The group they put together included resource

teachers in art music, math, wOodworking, environmental Science, :and

language arts. For a secondary cadre, the Marshp11-U principal recruite4

extra staff in several of the same areas.

"A major "emphasis of the projeet," stated the SE,Yproposal, "is on

to
-

affective-domain." To help that he true j:dlerewas fUnding proVided

for a counselr on the staff at each nlomentary schOol. Early in-suhmer

the two elementary principals interviewed and hi-red for these positions.

In !_lddition, Kenneth Rustad, counselor at 4arsha1l7U, took appointment

for fall a2 SEA director of .stud(at support services. Part of that job

was to develop and win acceptance fcr a.small-group counseling program

in the high school. The other part-was to provide an integrative

umbrella, in Southeast, over the normal bureaucratic separation among

nsycholorj.cal, health; and sociaL work services for students.

Evaluation was intended and required to be a very major feature bf

the alternatives project. It had already been agreed, among Kent and

the associate superintenclenLs,that SEA evaluation would Le independent

of the school system's research arid. evaluation department. That partly

'had to do with the gene:ral emphasis on decentralized administrative

;control,. and p..74.rt1y with the.intended specific emphasis on a formative,

within-the-process style of evaluatin service. The system's central

derartment had a more summativc, afher-the-fact approach, which for .SEA

was meant to be contracted outside the s.yr by Experimental Schools

.itself.

Aly-iut this divi:A:m. or therc was much confusior,

which w:uld cst a disnujellc ycar r.md.som:: warm resentments to Jet
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cleared up. The proposal listed five chief eValuation tasks for "local

and federal eValuators to share " How to share them was left for

decision "when staff is actually on the job." Washington was ready with

a contractor for Level II, ,as external evaluation was called. Kent

met immediately after funding with him and a member of Washipgtonts,,

staff. They sketched a co-operative plan. Then Kent hired Dale LaFrenz,

a former math teacher in UniVersity High, to head up Level I_Linternal

evaluation. He,would start in late AugUst when facultier, reconvened.

Meanwhile, in the midst of more immediate tasks, evaluation was

necessarily set on a back burner. Kent.and all concerned had to assume

that the two-level co-operation would work out.

Among those other tasks were plwical and financial housekeeping.

SEA headquarters staff would no donger fit in Tuttle or any other school.

They had to lease, furnish, and moveinto rented.comme:c.cial space near

Pratt. For their new programs both Motley and Marcy now had federal

funds for fairly extensive carpeting, partitioning, and painting.

Tuttle and Pratt had lesqer amounts. All the schools hadtheir wish-

lists of materials and equipment to get into requisition form. For

the Free'School, of course, a building mu'at be found. There

were inevitable layers of paperwork piling up, and hours of calculatiOn.

AMong ita own central staff, the project required professional help

in business and financial affairs.

Finally,,of minor importance i4 the proposal, but eventually

a large SEA activity, was community education. With federal money

for a full-time Southeast coordinator, this, too, was to be woven into

the comprehensive decentralized project. Eager to start expanding the

small evening program at Marshall.-U, and to link it with the elementary

7 1
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buildings on a project Wide 'basis, vas Becky LattimOre. With agreement

among the principals and the Minneapolis director of community education,

Kent hired her during the summer to start work in the fall.

Contemporary School

For five SEA schools, the requirements of.gqting reaay for life

as Southeast Alternatives ranged from relatively light to impossibly

The main summer change at Tuttle, apart from refurbishing the building

was administrative. In 1970-71 Arthur Lakoduk had been an intern princi-
-

pal, learning some ropes by working with the administrator in charge of

both Tuttle and MarcY.' Most of his time was concentrated at Marcy. All

were agreea that his energy and skills should be kept

an assistant principal. Once:-.desi.gnated for the open

Marcy would obvieusly face the more extensive changes

in the project, as

program, however,

and probably

the greater internal .stress.' It made sense for the senior man to pay

prime attention' there, and to delegate most operational responsibili.ty

for Tuttle Contemporary school to Lakoduk. He.was more than willing
---

and there Was ne disagreement at_TuttYe, either.

workshops began, he wanted to work with teachers

As soon as pre-fall

and parents on the

Contemporary school's key question: How will Tuttle, though in many

,people's minds only expected to be traditional, become in fact an

important part of comprehensive change?

Ilbran_EchaQ1

At Marcy there could be no waiting for pre-fall workshops. Principal

and staff must plunge immediately into transmuting 10 self-contained

classrooms into one Open SchoOl. They had both the opportunity and
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the necessity, moreover, to wOrk closely with the sophisticated, seif-

confident, and highly committed veterans for Southeast Parents for Open

Classrooms:- All but two of Marcy's teachers -- ranging froM a 20-year

old-timer.in that building to prcbationary rookies -- had readily chosen

to take on the challenge. So had the p.incipal Harold Benson. The

year just passed was his first in Southeast, after seven years administra-

tor experience in Minneapolis. Working on the proposal and with the:

parents had fired his_interest in both open education and community

involvement. He claimed no expertiSe in either area, but he knew

enough to know that that was the expertise he wanted to acquire.

The prObess began immediately. Five weeks of staff development.

started the week-after school let out. In it were old and new Marcy

staff, including:half a dozen federally funded extra aides, and occa-
_.

sionally some parents. At one time or another fully a dozen different

consultants came in to help -- several from the University faculty,

several others from active teaching experience in open schools

or classrooms around the upper midwest. For two weeks of full days the

Marcy people focused largely on the different roles required on an open

teacher, compared with those of a teacher traditionally trained.

Teacher as learner, as informal teammate, as ffianager of a new kind of

environment, and as eXtension of home and community were all explored.

Much of the content outline for these sessions came from early propoSal

'-drafts written by Parents for Open Classrooms. Appropriately, then, there

was also ,consideration of new-roles ror parents and non-professional

adults in the building. Ten sessions mere conducted,for the staff t?

practice new communicatione patternsamong themselves. The entire group

visited a.laboratory open school at Mankato State College, 100 miles

7 3
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away.

Then, -ior three weeks, Marcy ra: it'sewn.,pilot open school. As

new carnetlng, and furniture began to transform the building, 40750

younger elementary children came to two open Classrooms each morning.

During afternoons in this hands-on atmosphere, the staff continued with

thei;: own training. Now the emphasis could be more directly prattical

and problem-sclving: how to develop choices with children, how to

deploy teachers and aides, how to arrange the furniture.

By the end of the five weeks thirty-people had had more than a

casual or textbook exposure to principleS and practices of the new

education they wanted to offer. Along with that experience had Come

an extended introduction to the rewards and stresses of many new people

working closely together. It was necessarily a hurried effort, with

many loose ends and not a few anxieties about the approaching start.

of school. Teachers-who would have tofftake this school work, they felt,

grew impatient with hearing one-shot consultants come in to talk,

about their own schools.6 Inexperienced but radical-minded aides wanted

time to challenge assumptions that otMrs believed had to be accepted..

The human relations sessions seemed like a daily distraction from

practical tasks that had to get don.

Nevertheless, it a was a long head-start. a month later, when staff

returned for a two-week pre-fall workshop, it was made still longer.

That was a pressured time for-concrete organizing of space, time, tasks,

and new materials to start the year with nearly 300 students. As out-

'

lined in the original proposal, there were to be two models of organiza-
.

tion -- equal options within the alternative. One was the open class-

room, as practiced earlier in the summer, based on what people had read
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of the British infant schoels. The second was an open corridor struc-.

ture, with many more teachers and students sharing and circulating in a

much larger space. It was most immediately based on the apiroach being

developed at the Mankato labOratory.S.cheolWhat befell this attempt at

simultaneously organizing one school two different ways is described

.later. As summer ended, mnrale was high, but so-was the level of worry
\

whether anyone was really ready. In a short time there had been a lot ,

of retraining and a lot of confidence gained, but also a lot of questions

'postponed: The institution had begun its change -with large scale effort

among the people who had to run it. They were about to start the first

\

public open ,pchool in Minneapolis.

\

ContinuoUsProgress School

By summer'S end Pratt-Motley was different ro. The.difference,

*though came by consolidati:_n and extension of p\vious change, not by

1

abrupt immersion in a new philosophy. The proce0 was already well

advanced when SEA funding was finally approved. No matter what the

word from Washington, it would have eine forward anyway.

This momentum came from mor than a year's experience with con-

tinuous progress practice. In spring of 1970, Pratt was selected by ,

the school system to undertake an ungraded primary program, ages 5-8.

,This step in itself was to be a further testing of methods initiated,

on a Sthaller scale in a North Pyramid school, and recommended by a

consultant's report for consideration throughout Minneapolis. One

reason for choosing Pratt was the expressed desire of many Prospect
-

Park parents that their school shOUld be trying new ways to improve

education. From central management's point of view the change was

something less than comprehensive, but certainly a step beyond the
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piecemeal. At building and classroom levels as meant to be pervasive.
.

141th the. decision for continuous progress came a new principal, Jack 7.

Gilbertson, promoted,to Pratt in order to lead the transition: His

faculty already knew, and mostlY were committed tov.the idea of an in-

dividualized ungraded program. In the summer a f year before SEA he

and the primary teachers had six weekS of special training. The emphasis

was on organizing instructional teais, recasting curriculum and materials,

andwriting objectives. Parents took part in two or three _1-afternoon

sessions.' After the six weeks, ungraded primary and classroom intermediate

teachers (grades.4-6) went through a week7long human relations work-
,.

shop together, laying groundwork for Working alongside each other in the

-same building.

Stage two was to be eXtension of continuous progress through-ages-,

9-11, with the full pairing of Pratt -lnd Motley. School Board approval

for the pairing, with commitment of extra staff and budget, came one,day

before the letter of intent: tO"Experimental Schools in January 1971.

Eight away, Pratt-Motley intermediate staff (including one teacher on.

sabbatical at the University) began concrete research and planning for

their physical move to Motley and,thei- pedagogical shift to a continuous

progress mode. They visited other schools,--brainstormed among them-

selves, worked with consultants for reading and social studies, and

listed rehabilitation they wanted at Motley. Whenthe planning grant

was announced, it meant they could write into the proposal even more

ideas, and people to carry them out, than they were cou7ating on anyway..:

So could the primary staff, for Pratt. n'om late Aprii to the end of

school, intermediate teachers spent every Tuesday afternoon in team

planning. Befoxe summer even began, they had.blocked out room use,
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homeroom groupings, afternoon interest centers and a tentative way of

reporting to parents. .0n the last days of school they.packed and labelled

materialSfor moving into Motley. Only one teadher chose not to stay

with the new program.

What remained for summer, then, was to nail down details. Motley's

teachers had two full weeks of that by themselves, in June, with new

staff and aides supplied from the SEA grant. In August they had two

more weeks, together with the primary staff at Pratt. Pratt people re-

assessed their year's experience with a three-tdam arrangement, and

decided to drop it. They also decided to keep 5-year-olds separate,

instead of mingled with the 6-81s. With enrollment now known, Motley

' people were,able to name specific student groups, and plan the first two

weeks, of school in virtually hour-by-hour detail. Together the total

staff worked out shared schedules for shared people such as counselor,

social worker, and principal. They had new students in for orientation

and testing. They felt well preparedand ready for the year.

Free School

Summer for Southeast Free SchoOl was very different from summer for

anyone else. This was not an institution changing; it was an institu-

tion barely conceived, yet already being born. It had begun life as a

few late paragraphs in the SEA proposal. The paragraphs became people

in three jumbled months of searching for staff, searching for space,

and searching for purpose. By late August the people became an enthu-

siastic, but precarious, community.

As was .expected, Free School people came from the ranks of left-liberal

dissent. Many were reform-movement activists for such causes as civil

rights, ending the war, and feminism. Some were radically doubtful that
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"Amerika" was reformable at all by any normal political process. They

might harbor hopes for revolution, or by life-style and associates rest

their faith in the growth of a counter-culture within.

What brought Free School's founders together in education was their

own experience of it. Az parents, teachers, and high school students

theyhad fnund that public_schools were places which contradicted

the values which they themselves considered important. The contradic-

tion was more than a matter of distasteful pedagogy, though certainly it

'included that. It was crucially a matter of ethos and expectation.

The emblems of school -- compulsory attendance prescribed texts , the

threat of failure administrative hierarChies, socialmbrkers, patriotic

exercises, dress codes -- were badges of.belonging to "the system".

Public schools were part of the establishment Which Free School people

were dissenting from. That was why free schools were needed. .

Yet now the suspect system itself had invited those who despaired

-of it to get organized, draw from the.public purse, and do their thing --

within the system. To readers of Kohl, Kozol, Goodman, an&Denison, it

seemed too good to bo true. It was certainly a paradox, and almost

everyone had questions. Could a public school organization even tOlerate,

much less actively nourish- a genuine Free School? Could genuine Free

Schoolers survive, without being co-opted, in a centralized bureaucratic

structure? Other than money (from Nixont,s administration, of 'all places)

what were the bonds which would hold oil and water together?'" And what

would a genuine Fred-chool look like, anyway?

Only time would tellj.,:people.said, and in the Summer Of '7l time

did not nllow for pondering the paradox. Thinking it through would have
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to come from acting it out. An as yet unembodied idea, the Southeast

Free School must be incarnate by Labor Day. There was much to be done.

../)Betty Jo Zander, the administrator who had writter. the Free-School

proposal, stayed thrqugh much of the summer to help with the work.

Students and parents, teachers and space, were the obvious minimum

-.necessities. Seventy students were chosen by lottery, from more than

100 who wanted to dome. Teachers were chosen by parents and a few older.,

students together. Space was found by a committee from the whole group.

These three choices defined the environment and posed the challenges for

Free Schoolls development-

As the luck of the lottery turned out, even after a corrective

second drawing, the students who started at Free School were virtually

all white-(95%) and heavily from families of high educational background.

Noticeably absent were all but a handful of children from the low-income

Glendale Housing project, or (which'came to much the same thing) from the

now terminated School Without Walls at Marshall-U.
r.

Free School did have poor people, but most of them were voluntarily

that way. They were people who rejected the American dream, not people

who felt they were failures in achieving it. It did have drop-out

teenagers,.tob but 'few fit-the unemployable urban stereotype. Thay

were not crippled by-ignorance in reading and math; they were not tagged

for a future on welfare orin the courts -- or even in blue collar wage

earning. By social antecedents, in facts if not by ideological or emo-

tional preference, Free School was rather middle class and very mcno-
.

chromatic.

For some parents that was OK. They wanted a school which would-

enhance and educate accordink to their values. If actual enrollment did
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not happen te"-include th'e culture of.povertyfi that might be regretable,

but it was not invalidating. For others, though not having blacks and

poor people in the Free School was like not having wheat-germ in a co-op
. .

grocery. It proyoked the pangs of guilt which-accempany that most painful

sin, the self-violated self-image. From _the very first meeting, then,

there was uneasy discussion about the character of the school. Some

.argued that they must-do something to bring in Southeast s truly poor,,

from Glendale and black familieS from wherever there was_interest.

OtherwiSe, Free Schd01 might end up irresponsibly as only allaven for

hippies. Others agreed that these were laudable goals, but worried that

pursuingthem would bring Free School a lot of hard'cases whom they

were not prepared to.deal with. A havon for hippies might be bad, but

a dumping ground'for delinquents would be worse.

This was a background debate. which Continued important throughout

Year-1 and beyond. It,also became part of the foreground agenda, choosNL

teachers. More than 20 applicants showed up for a first group interview

with about the same number of parents and students. Free Schoolers

wanted a selection process that included the applicants themselves.

That would set a participatory standard for the future. Planning would

begin with interviewing for staff. Eyeryone asked everyone, "What is

your vizion-of a-Free School?"

Answers from the applicants Showed the same disparate spectrum of

Summerhillian, political, countor-culturaI --as answers froma

the parents. And from at least one or two of the would-be teachers came

support for a fourthvision as well: thc obviously middle-class Free

School should become oxpliitly and predominantly a school to serve

lower-class needs. Oranary public schools short changed the poor by
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not giVing their children the skilla or motivution to change society

in favor of the oppressed. The only justification for Free School

would be ln its contribution to redress that balance.

Most of the,group convened were not readY for so hard a line:. It

was more important to move ahead with those who were present, than to

start over for the sake of those who were not. The issue was deeply
,

uncomfortable, bUt realities were realities. It simply was no prac, ,

at least not atthe i-ery beginning, to try to be both a new Free School.

and a.new Version of the School Without Walls. Rather reluctantly, /

that was the decision.

Strong agreement was easier to achieve on the question of staff

-
size. There'was quick unanimity that there must be mord teachers than

the three allotted, and that they must be organiz, an equal-atatus

collegium, not a hierarchy. Individualized learning in a K-12 age-range
S.

demanded the former; egalitariandectrine,demanded the latter. Both

seemed possible if the principal-level salary budgeted for a coordinator

were combined with local money allotted for teachers, and the totals,

divided equally among, six"people instead of unequally among three.This

plan contained some seeds for bitter controversy later, but as the School

was struggling to be born, it had many attractions. To parents and

students it meant more staff per dollar. To applicants (at least to all

who felt they could afford a ,000 salary) it meant a doubled chance of

any indivLdual's being hired. And for everyone it was a distinctively

non-traditional affirmation of anti-bureaucratic values: incEvidualism

and equality. The bureaucracy itself, lobbit:j. by Jim Kent, agreed to

appoint six teachers as long-term substitutes, thus getting total

salaries low enough to meet the budget. The union pressed no questions.
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as to whether the "subs" would do NI-time work for part-time pay. And'

thus the plan went through.

That such issues should be chosen:, proposals made", and decisions'

taken by a group of parent's andpudents was already a remarkable depar-

.ture from normal public school practice. Equally startling was that,

these parents and stUdents, the community, were actually,screening and

selecting_the_people_who_would_tean_tfhPiT.
...

sure, the community group could or4y "recoMmend" adequately credentialed

people for appointment by the'downtewn personnel department. But with

surprisingly little hemming and hawing, and with liberally loose con-

struction of some of its own required rules, personnel accepted all the

recommendations. As Free Schoolers experienced the process, hard though

it might be to believe, they themselves were in control. Over against

the bureauciscy, they were establishing autonomy. They were in the

sYstem but not of it, and no one downtown was disabusing them of that

perception. Here.again were some seeds of future conflict.

The initial hiring process $1.a.s not tidy, but it achieved its purpose

of identifying a group who,wanted to work collectively with-eaah other .

and with the community. Aftera,first meeting with all the candidates,

thcre was a L'eries of day-long woick sessions with those who both wanted

and were wanted to return. 'Brself-selectiOn and consep.Siis (not to

mention the inherent reqUirement of having time available;to do all

this), the active candidates were reduced to nine. These then spent

a solid week on planning. By the end of that time it. was clear who

would be the Free School staff team.
cz,

They were five men and one woman. They were highly motiVated,

stronglindividual, variously.radical. All wanted a personalized
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school focused on people, not subject matter. They saw themselves as

mutually supportiVe peersin the movement for a new Arierica. Only one,

was,oVer 25; none over 30. None was a parent. _All were whlte. Exbept

0'

as students_themselves, or on student-teaching assignments, none had ever

worked in a publi:c school.. Until. Tree School came along, none was very

eager to do so".

Tirst among eciaals on this teamwas Tom O'Connell, chosen as Head

Teacher by/common agreem6nt of all invGlved except possibly O'Connell

;

himself% /In the previbus year,he had helped found a small'private free

school for high-school students in St, Paul. His deepest interests were

in advancing grass-roots power ov.:.L. the institutions and forces that

held people.powerless in a profits-Oriented mass society. His hope for

fFee Schools 1,ia,:; that they should add momentum and creativity in

communitiqs organizing for independence. In this Free School he saw

some chtince of building a beachhead for the return'of decision-making

power from central authorities to tho people whom those authorities

were cOmmi,ssiOned to servej. Like all Free Schoolers, he found the

-
. concept of being an'admi strator uncomfortable, or even downright

I

distasteful. But for the sake of the greater_good, he could accept

I

reSbonsibility for providing an administratisr link between the Free

School! community and the towering hierarchy to whicn it was utlly-nilly
'S

,

attached:

.S

I

In thesame pressi4red weeks that they had chosen teachers and

talke about'program, the Free School group had also found a building

to. rent. -it was not a- place all to themselves, and it was neither the':

I,
. homey old residence nor the flexibIe.open space, that many ha. hoped for;

but it did meet the fire,codes. ',It was part of a fo r Methodist



church and Sunda7-1,-.:hool cer. er, acrossthe street from the Sbutheast

bmach library, hf block from Marshall-U, and right on theOge

-Of Dinkytown. '''rce School got one ground floor room (about'50x20)

with lots of windows, a couple of swiller and darker rooms,,and the

attached modern 'church Oitside was an ample oorner lawn for

running arour4 playground equipment, and no fence to protect it

from the hea'Jfl: icked street:at:one end.

Most of the two-week workshop before school necessarily went to

getting this space ready. For Free School people it was important tO

do the work together, themselves, not to have it done for them by,

janitors or work crews, clerks or consultants, from downtown. So

parents who'could spare the time,-a couple of older students, and six
.

brand new teachers took on in ten days the ten thousand tasks and

details without which even the freest of schools could not function. The---

whole infra=stracture of'pre-existent Of:Stuff, which established schools

find routinely at hand, this group had top, uplin a hurry. They

painted walls, found furniture, remembered toilet paper, collected

materials, ordered a phone, and carried out trash A new parent liaison,

SallyFrench, shouldered the burden of clerical andrecord-keeping

chores that others found either beyond or beneath them. EVeryone

underwent bureaucratic baptism in getting purchase orders and filling

out sextupIicate requisitions. They cursed the system and began to

learn how to use it

\
Ali this was more like plain work than.like a faculty workshop.

//711

ere could be little philosophica- probing, and -- beyond what to do

/ on opening dy -- not Much"purriculum or program design. That was

worrisome, but aceptable. It. would have been against philosophy

,



anyway t,o pre-arrange too much. Once things were at least in rudimentary

order, the tired teachers could rationnlize their lack of training or

planning. The essence of Free School, after all, would be found in

"crtating the T.cgram with the kids".

Marshall-University High

A To get started in SEA the smaller schools all composed variations

on a single theme: how to become what their new 'names promised and

their people hoped. Marshall-University had no new name and no new

common vision. It had to compose for a very different theme: how to

agree on what ta hope for, and what to promise the school would become.

Summertime activ1.;ies did not go far toward answering these

questions. It was not that _nothing heppened. it was simply that the

happenings did not combine in any con: of clarity about what direction

the school shoUld move.. Some of the,activities were these: William

Phillips became formally the principal; several teachers taught trial

versions in summer s ool .f new interdisciplinary Courses 'they had

alreaCy worked on; oti, s revised their repertoires for new electives to

fit the trimester calenAar taking effect in September; here and there

the more aggressive departments acquired new hardware and Software; new

staff were hired to strengthen further expansion of electives and

innovations; serious talk.started about a program of infornal "gUide

groups" throughout the senior.high; planning was begun to expand the

?
counselor-and-teachers team approach in junior high.

That was a respectable list:for one summer. Nowhere in it, though,

was a processAlit upon for Marshall-Uls staff, students, and faMilies

to come together in sufficient numbers or for sufficient time to deal
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with Marshall-U's changing. In view of the history already recounted,

that was doubtless too much to expect. In addition, there were some

inherent features of the high school which made it an utterly different
\-

planning environment from other Southeast Alternadves,

First, Marshall-U was three times as large as any, of its local

feeders.. Although the smallest, of Minneapolis secondary sehoels, it

still had,three admi_nistrators, 75 teaching faculty, and a dozen or

more profesional supPort staff. Thcir organizations,_professionhl

loyalties, and meeting habits were along departmental lines -- not t

all the same as a dozen or 15 elementary gonerPlists able to gather_

weekly with their principal-in the staff lounge, :.For-many_of_ the parents,

even if they_expected and wanted 'b.(' come to meetirgs loi was

physically:a lang:way from home. Psyrholcgi-;aliy, f aden...:i and

parents ald,.high schbol is always "..1 larther froM home tbri even

the most mwelcoming elcmcntary school. Marshall-U was no r.z,:..eption.

AMong its older students, in fae, from apartments and reoming house pads

in the University-area, were an aur..tjable lium'-er of "emancipated

minors" who had already made the b7ca2. with hom,-. wen- living on

. their own.

Second, it was almost by' definiti(. t imposs417,1-e for this school to .

convene a self-selected clientele te ic.u-er.out a :7bhool-wide alternative

purpose. Except for .ee'School, t r nd untestel. M-U was still the

Dnly secondary school fer SoUtheast. :If sudents and fc,.iliqs were to

have significant program options beyond 6-tn.-grade, they 7-ould aLl have

io emerge pnd ceexi-st-withinthis ono.ihstitut n.
_

Third, Marshall was already servjng as-an_alt,rnatL: 2f sorts,
_ ---""

Close to 15% of the enrollment were non-outb.east transfers -- largely



black and mostly from.the north side.- These wore Audents and families .

who saw Marshall, prior 6 and apart from any SEAchanges, as a better

learning environment than the junior and senior high schools in their

somewhat stigmatized part of town. It was arguable that they were nu.

so much looking f.,1 -le-wkind9 of schooling, as for a good version of

the old ki d. The same coula be said for some 80 deaf or orthopedically

handicapped students coming frQ- all over the city for "mainstreaming"

in this high schaol.

As newly,named.princi-pdl in tliis setting, Bill Phillips /aced a

choice. Should he put his chief efforts -- this summer.and thereafter --

in suppoit-Of-innovation, experiuientation, trying to make Marshall a

. showplace high/School for the new generation of urban 'youth?Y- Or should

--he strive for sLability, consolidation, gradual eVOlution toward some

more modest'goal? There was pressure from both sideS.'

On the one hand, the very fact of an Experimental Schools grant,.in

a context of national concern about classroom crisis and, student dis-

a-'..ption, at a time of ner:.dy publicity for unusual initiatives'in other

cities, in a local system 'uo do great things -7_argued for some'

dramatic moves and announcements. A few teachcr argued that noW,was

precisely the time to meet pervasive changes in the environment with

Pervasive changes of concept, organization, and Program in the school..

_A few,parents, having read about John Adams in_Portland or Parkwny in

Philadelphia, Wanted Marshall-U 6 follow thoSe leads. _A'few students

had ideas of their own-2-re-doing the i:istitution along less institu-,

tional lines.

On the other hand, Marshall-I:1 as a Wi_rae was far from fired up

about starting with a fresh slate in the name o.1,alternatives. ManY
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faculty wanted time4te catch their breath. Some very vocal Southeast

parents were worri9,d abc- order in the halls.. -Among other secondary

administrators.Marshall-U was already-Seen as pretty far-aut. -Above

P11--, there was no compelling blueprint for extensive change. These

were arguments for'going slow. Bill Phillips wanted Marshall=U to

become "a school of alternatives" for bath facUltY and.students. But

Bill Phillips was also the.. first to acknowledge that he had no master

plan-for the high school of the future, and.he did not like to move

without plan. Further-.changes within ',his institution would best

come slowly. They should come primarily from among teachers them-

selves not by.±mpositiOn from above; They mast not exalt the daring
1

at th- expense of the traditional. They wouldinevitably and rightly ..

-.

'come plecemeal, incrementally, not as a.sweeping victory of good'gdys

over bad.
_

The principal's preference, in other words, was for stability, not

excitati.on: In his min words, "The dominant thrust of the first years

Was toward administraion rather than leadership." That was the summerl.,

, chief decision.

AB forMer M-U administrator, Jim Kent knew the diffiJ .s'

problem. No more than anyone else at this time, did have a raear-

cut vision of what the school should .become -- or how it could become

it. As SEA director, he had to be conten!, with "a trojan-horse

approach: get some things' star'ed, and see what'can happen." de was

not greatly optimistLc. It was "an open question" for the whole year,

he wrote in his August 31 report whether.sustained planning or program

,

change would be forthcoming at Marshall-University.
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CHAPTER V

CHANGES IN THE SCHOOLS: THE FIRST TWO YEARS

September 1971 - June 1973

This is a chapter to sketch changes and their impact in five schools,

separately, o- er two years. Iii-that-period-each had to define by its own

. .

behavior both the content.and process of its identity as an alternative.

Each took into its life a cornucopia of new resources, roles, and

rewards -- usually nourishing, but sometimes indigestive. The time was

long enouglifor soe patterne to emerge. It was short enough for not all

.of them to be set in concrete. By the end of the period there would be

some important changes in the Minneapolis setting, plus a stormy second

round of proposing and negotiating with Experimental Schools. Then,would

come the urgent need to look ahead at questions of the alternatives'

future. Until Lhen, it was a full agenda just to establish each al'7e--r.a

tive's present.. The ovel=iding question of the first two years was not,

What next?, but more often, What now?

Tuttle ContemporarY School

What made Tuttle different was that it was supposed to stay pretty

much the same. At least that is what many people thought, and what

Tuttle_people thought they thought. Press and public attention were focused

on the other alternatives. Those were the places for something new -- news.

Understandably Ilpt unfortunately, Contemporary school seemed to be left

as a place where the Old remained -- no news. Supposedly it was for people
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who did not want change.

In a project devoted to comprehensive change, traditionalism is a

hard image to bear. It was hard for Tuttle. All the alternatives were

equal, but there were grounds for worrying whether this one was less equal

than others. Tuttle was getting,less money, for one thing. In common

conversation, Tor another, people kept calling it "traditional" an

adjective of dismissal, not of,great expectationS. Even the official

name, Contemporary, felt a bit weak and cosmetic alongside such self-

evident virtues as openness, freedom, and progress. Besides, Tuttle was

losing its principal to Marcy.. Arthur Lakoduk, coming to Tuttle, was un-

doubtedly an able young man, but was also undoubtealy a very junior

assistant. Perhaps the roal truth of the matter, some teachers and parents

suspect. was that Tuttle had been picked as control group for the rest

of the experiment.

Almost by the structure of the project, then, Tuttle was in danger

Of negative self-image. Along with that, easily, came attitudes of compe-

tition and resentnent toward the ot:her schoo- . The big story of the

Contemporary school in its first tWo ye-s, is how both these threats were

turned aside.

From the day he arrived, Art Lakoduk contested the notion that

Conter.porarY meant ny kind of stick-in-the-mud school. When people

referred .to Tuttle as traditional, he cOrrected them. Contemporary, he

argued, ,eant "using tne best of whatJs available at the time." There is:

a base of proven pedagogy, which Tuttle affirms and stands {')r. Graded

structnre nrd self-contained classrooms support mastery of ._,no basic skills

and grovr,h in self-esteem tog,-,;,her. But on this'base innovation is

possible and neces17/. Whcrever teachers and parents think our materials
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and methods are not the best available, we now have the chance to improve

them. -The new federal money is for that kind of innovation, "not to do

the same things More expensively." it is Contemporary, Tuttle

can understand itself best as a_changing school.

This was not an inaugural address, but a slowly growing grasp of how

a "cdnservative" school could hold its head high in a "liberal" rroject.

Without great pTessure for immediate major change, the first year could

go toward relatively small improvements, and toward consolidating work

relationships among Lakoduk, the staff, and parent leadership' in the PTA.

The latter was a low-key but on-going effort. Aside from the extra-

ordinary time and patience invested by Tu'tle's parent liaison, Evelyn

Czaia, probably two chief factors indirectly and itrongly cOntributed to

its success. One was the Presence of a full-time counselor, on federal

funds. The first typical facility reaction ranged from skeptical to

hostile: "Counselor? Who needs it?" T.-The persisted, though, and won

her way. More important, she wen new. understanding of guidance as a

developmental concept, nut just remedial, and of affective learning as

integral with the basic skills emphasis. That contributed to the general

relaxation of mood. By springtime, first year, the counselor was meeting

regularly in school with a parent discussidn group. That moved from

discussion about children, to concerns and ideas about the sc.:1(pol community

as a whole.

A second factor helping everyone feel more eomfortable.about.the future

was.Lakoduk's own special.and. evident interest in community education.

He,had been a community.school director in,Minneapoli and taken a Mott

fellowship in Flint... About this subject, he wore his heart on his sleeve.

He really liked the vision of neighborhood. school asaleighborhood center,
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offering educationlactivities from pre-school through golden age, froft

morning through evening. In this coMmunity that 'struck a chord. AB soon

-.as the-right-leadership was found, it woUld pay off.

Program changes in the first year were largely limited to What could

happen quickly through the help of additional aides, new money for specialist

helP, and new materials. Indicative of the.Contemporary approach was Tuttle's

early decision not to hire a program' co-ordinato:o.("to do the ShIrl6 things

more expensively"), but to put much of the SEA money for that position

into lasting supplementary materials for their media center. As part of

.the summer renovation the old School library had been moved-from a dark

basement corner to'two carpeted, light, and newly furnished rooms upstairs.

Now thoy could be generously stocked with teacher-requested hardware and

software from geological.units to cassetter. to .books for use in

classrooms or in the center itself. Other money went toward contracting

extra help and vastly imprOving the facilities in ceramics and the woodshop.

Meanwhile, a lot of thinki.ng was going on about core aarticulum in

r::adini and Math. -In both areas, Tuttle teachers were feeling distatisfied,

before SEA, with the texts and materials at hand. With new resources

available they cOUld begin changing them to thri.r own specifications in

Year-1, and by the end of Year-2 comdup with "outte technical" programs

embodying the emphasis on sequel-tial skill development which Tuttle

.teachers favored. Both came to be characterized by minutely detailed

break-downs of specific skills to be mastered; eclectic teacherselected

materials for developing those skills; and an apparatus for recording

individual student progress through thu sequence.

For reading, the,,means to this end was a consUltant Unfvrsity pro-

fessor, plus graduatestudentt, who worked with teachers in classrooms and

in a new reading-skills center. They demonstrated techniql;es and materials;
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helped with analyzing and defining the skills; and designed retrieval

systems for matching instructional materials to instructors' objectives.

Eventually five different reading textbook series were available, with

innumerable games, paper-backs, audio-visual, and manipulable aids. The

Tuttle Pupil Progrecs ;Chart, .being tried eut by teachers by the end of

Year-2, identified a scope and sequonce of 460 reading skills, grades 1-6.

Math followed a sitilar zealous;pattern, with the technical help

coming from SEA's own elementary;cadre math specialist. Oie,helped teachers

define their own objectives for minimal math Competencies. For gradeo

3-6 these objective's vare converted7ia6--EeiE-items uso in a computer-

processed Comprehensive Achievement Monitoring program To maintain the

system and help make sense of the printouts, CAM 'required a special

aide, with inservice sessions for both tecers and parents. 'In-school

computer terminals were increasingly used for interactive drilI and prac-

tice,;suppltenting numerous oames and project naterials in'the new math,

skills center. Teachers still used, but rather differently, the basic

math text series which before SEA had been the wholetmath program.

So much changing in zwo years' time, pretty well.dispelled any fear

that Tuttle was tagged as only a control group. It did raise a conceptual

question, though (which the principal hiMself identified in his first

month on the job) whether Tuttle could become Contemporary' without looking

Continuous Progress The self-contained classroom was getting to be

not so_Self7contained any more Weil, *felt LakedUk, if tilaCWas What

staff and community liked best, so be it. Jim Kent was not so sure. After_

all, the point of alternatives was that theY should be distinct from each

other. In reading, epecially, he urged Tuttle to stick with a sinL 3

basal'textbook Faries. But TuttLi did notiwant it, and Tuttle had its way.



Tuttle's way was also toward a greatly expanded_community program

already suggested aboVe-:,- Pegsibly this,was particularly appropriate and

likely for a Contemporary'school; possibly it came-much more from,the

character of the neighborhood and the principal than from their particular

philosophy of K-6 education. In any ,event, Isakoduk wanted a full-time

communLty education director, and in the fall of Year-2 got SEA funds to

hire Bruce Graff for the job. In part-time work the spring before,-Graff

had already shown teachers that after-school programs need h,t disrupt ,

-C.eir space or.materials. Coming on fulltime and functioning as a

member of the faculty, he led a dramatic expansion of both afterno'on and

evening activities for both children and adults. How these,camecto megh

with classroom instruction, and to make volunteer community involvement

a leading feature cf the teaAer-directed Contemporary school, are an

important enough topic-to deserve separate treatment later on.

In the same spirit as the strengthening of community programS,

Tuttle's PTA also changed. After a Year-1 survey, the PTA board'cut'back

on sparsely attended general meetings, and replaced them with smaller

sessions fdr more focused concerns. Mini-meetings at parents' homes or

with grade-level teachers served for both information and_feedback about

curriculum changes. Weekly coffee-and-conversation groups, in the sehoel,

were a successful low-pressure way to open the door for new parents to

take an interest in the school.

Gradually,---without claiming decision-making powers, the PTA board

took on a strong advisory role in addition to its annual fund-raising)and

social events. They began to propose parent representation in staff

meetings, complementing active teacher representation on the board itself.

they met directly with an EXperimo-Ltal SoLools offiCer to .In spring 1973
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protest some decisions made in Washington. Abuut the same time they'

played the key role in making clear Tuttle's objectioos to proposals

for a "re-organized school week". In the 1973-76 lolan they looked

forward to an active advisory part in selection decisions for new

personnel.

From his early weeks as administrator, Art Lakoduk recalls, "I

° wanted Tuttle people to feel special, t,)o." BY the beginning of Year-3,

he says,"Ibu didn't hear nearly so many negative cracks abOut the other.

schools." At the same time, parent and staff surveys showed as high

satisfaction with Tuttles work as anywhere in Suutheast. Evidently

some II special" feeling.was beginning to take hold.

Marcy Open School .

By enrollment changes alone, Marcy was a changed place when it opened

as Open i September 1971. Almost half the 282 students were from.butside

the old Marcy-attendance area. They had not been to Marcy. before. In

larger proportions than elseipihere,-neighborhood-familieshad.chosen a,.._

different option, and newcomers were riding buses to this one. More of

the neW'children were from Tuttle ti'u from Pratt-Motley. More were

in upper quartiles of staadardized eading-test scores than lower. More

were in the younger half of the elementary age-range.thah the older

More than in the other schools came from single-parent families.
1

i

With these children came mothers and Vhers already committeld as

i

4

Open parents. Receiving the children were

7
ff Whu:had spent most O..f the

I

summer-preparing to be Open teachers. In b th'grbups, enthusiasm land ex-

pectation were high. So were abilities and determination. The life of

the school would be fashioned by how theL:e people cooperated or:clashed
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in agreeing on goals,Aleveloping program, and arranging its governance.

.Goals were an early concern.. Dale LaFrehz, internal evaluation' '
4,

director, was urging that every alterna...tive define soMe standards.by which

to measure its own progress. Marcy seamed.to welcome the task. FrOt the_

many people who were coming to meetinds aboat the new school, pi'incipal

Harold Benson had no trouble putting together a goals committee. It

was two parents, two teachers, the curriculum coordinator; and Benson.

himself. Lerenz metwith them, often 7 as facilitator.

The goals committee was,small, but its communication basz. 1.-ss large.

In its work was the first concerted effort of parents and staff together

to define what was.important to an Open School. When the Marcy commurity

gathered in much larger meetings; which'was often, the goals.committee

reportc.1 to them. For every bit of output, they got large dividends of

input-. 'Their own meetings Were long, frequent, and sometimes full of'

,high feeling. The feeling Were over substance and nuance in sUch iSsues

,as children's freedom'and. ability to make their own choiCes, relative .

d

importance of cognitive and affective-learning, claSsroom stricture or

the lack of it,.and the balance of authority between parents andprofessionals.
_

. .
... ,

1
,

.

.

" --

On many occasions the dividing iine of difference seemed trafell between.. --
._.--

. .
.

. --r-

staff1and parents. It became clear in'the gos/cOmmittee as-eIseIJiere,
1

.

al
.

.
--

that that dynamic' could be as important as the goals themselves.

Eventually, by December, the committee had,a product which everyone

could own.

hard to take

produced it.

organization

'.'

. :

i

After the manner of such documents,/it was balanced, long,
.. . - : , I .

,,.

..,,.
- . .

.. -
issue with;'an4 much less vigorous

!

than the process which

-

There were goals'for children,:teachers parents the

-- More than 50.in all. Those for children were later

sub-divided as "Feeling OK and Getting Along with Others"; "Making Sense

put of School";. and "Using What is Learned". ) None in any category,was

'9
. ,
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of the quantified, precisely measurable, behavioral objectives type. AB

many began "We hope; want; expect; or would like to ..." as "We will."

The goals were a composite statement of values. There was repeated em-

phasis, direct or indirect, on a personalized, experiential,sand.holistic

approach in the Open School. One mark of such an approach would be the

extent to which understanding thedr "values, emotions,and interactions"

:became for all Marcy people "a vital part of the educative process."

While these generalities were being struggled over, an educative

process was going on which was indeed rich in "valueS, emotions, and

interactions." That is what made the goals.not quite such easy abstrac-

tions they appear in print. Two basic issues developed simultaneously

and remained intertwined with each other. In the first two years they,.

would have to be re;oived several times over. One concerned how to

organize and conduct open education. The other conceraed how to make the

school's decisions. There were questions of curriculum and Instruction,

that is to say, and of governance.

Marcy began the year, as the SEA proposal had outlined it should,

with two models bf prograft structure. Model I was preferred by parents

of about 55 children. .It provided two ungraded classrooms, each with

children ages 5-11, who had their own teacher and aide, and their own

interest centers in the room.

Model II was chosen for 225 children. _In multi-age lists of about

11, they were assigned to teachers-as-advisors, not to rooms. The rooms

throughout the building, were resource and activity centers which the

children oould use according to interest. They were staffed by the

teachers-as-teachers, with aides. They offered places for math, creative

writing, art, social studies, science, reading, woodworking, gym, music,
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and multi-media Projects. To provide some Order, a requir ent rapidly

developed that children must meet with their advisor each onday morning,

and decide theft en their schedules of activities for the weekl-- in

multiples of half-hour mods. So parents could be part of the decision, a

weekly list of activities available in' the centers went home TAith the

children each Vriday.
-

Model II at Marcy did not work. It was based on influential advice

and example frm the lab school of Mankato State College; it was what

the large majority of parents and teachers had wanted; it seemed the more

open option. But by November or sooner, few teachers, students, or parents

were happy with what was happening. Nervous allusions to The Lord of the

Flies got knolAing nods in the school. After the energy required for

slowing kids down and stopping fights there was little left for the desired

close relationships among student's and teachers. Among so many people

and places, children had little sense of belonging with any one. "Kids

were ialling between the cracke34! and teachers could not stop them; The

structure of specialized centers encouraged-fragmented learning, not

integrated. Nhat could be accomplished in them felt fleeting and superfi-

cial. Parent volunteers were abundant, but their roles far from clear.

Getting weelaY schedules done was a nightmare; having them actually followed

was a dream, Between the emerging Marcy goals and the emerging Marcy

day-to-day was a growing gap. Teachers and children were getting battle

fatigue. Several Parents were asking whether there could be another

classroom of Model I.

By November-, no wonder, the staff wanted some time by themselves.

They needed, mor,e than anythini? else, some breathing space to be together

7

as their own slipport group. They took. a Saturday and went off on a-retreat.
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Meanwhile, parents and.staff were also working toward a format for

joint participationin zovernance of the school. There was no shortage
0

of_either numbers leadership. Most Of the former Parents,for Open

Classrooms course, viere now.at Marcy. General parent meetings

regUlarly drew 100-200 people or sometiMes more. The-original community

liaison for MarCy's neighborhood, Mane LaSsman, was an Oiaen School parent,

who continued work on.schoOlcommunity communication. A. new parent,

Judy-Farmer, became Marcy's parent coordinator. She was one of.many at

Marcy who.had been active in the parent-run Southeast Cooperative Nursery.

She pUshed especially for parent work in the building'and.on.committees..

The question to be thrashed out was, How would decision-making be

shared among parents and staff? With so much assigned r6sponsibility,

most teachers were concerned that parents be helpful, but not look over'

their shoulders every minute of the day. Some were more uneasy than others

that they, the'perceived professionals, had come later to open education

than many of their lay clientele. From even some'of the most active lay

leaders, came cautions against undercutting the staff on whom'all parents

depended. Ha±old Benson regularly reminded people of what his

superiors were reminding him: that no degree of participatory decision-

maang, by 'staff or parents, would dilute the principal's formal account-

ability for Marcy's entire program. Jim Kent reinforced that: whatever

was dime by way. of governance must be witir the legal, boundaries of

school board policies,-rules, and regulations.

All these points were made in a provisional steering committee on

governance, formed by parent and staff volunteers from crowded early

meetings on parent involvement. Their job was to examine various modals

of decision-making. (including, the Marshall-University joint policy board):

-99
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and bring back some'4ternatives for everyone to vote on. In November,

as dissatisfaction grew strong with Model II, and staff went on retreat

by,,themselves, the/provisional committee finished its work. Despite

Benson's an& Kent/s reservations, it would offer the voters an ideological

choice: an elected council to advise the principal; or one to make policy

for the school:

When staff came back from their retreat, theY brought wbat to some

seemed surppising news. They were ready to reorganize Marcy, with a very

different/design in place of the problematic Model II. The surprise waa

not that,' staff wanted something better, but that in meetings without anY

parent/s present, and without announcing that that was their purpose, they

had /..aken it on themselves to formulate a policy decision. To people of

st7,ong parent-control ideology,'even though they might agree with the

Oanges suggested, that was an affront. It was something done "behind

,'our bdcks." To a smaller number, it was a 'double affront. They not
, -

only believed in parent-control; they also felt that the new design was

a retreat from openness.

There was another crowded meeting, of course. Acknowledging people's

strong feelings,-principal and teachers reviewed why they and others had

found Model II unworkable. They explained their proposal for change,

outlined some alternative ideas they had rejected, and put it to a vote.

Model flg, as it was called, carried. Everyone had taken part in the

decision. Until another day,-the crisis was contained.

Perhaps thia episode was cathartic. In any event, the virtually-

.simUltaneous decision on a mechanism for governance offered proiise that

it need not be repeated. On December 6 Marcy met to consider its pro-

visional committee's report. There was no objection to ,a representative
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'council, elected equally from parent and staff-constituencies. The debate,

sometimes heated,,was between advisory power and policy power... Hy a small

margin in a lae meeting, Marcy voted for the former. This was no

time to be.doctrinaire about parent control, aruged some. A positive

foundation for mutual trust woUld mime best-by not demanding too muCh

power; Complicated ballots were cast during December vacation. In

, January the Marcy Advisory Council tooR Office.

Also over vacation,.people pitched in to rearrange rooms and!-
:

schedules for Model The new pattern established.dorible size multi-age

ope classes,_ called families. Two. physically opposite rooms, including

a furnished segment of the.broad ear?eted hallicy between them, were

home base forq_single family of about-60 children. They shared the

space, the interest centers in the space, and a team of twe teachers

arid two aides. The separate woodshop, gym, music, art, andmedia centers

were shared by all the families and.by the unaltered Model I classrooms

This was-a very considerable change froM where Marcy'l;iad started in

September. Arriving alb the change had-been.a stressful e oer±ence,

and there was stilI'd4:Vided opinionOver whether it.represén ed

an.advance or a retreat in terms.of.open education principles. Whatever

the theory, observed Fred Hayen later, accepting the stress was co ageous

behavior. "Here was an idealistic bunch of people" he said, "publicly

admitting they were in way over their heads. They consciously made a

correction. You don't see that too often." Many in Marcy felt that the

correction had saved the school.-- especially as-they found, happily,

that families worked much better than Model II. Some saw ppeeial strength

in Marcy's beginning to develop its own model, rather than following

someone else's. Others still hoped that with experience would.come the



skills to have another try at Model II. "Maybe-we'll evolve back that

way," said Benson; "but no one can promise i,t." Nhatever might be wanted

in the future, everyone cou±d'agree to an immediate Moral, drawn by Jim

Kent, "that earlier parental communication and involvement in the decision-
,

making process is imperative."

In spring there wan opportunity to act on that learning. Py that time

there-was some doubt among staff whether even themid-winter change had

gone far enough. In particular, it seemed to some that the 5-11 age-span

in each family was simply too broad, and tliat the desired level of teaming

among teachers-and aideswas too difficult to achieve. One family, in

.fact, had already divided for most activities into a primary classroom

and an intermediate with 4 teacher arid aide for each. Others were wonder-
./

ing if that was not a good idea for all.

Now, Marcy,had two resources for decision-making which had not existed

in November. One 4a.s the council, where recommendations might be clearly

made and acted on. The other was an intarnal evaluator provided for the

school -- a Marcy parent,- interestingly enoUgh and one year earlier a

leading light in Parents for Open Classrooms. A. defined task5±or the'

evaluator was to be of service to decision-makers by providing information

/m-
m ito clarify structural and prograatic ssues. This she set,about doing,

at the 'request of staff and with help from counselor and social worker.

Behavioral observations, sociograms, and interviews with teachers and

students were gathered in each family; Compiled and categorized, the

data came-to staff meetings and to the parent/staff council. Using the

information which everyone now shared, staff recommended to council that

in each family the two teaehers divide their accountability for the

children along age lines: ,one responsible for the 5-8 year olds, and the
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.0ther for 9-11/ . There would still be mixed ages\in both rooms,and teachers

would Still team together in activities where that seemed valuable. But

Model I1/2 should be modified in the direction of finer age-group distinctions.

Harad Berson presented and supported the staff Position. He said

he and they would accept the council's judgment as a.decision, not just

a:: advice. 'There was substantive debate centered around the observational

data'and the point of principle that families were designed for many

ages to learn 1Xom each other. What teachers wanted might be a practical

and.realisttt modification for the children. It might also be a badkward

step.toward graded. structure.

-At he end tlf the evening council approved the change. That was the

wgy -We families wolitld work next fall. Everyone would be notified. Every

one/could agree that decision-making,at Marcy had.muCh imProved.

Sunmer taMe and-Al_most n11 the teaching staff (with two parents) went

'for at least one week nf workshop at the Prospect School in North

Bennington, Vermont. ixospect is a well established, partially state-
)

funded, indeitendent open elementary school. Is director, Patricia

Carini, and a.co-founder, Marian Taylor, had visited,Marcy in the :winter.

They and their experience in open education were much looked up to by

Marcy people, as. by many otherS. In the summer workshop one conviction

which Carini tXpressed firmly:was that grouping 5-11.year olds together

for learning was neither developmentaIL justified nor pedagogically

sound. For the sake of toth kids and eachers, she advised, Marcy should

design tost.program'separately for primary and intermediate groups. Marcy'

teachers did not.require much persuading. Recognized expertise was

legi.timizing the direction their thoughts had.already taken. Talking

together'in Vermont, they-agreed easily that separate
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groups in separate robin's would he the way to teach in September. Thus

the stage was set for governance/program crisis number two.

.After a host of other summer eXPeriences--our people stayed on

at Prospect.for six weeks; 'another half-dozen visited infant schools in

Britain -- staff and Some volunteers reconvened for pre-fail workshops

at Marcy.- There they firmed up the Vermont ideas, including division of

the classroom day into meeting times, project-activity times, and quiet.

times. For the sake of getting off to a well ordered start, moreover,

staff decided not to use volunteers for the first tWo weeks. Year-2 began

with each family sub-divided into primary and intermediate units across

the hall from each other, sharing the space,between. When feasible,

according to teachers' judgment-and preference, there might be team teach-

ing.and.cross-age

Astoundingly, considering the history and MarcY'S propensity for'

communication, there was no_general announcement ,of the organization change.

All the sharing of plans was'informal, and in the late August city

doldrums, there were lots of people it missed -- even including some non-
-,

classroom staff. Not at all astoundingly, therefore as school got

going many parents were truly angry all over again. The ew arrangement,

\they felt, was not at alllwhat had been agreed to in spring. Had

-teachers and administrators (again) simply acted unilatera14?

%At the first September council meetihg staff worked to explain and

to placate. They,cited the impOrtance to them, as professionals, of

taking seriously Pat,Carini's critique and their own Staff development

learning. The new age.groups weresomething to try, not a policy carved

in stone. By 'November or so, they suggested the two-tier families might

well be re-merged. The paxents who had been to Prospect said they did not
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like the change, but that staff needed the leewaY, and that it would be

destructive for Council to boX them in. They faand support-far:not-forcing'

0
the issue. Tempers receded. Matters werel.eft as they were. Until

.November, there could be watchful waiting.

When Novembef came nothing changed, except that ;the moratorium an-

volunteers belatedly enoLd. Primary and intermediate groups continued as

before. If they had not been pragmatically successful -- pleasing to

children and teachers 111ike -- Marcy might have had an axplosion. Instead

of an explosion there was something not much better: a smaIl-group ofthe

very resentfUi, and an infectious sore of mistrust as to whether.mutual

parent/staff decision-making was really going to happen.

The story does have a happy ending. Marcy council decided to use

internal evaluation and get some data again. This time they needed to Icnow

= not only what was happening in the classroom families, but what the

families back home thoughts of it. From surveys, reported to council in

January, it was clear that parents overwhelmingly approved the narrower

age groupings, as well as the separate scheduling of quiet'and noisy

activities. What they disapproved, still, was the process and mis-

communication of the decision. With that information, the governance and

program issues could be ...eparated. Bensan and the teachers, affirmed in

What they were doing, Could admit to some mistakes in What they had not done

by way of .shaxing. 5he3r 'Could stop intimating that the whole arrangement.

was only-tentative, and that.some day they wouldsurely return to the

.wider age-range, largerfamilies, and teacher teams. Aparents.,for their

part, could accept acknowledgment of_seMo murky process, withott deManding:

reversal of goodrasults. The boil had been lanced and the pr-,Yflm went

forward.
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For tfie rest of ths'year, as it happened, there wa6 more than enough

governance work as Such to keep Marcy council busy, andto strengthen its

confidence along with the teachers'.
I

First, throughout February extraordinary hours wei,e required to

prepare 1973-76 planning proposals for renewed.funding by Washington. As

the voice which must speak for its school community, council was directly

responsible for reviewing all Marcy's ambitious hopes, revising them if

needed, and approving a Marcy package as part Of the SEA total.

Second, for two months or more council was re-writing its own

constitution. That brought another,look at the advisory vs. policy ques-

tion, which this time elicited direct word from John Davis that While

school councils may influence policy, they do not make it. Work on,the

constitution also involved-simplfying the membership categories in hope

of inviting greater participation by teaching-staff. All along, teachers

had felt under-represented, since most staff seats went to employees not

actually responsible for classrooms. It was finallY settled that council

would be six parents and six paid personnel, ail:elected at-large from

the two constituencies, to advise tile non-voting principal. :

Third,'in late February, Harold Benson resigned. Effective April 1,

he would be gone, to co-ordinate planning for alternatives in the

Minneapolis south pyramid.: How Benson's successor was chosen is left

ior a later chapter. It had vital connection with project-wide governance

strntegiei.- Marcy counal was heavily-involved, t ough, in establishing

the process. It was not itself the selection comiitilttee, but did have the

candidates sit in on a regular council mee.ting. B3) the end of March a

new man had been recommended and appointedr, On April' 2 he began work at

the .s,chbol.
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Fourth, on April 9 EXperimental Schools rejected Southeast's 1973-76

plan, telling Marcy and everyone else to rewTite completely. WI-thin one

month there must be a new document and vastly reduced budget. Almost

simultaneously at Marcy lcalne the fall-out from some poorly managed parent

complaints about staff leadership. That ignited staff resentment of the

parent leadership. Now- it was the teacheA' turn.to ask whether parents

were meeting privately to make personnel decisions without staff partici-

pation. Ta the flare-up, a --fPw intra-staff sensitivities were abraded,as

well. It was a high-pressure: time. All in a rush a lot of old sores

were threatening to re7open.

The just-arrived administrator was- Glen Enos. He came to Marcy

from an assistant's job in a heavily bladk north Minneapolis elementary

school. There he had especially worked with a teacher training program

which amphasized pareni '.tarticipation as a force for professional growth

and institutional change. Earlier, in secondary work, he had focuSed on

core-curriculum approaches which broke down traditional subject-matter

boundaries. For seven years.in the Congo (Zgire) bush country, long ago,

he had worked On teaching basic three-R skijas-as part and parcel of

indigenoas agriculture and crafts; His own convictions about integrated

learning and community involvement drew him to the Open school, and vice

versa. He had appliedto be principal.

His introduction to' the new job, Enog recalled later, "was one blow'

after another." In some ways, however, he had walked into a lucky combi-

nation, and could take advantage of it. He knew nothing of the planning

which had gone on, except that suddenly everyone was furious-with

Washington, and faced a lot of tough decisions-about future dreams. Re

knew little about-staff/parent and program/governance history,except



that obviously it was too hot to rehearse in public at the same time as

trying to re-write a three-year plan. It made sense,for council to rally

everyone for the public 'decisions Whieh Washington, as a sort of unifying

pain in the neek, required; and for the principal to hear out/in private ,

the individual frustrations and hurts which people were carrying around.

Not yet anyone's partisln, he could best absorb one blow and work on

continued healing of past divisions. Ignorance there was an advantage-
.

Council could best absorb the other blow, where ignorance was disadvantage,

oy re-casting budgets for assured continuation of the program already-in

place.

In any event, roughly that is what happened for the rest of the

spring. With careful attention.from both parent and teacher leaders,

the interpersonal storms blew over. Council remained task-oriented, and

its new, quite adequate request frem Washington was funded. A co-ordinator

position bad to_ be cut, but principal and staff could talk'realistically

about the consequences in terms of their own work-loads. Peoplers pride

in their program was bolstered by a plan to send Minneapolis teachers

for internihips in Marcy's classrooms next fall. Another satisfying .

agenda, strongly supported by the principal, was to advertise Marcy in the

black community, and increase its embarassingly low minority enrollment.

Finally, optimistic parent and teacher brainstorming began for opening the

Open school into the community-as-a-classroom on a scale not yet attempted. .

All this winter-spring activity, be it noted, was consolidation and

extension of program or governance already developed. Nozroup proposed

radical rearrangements or sharp departures in new directions. There were

no notable upheaals over who had a right to meet or make decisions. The

parent co-ordinator, now Worked almost as much for'teachers as with parents-
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proper, nking them with a variety of volunteers. Faculty evaluation.

focused-on Obstacles-to personalized, experiential, holistic learning in

tA.44..r own classrooms and the resource centers. Instead of battles over

.'!,!odel II or Prospect, council now had an outreach committee on Marcy:as

a Model. After two-frentic years, there were signs that the Open School's

shakedown cruise was about completed.

Pratt-Motley Continuous Progress School

By the time children came for classes, Pratt-Motley had already
t.

behind it some the history which other alternatives must still,acquire.

in Prospect Park wore parents with several years' interest in gaining an

ungraded program for both schools. At Pratt there had been a year of ex-

perience with continuous progress for 5-8 year olds. For half a year

intermediate staff had been preparing to teach their students in the

same'mode.

It was not a burning or brand-new question, in short, what sort of

school.Pratt-Motley was meant to become. Professionals and the active

parents were already. agreed. Nor was there any large influx of neW

families to propose different definitions. -When all the option cards were

counted, 85% of the students still came from the old Motley and Pratt

attendance areas.

That beips the case, it did not takeelong for Prat-Motley to state-

its philosophy and objectives...A document uith that title was adopted

by staff before a week of school had. passed. In a list of mostly un-

exceptionable principles, it emphasized that wiearning involves a chanc'e

in.behavior." The objectives for continuous progress education, then,

were to develop "thinking 1 rtavior" "sociplly effective behaviors,"
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and."self-directive behaviors."--each rather painstakingly subdivided.

For all this there must be "tool skills" (the,three Rls), "set up with

specific behavioral goals on a sequential continuum." The skills would

be practiced and the behaviors developed in dealing with "already establish-

ed knowledge in the many aubject areas."

This was a tidy and purposeful foundation, obviously intended to insure

that continuous progress would not smply be left good nature and good

luck. To carry out the purpose, staff had longSince decided on an orga-

nizational schema for time and activities. Mornings would be given to

basic &ills work individualized asmuch as possible by achievement-based

small groupsor by the,curriculum materials for each child. Afternoons

would bs spent in interest-based groups pursuing mini-courses and noncore

subjects. Ihe crux of the matter was that each child would advance at a

personally comfortable pace, without fear of failure, through the serious

sequence of mastering tool skills; yet each would also have plenty of

time for Aoving around among activities that were fun, using the tools

in cog:Ii:ive and affective behavioral growth. o

How was the theory to be worked out in practice? After all the

preparation and clarifying of purpose, it remained to be 5een how two

large changes of environment wodld affect the program. One was physical:

_there were two buildings, not close enough to walk between, for a single

continuous program, The other change was less tamgible, but equallY

impossible to ignore: Pratt-Motley was noW in the SEA sphere of irinuence;

after having started work and begun to shape strategies by itself, it

must now share intimately-in the resources and values of a much larger

change effort.

Quite apart from SEA, Pratt-Motley's two-campus_structure would
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Surely have been a defining force in its'prograM. The main difference was

I .

a difference in teachers' experience and Tfays of working with curridulum.

The primary staff had worked a'year already..with the new approadh, and
a

"were adapting it to their own style as a working group. Intermediate

teadhers were just beginning, with ar age-range whose repertoire of skills

and behaviors was developmentally very different. With the two populations

of students and teachers in separate buildings, unable to rub shoulders

day by day, it would have been ,aurprising indeed iC they had not begun to

take on quite separate characteristics. For children cat about age nine,

when they shifted home-base from one building to another, there was almost'

bound to be some marked discontinuity in their continuous progress educa-

tion. That hyphen in Pratt-Motley was hard to pronounce -- or to articulate,

an educator might say.

'The advent of SEA brought somewhat contradictory influences to bear

on this probiem(if it was a problem) of separation. There were simulta-
,

neous factors which weakenn.d and strengthened the hyphenir

On the one hand, federal fands supplied staff positions which made

it easier for each building to develop a distinctive culture. The

curriculum coordinator who had worked a year getting primary program

started, could stay solelY at Pratt. That was because SEA provided

Motley with a full-time co-ordinator of its own, the language arts consul-

tant who had already worked part-time with intermediate teachers the winter

and spring before. Above these two strong individuals it seemed-:an.efficient

and comfortable working arrangement that the principle should devote an
,

extra:share of his time to the primary building, and his administratfe

assistant an eXtra share af hers to the intermediate. For eadh building,

moreover, federal funds suppoAed a part-time community'aideto'recruit,
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,drient, an

7
d keep in touch h Volunteers. Even with other new staff who

worked in both pl aces --,such as counselor, math specialist, and the parent

who continued ae.genera1.2 community liaison -- this added up to strong

support structure for autonomous .development in each building. It was made

stronger by the fact that both Jack Gilbertson and the two staffs (as

they rapidly came to be seen) thought it best not to force uniformity of

Style on people who felt they had already agreed on basic philosophy.

At the same time, both the SEA director and a k goal of the Southeast

project worked to conteract any moving apart of Motley and Pratt. At one

level it was conceptual and perceptual concern. Even though in two loca-

tions, Contintlous PrOgress must genuinely grow as one program. Given the

ease with which separated groups under the same label can convert

differences of style into differences of doctrine, Jim Kent worried that

Pra-H ,-d Motley would first come to seem, and then actually be, two

differt'animals. He was sensitive (13Tersensitive, most leadership .

staff at Pratt-Motley felt) to any signs of rivalry or tension between the

two buildings. He was therefore especially supportive of any staff

development and Planning projects which brought their people together.

Later on he would support a project-wIde re-organization which actually

brought them under one roof.

A more basic and long-term unifying force was the-SEA goal of strong

community involvement in the governance of each-alternative. The effect

of this common value was to strengthen momentum which pre-existed SEA in

the move to palr Motley and Pratt. There was the symbol of a joint PTA

already. There was also a joint staff committee, advisory to the principal.'

Still staff only, this easily became a Pratt-Motley co-ordinating cemmittee

in 1971-72. In the first fall, however, Suzy Gammel (one of the original
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SEA community liaison parents) organized a Parent liaison'cbmmittee for

the merged school. Nith her groundwork and'Jack Gilbertsonts support,

parents gradually began to mingle with the staff committee. Py the second .

fall this sharing wab formalized with an election of three parents (plus

PTA president)to sit with seven staff as a cc.-oranating council. With

strong representation from both Glendale'and Prospect park, the council

met frequently and actively. It became heavily involved in the ordeal

of 1973-76 planning. At the end of the year it was making non-salary

.budget recommendations for the.whOle school. Through a personnel selectfon

6ommittee it Was interviewing and voting on applicants for staff vacandes,

even to the point of once "overriding" the principalot

That, however, is jumping ahead. The bulk of the coordinating

councills work was co-ordinating -- keeping,the two buildings in touc

with each other. "There was very little philosophical discussion," recalls

Suzy Gemmel; "It was almost as though the philoso-phy;.were set." Councills

job, in a sense, by emphasizing interbuilding c6mmunication, was to/keep

it f /'rom becoming unset.
1

In curriculum deve1opMent a common task for.the whole school was to

begin use of new materials in both math and reading. These were tne

pyramid Reading Program and the Individualized Mathematics System, Both

were considered especially suitable for Continuous Progress instruction.

Both required extensive preparation and staff training in Year-1 for

full-scale introductiOn in Year-2.

IMS math, as it was called, 161as just beginning to come out Commercially.

Witha collection of some 7,500 laminated pages fOr student use, it divided

math into 10 broad topics, sub-divided each topic into nihe levels of

difficulty, and for each level identified specific skills to be mastered.
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After initiEil placemeht, witt guidance froM mastery tests and teacher \

prescription, children c:Alld pass through the :sequential steps of each
,

topic (e.g. subtraction) fractions, time) at their own most,comfortable

\speeds. Al particular selling point for IMS was that the color-coded

and illustrated work pages did not presume high 1\rLtal aility. Weak

,

t

\
readers might still be strong mathematicians. \

.

For/teachers; such .detailed individualizing of such a I',/ealth of

materials is labor-intensive. They had first to become familiar'with

the concepts, the activity cards, and the record-keeping grids which

charted pupils/ progress. They must also have a,manageable,place and

,means for IMS access. Operating the system required initial placement

'tests and then, repeatedly, short Checkups or unit.post-tests. .Amath,.
-

A:

resource center was organized in eachhuilding.. Extra aides were'hired

:10
to help with testing and recordS. -In,bOthapring and-fall 6f 197

Summer staff develoPment) teadhers, aides' and:torne 'volunteers took 13

hours. of IMain -service:training. Coorainating all-this'was the-Pratt-

Motley. math,specialist.

-

To her also fell responsibility for adjusting and de-bugging the

program during Year-2. In general,-IMS viOrkea much mdre satisfactorily

for intermediate ages than for.primary. Younger children were.baffled by

the multipliCity oT cards, not:to mention more manipulable materials.

In late spring only a third of-Pratt teachers were reactv to say thcy pre-

ferred IMS to other math curricula. -ontrast-, aJ2. Motley:teachers-

liked-it. Even they, though, felt it wastoo. time consuming; and gave top

budget priority to the aides they needed to_keep the program running.

A similar complexity required similar%development of staff to achieve

.closely monitored Contl\muous Progress in language art . The Pyramid Reading'
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Program was a constellationof methods.tnd supplemental materials developed

in 1tLnneapbl3.s.4r3Making a single basal series (American Bbok Company)
;

. .

more-effective in:inner-city Title I schools, All SEA was encouraged to

se TYramid, but only-Pratt-Motley really wanted it. Again, there was.a.

division into multiple levels of difficulty, a series of sequences through

the levels, and a profusion of games, flash-cards or worksheets to
_

maintain Momentum.
//

In spring of Year-1, all Pratt=Motley///staff, including aides and

administrators, had 20 hours of in-serVice workshops with the University

professor and specialists who had designed:Pyramid Reading. There was more

'training in summer, and for Year-2, a primary teacher took the new posi-

tion of Pratt-Motley reading resource specialist. Her job was to continue
4'

training of staff and volunteers, to design orderly ways of maintaining

,

and adding to the materials, and to assist with the diagnostic and

pres t. iptive decision6 which had to be made for eadh child/s_language

arts program. ' Unlike IMS, Pyramid Reading called for small,groups

working through a limited bandf achievement levels. Individualization-

-came'by use of.materials within th cTrolr,s 3 and hy- movement of any

--d11d, whenever dee663-ready, from One group to the next.-7-At-P7mtt, also,

there was a:specially.furnished reading reinforcement rook, staffed by
,

a part-time aide. Like IMS, the program took'a,lot of time end

a lot o management.

loth buildings began full-scale use-Of these neki curriculamfprograms

in fall of' l72.' Meanwhile the staff in each had begdpt6 conSolidate
-

.....

/x-their particular ways of organization and styles Of workin. As already
\

\\Suggested,'theyWere quite dkfferent:\
,

\..
.

,
_

At Prait with primary children, tachers
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roles, each maintaining home-room responsibility for a heterogeneous

group of multi-age children -- except for the mostly separae five year

1

olds. There as coasider ble;moving about, however,.as children went to
:

different achievement groups meeting in different rooms. -In the afternoons

..

children were assigned to groUps according to age. Teachers taught in their

/.
H

own rooms, emphasizing curricUlum areas of their own interest. By

the end Of earLl) these offerings were organized as four-week mini-courses

. in social-studies, music, science, and art. -Children could choOse What

they wanted,'in rotation.-

To coordinate and ,L,)ep track of n11 Lhis, teachers.met as:a single

planning team. In doing so they became comfortable with making frequent

, .

revLsions of schedule and with a general expectation that children might

learn any giVen subject matter in many diferentplaCes. They also

develolOed a habit and relbutation for paying special attention to affective

atmosphere in the 'building. Pratt staff, for example, were particularly

in tune with the "Magic-circle" technique as afdaily-wg7 of encouraging
,

relaxed acceptance of students' and teachers' feelings-in each.classroom.

At Motley, with.older children, there was greater specialization by,

teachers, more rigorous achievement grouping(in the first year)) and a

heavier emphasiSlon expectations of cognitive learning. To start the dak,

at first, students*Worked in seven different classrooms that were clearly

separated by their reading levels. After mid-morning recess half worked. _

with,ondHset of teachers in sOcial\studies (also grouped by- reading

ability),- while the Other half-worked witli another'set of teachers on

. . -
indiViduaIized math. -

- Alter luncharrangements at Motley were Much more free-flowing.

Ztudentssdgned upeverr. two weeks for an ever-growing variety of intrest
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group activities, conducted by regular staff, stipended specialists, and

by more and more adult volunteers coming into the building. Some.of these

mini-courses were capceived and led by Motley students theMselves, and-

some eventually by senior high students from Marshall-U. There were two

sessions daily, with activities ranging from woodshop, biology., and

ceramics, to quilting, inflatables, end have-kite-will,fly. It was an

immensely popular program. Two of the most notable offerings were a

plot-the-lot project (surveying, landscaping, environmental science) and

an adopt-a-grandparent service to an old people's home. Records were kept

of each child's choices, and reported.to parents, in an attempt to link

these activities with the more academic curriculum.

The strict achievement grouping for languagearts. and social studies

eadh morning, ho*ever, was soon recognized bi most sX tafi' as a mistake.

Llt *as variously modified during the first year, and dropped eltogether

in Year-2. The obvious problem was that it created a socio-econamic

tracking system, to an extent that it seemed "the hill kids" (Prospect

Park) were at one end of the hall, end "the project kids" (Glendale).

the other. That not only was invidious; it doubtless cOntributed also

to a epell of iSainful tension, early in Year-l concerning discipline.

What, happened was that rules whibh staff considered essential to

curb fighting, bullying, and disruption were hotly objected to by parents,

.from both'parts of'the 'community. There Was a crowded, confrontational

meeting atthe neighborhood.center. Glenda3e families, having heard

there was a list of trouble makers, felt their children were being

branded as a group for surveillance and suspicion. Prospect Park families

,

felt the.new rules -- which inoluded a demerit system -- were much too
.

-..

restrictive for the kind of school Pratt-Motley- claimed to be; After
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the protest's, there was compromise and reconciliation.' the "Motley code

of responsibility" went back to a student.senate whence it emerged

somewhat relaxed, but still with a message that diScipline was important

td Continuous Progress. AB teachers and students/came to kn8W each

other better, esprit detccirps improved -and the issue faded. Mt it was

an.epiSode which left Scime scars, nevertheless.

In simplified summary'then the difference in tone between the two

buildings -TAmi.s tlis: Pratt primary seemed more relaxed, carefree, child-

centered, and noisY; Motley intermediate.seemed more clearly structured,

academically focused, demanding, -and quiet. Some people saw these'

1differences as-amounting to incompatiability, and wanted them resolved one

way or the other. Others saw them as quite tolerable reflections.of

the children e ages and the teachers' tastes. But everyone saw'that
...-

there was a difference.

.r
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Southeast Free School

Seventy students are not many, and six teachers to work with then

would seem an enviable ratio. That was what Free School began with. The -

absence of administrative support, staff was partly compensated by a paid

parent liaison. In addition before October 1 federal funds supplied four

'aides to join-the group.. In mid-winter afull-time,internal eValuator came,

who actuallycbould spend much of his time trouble-shooting or just lending

a hand. And beyond the in-house staff were the available cadre.of.SEA re-

SOUTqe aPeciaIists.

There was at least cne adult, in other words to work with each seven

eight students. On liaper, Southeast Free Sbhoollooked Iike a luxurious

. set7up...

Inside the.building it was not. Hopeful but inexperienced people-

were starting.work'virtually without a plan and therefore Without

definition Of who was to do what for achieving an overall purpOse. .Despite

the advantageous numbers, there seemed alwaya tbo much to be done never

enough timo to do it. ',There were not, enough skills or confidence ,either.

As:one teacher pUt it "Every. !How?' was a'h'uge qUestion,

ight have added, sa was eVery !Who?!
: 4.L

' If one student wanted to leaYli. German, and another asked for dark-

room equipment, and twci\othera Star ed_to-Play guitars, whose wish Came-
_

and,she

A .

' 'first? What if-a succes ful game of''Tisk was brOken 4-by a temper tantrum
.

... \ .1

a bully9. Whose responsibility, if anyOne's were atudents who dropped.

\ ,

'

In for half an hour .and,then left9 or whO-dame, but simpiy wanted 'to do.
I

nothing? or who sat by the back door:and rolled.jointa? Was it all right

for a teacher to come late- every morning? How could people shoot baskets,

plaY kick-ball, and practice yoga ail at the
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become-gymnasium? Who handled petty-cash? What if a clogged t6ilet the

only toilet!) had to be fixed right away?

It Was questions like these which seemed so huge. There was no one "7.-

no one was wanted -- to set Schedules or enforce coordination. Instead,

there was ad hoc decision, and as often as not ad hoc revision of whatever

had been decided. People shaped their roles reacti'Vely, establishing.

some personally Acceptable order atid the confusion.of events which flowed

about them.

Patterns did begin to emerge. In time space, and activities, staff

and students sorted themselves out by,a, combination of age, compatibility,

and interest. Children up through about age eight, with a couple of

teachers who liked them laid claim to one end.of the big room. High
-

school students gravitated to-the teacher most in tune with most of them.
_

his- Current topicSr6nd-tabIe became,their place. Other staff found

themselves preferred by. and preferti-hg,jUnior-high students. One'aide

concentrated on.art, and:on just talking.With kids. Another divided

his time between gym activities with older Students, building play
_

equipment for younger, and driving the_ field-trip bus for everyone..

At cOnsiderable cost to his-teaching of math, one man took care of all

the.requisitions and gudget work. Almost'everyone felt field trips

were itportaat especially of the.camP-out vaxiety: After one to the

north woodS in early fall, people beganstalking about a long trip to

Mexico, for winter.

This early semblance of organization was more like a pattera for

survival then a'pattera for freedom. Evehtually it would become a

framework for Program and Curriculum. 'In origin though, it was not

keyed to developmental goals or planning at all.
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matter of coping with the next day or the next week. For some that was

,
the accepted way of organic natural grokh. Talk of planning and shaping

the future; in.fact, was incompatible with the authenticity of the

present. For others, however, the present.was turning out to be not
... : .

much fun. Simply getting through a daY or a week, without.Sense of viSion

ahead, was too little reward. The'intraetable disarray and disappointment

?were too high a price.

AB in any institUtion,'people resorted to fantasy to soothe their

hurts. Bythe end of October%Tom O'Connell, head teacher, was- contrasting

the "miracle pictures" everyone wanted to believe with the realities

they needed to face. "There is fightingj_n the joyful cOmmunityij" he

pointed-out, "and-things get'ripped:eff.." WItlOgry reassurance thatmo
.

Super plan would destroy "the inherent and beautiful: chaos of Free School

(Ged.save us)," he reported sbme staff organiza'aonal decisions: they*

would "assign" students, (the. quotation Marks wore apologeti ) tdru1ar

evaluation seSsions' With advisors; stUdents and staff would meet every

Monday morning in an "attempt to be more systematic;" and they would try,

-1/4 -

"for the first tithe a weekly schedule."

The-modesty and tentative phrasing of these changes reflected the
-,-

strength of Free School's reSistance to ,corporate definition., In staff
1

meg:bi--11.gs and in print, O'Connell pushed hard., He wrote a brief'essay,

flop Freedom." It aisted a feuf unromantic requirements for becoming-free:

"putting up with some drudgery" !'hard thinking," "self-discipline,"

"risk-taking." For children to learn freedom, "having adults-around mho

aren't afraid of being adults is important." By clear implication,-

O'Connell was distressed to find so few of, these qualities in Southea.

Free School. Instead, emblazoned on the wall, he found A.S. Neill's
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. \ .

:"very. inadequate" slogan "Freedom. is doing:what you want, as long as.it

_

doesn't interfere with somebody else."'' Not so,c,thought the head teacher.

Neillits notion reinforces many students1,-dependence on instant gratifica7'
3

tion. "Kids become slaves to their own inability to face unpleasantness."

The thoughts of Jr* O'Connell were much-admired ancividely" distributed-,:'

-
They were the Strongest early effort at Free School to lay a condeptual

foundation on.Which a-cohesi,ve and continuing program, might he:built. As-

an unmistakba'ae-Sttack on hippie satisfaction with "doing yOUr.Own thirig,9
. , . .. , .

.
. -.

',';:

,
. . .

they offered a groUndAfor discusSion and deciSion about,purpose, and policy..-.

,Of discussion there Was lots; but.of 'decision there Was-none. "(.)n FreedoM1
.

served nicely as a public relations handout to visitOrs. So did Neill's

slogan, in effect, for it remained'as prominent as ever on the corridor

wall. Neither statement became school policy. The Fr.=!,, 3chool community,

as yet, had-no Way to decide. Once school'had hurried17- 5 . 5 .

deciding what sort Of school it Was meant-to become more andmore

difficult.

.Parent interest..stayed lively. Of 53 families, between 20 'and 30

,regularly had adults at monthly general gatherings or Free School pot-lucks.

People still remember these evenings with aTIse of excitement and fun.

They were town-meeting affairs; in the sensethat issues were argued,

suggestions made.complaints aired,.and questions asked. As in..the staff
,

.

move to give every student an'advisor, they were sometimes influential.
-

But they were not a forum for decision, either by ,yote or by cumulative .

cOnsensus: In midr-October, for example, the parents present wrote 45Own

,

a. page of objectives.and expectations for the'school... Three.weeks later
. .

.
. .

oame another discuSsion, apparently-mithout reference to the first, of_
.

, ,

. . .

educational goals,,There it ended. On this topic, as on many others,
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there was no follow-up. Few records were kept, and fewer still distributed.

Accountability was not assigned. Questions were left hanging. Action

was not taken. For the most part parents shared a feeling that "Free

School should be the kids' school," and that they should not be too ptishy.

Staff, also, hoped that students would run the school, at least to

the extent that they would take charge of their own learning. At first,

they all met togethor dnily; then, for a while weekly. By winter, as one

nine year old saw it, "Every once in a while, when there was a problem we

would have a meeting to try to solve it," For seve 11 reasons, none of

these schedules took hold. .,!cst elementary-age dhildren were baffled or

bored by an unstructured conclave of several dozen bigger people. Many

secondary students, observed the internal evaluator, were simply "paralyzed

in the face of freedom." They brought with them a lot of negative learning

about schools awl teachers in general, no matter how innovative. At Free

' School, on a good day, 25 teen-agers might be meeting with 10 or more

staff. Even for the-unparalyzed, it was not a promising ratio for student

power. E

So practical policy control fell by default to the teachers and,aides.

What_that meant was anything but'clear-cut. _Most of this staff were

deeply distrustfUl of institutions; the last, thing they-Wanted waS a,

managerial role in a public school. From students, even the Shoung ones,

they looked more for acceptance as psers.Or older siblings than as

-authority figures. or surrogate parents. Some placed highlst valUe on their

own'freedom, as Weil as the students' to work individually as they wanted

with those who chose to work with. them. Despite the imperative importance,

repeatedly. aaserted, of "getting it all together," it was equally important

to avoid all appearance of either coercing or being coerced.
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Not surprisingly, the way Free Sdhool staff exercized their control

was muCh more as individuals than as a grouP. In planning they left-each

other alone or in pairs to set up a sewing center, arrange.a field trip,

offer a course. For administrative and budget'detail they left the head

,2teacher alone, or the teacher who kept the books, or the parent liaison

who doubled as secretary. The questions that got handled were small and

immediate ones that could be settled unilaterally or-by agreement among.-

two dr three. Large,and longer-range concerns got postponed. Curriculum

priorities, evaluation, size and staffing of the school, overall organize-

tiOn the politics of SEA --in the camaraderie of the group these might

be lengthly discussed, but little about them could ever be decided.

There was no division of labor for making recommendations; there was no

apparatus for closure; there was no structure for accountability. Free

School staff might be in control, but it was not controlling.

Nevertheless, big decisions had to be m'ade. With no effective

organization among parents, students, or staff, there was no group to

make them. To achieve the focus that was lackfng, O'Connell proposed a
1<i)

representative governing board that could speak officially for all three

-constituencies.

It took a while for,the idea to catch on. For allits problems, many

Free Schoolers were reluctant to give up on the 100% democracy of a town-

meeting ideal. There was fear of a centralized group taking over. There
A

was lengthy jockeying over how seats should be.distributed. Eventually,

however_agreement-was-reached-and eIedtions 'held: In early. Aprillline

.students, four parents, and three staff took office, chaired by the non.-

voting head teacher. One of their first acts was to approve a formula

whereby 15% of the students and parents and a third of the staff could
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force reconsideration of anything the board decided.
-

Besides inviting pressure to change their minds, the new board had

to resblve two old questions right away. They had to say clearly how large

a Free School was planned for next, yar; and who of the present staff should

be asked to return. They faced One major newitem, too: Tom,O'Connell

was resigning at the close of school.

It was part'of the SEA. proposal that in Year-2 Free School should

have 150-200 students, "if there is interest." By the middle of Year-1

there was strong interest, among staff, students, and parents. Among

other advantages, expansion was seen as a means to be active with Southeast's 7-
,

poor, and at the same time dilute the school's white middle-class hippie
,

flavor.
;

;

As recounted already, the particular injustice which troubled Free

School was that SEA offered nothing special for early drop-out students
r

from the Glendale housing area. School.Eithout Walls was gone and Free

School did not replace it. All year long some Free School people and

friends had been trying to do something about that. The head teacher

had worked closely with one of several college students or student teachers

who had helped at School Eithout Walls. They lobbied; unsuccEssfuily

to'have.a basic skills center in Glendale underwitten as another Southeast,

Alternative. O'Connell/asked a street-wise aide to work especially on'

Glendale liaison. They found the University could provide free space

in Glendale itself. _They negotiated with Marshall-U to give transcript

credit for work done at the new center. They agreed that Free School

would'informally supply the learning materials. They gambled that

eventually some-subsistence pay coUld be found, too. They hit on the

idea of a "satellite learning site" sponsored by Free School.
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In January, at last Glendale Street. Academy had begun operation.

Four virtual volunteers met with 22 teen-age students who were not.about

-to attend Marshail-U, and were notat Free Schooleither. Many had

already.had scrapes with The law. The Street Academy offered a.structured,

no-nonsense, basic skills curriculum:
r
math, reading, and "urban survival."

Daily attendance was required.

The time when the Street Academy got started was also the time when

Free School began to look to its future. Staff presented to a parents

meeting their basic arguments for expansion: to become "a racially

diverse alternative," and to work directly with "kids who have trouble

staying out of juvenile institutions." Parents generally. agreed. A

planning,committee, with representation from Glendale Academy, was

appointed.

For three months, off and on, the planning committee and its tae
44:

forces gathered up ideas. In late April they produced a portmanteau

proposal, for further discussion and governing board action. It called

.42

for expansion toward 200; renting additional space in the building they,,

already had. Inch-ling Street Academy students, Southeast residents

would take 130-140 places; 40-50 more would be reserved for non-Southeast

,rninority ti.ansfers, to be recruiLed city wide. athin the broader K-12

program would be a "directed studies" component, like the Street Academy,

requiring basiC skills work for all secondary students who needed it.

The building as a whole would be organized around staffed resource and

activity areas, available to all ages.

That was the core. Equally desirable would be a travel program,

community theatre program; apprenticeship program, and rural satellite ,

.prograi. Readers Who added it up found that.the total proposed staff'came
,
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to something over 30. The committee conceded "a possibility that they

:will not all be funded." It acknowledged many unanswered qtestions of

priority, practicalitY', and preciseness. It,did not address the difficulty

of organizing such a program between June and September, with no director

on hand. Nor did it attach any budgets.

In the same three months that,the proposalmas prepared, and an

-governing board agreed to, Free School also lived through its first

traumatic tangle -with decision making about perS'Onnel. On his own, facing-

a February deadline the head teacher had recommended,to Jim Kent that

the five other teachers (all probationary) be rehired. Both students and

parents reminded 0/Connell that that was not his decision to make alone.

It was partly an important principle. It was also clearly a matter

of some people having negative judgments to express.

O'Cannellls'recommendatiOns were heldin abeyance, A tacher evalud-

tion committee, aided by the new internal evaluator, set aboutgathering

data and opinions. Eventually they' recommended that two teachers be

rehired, but that three be considered 'only along with new applicants

for the exp;anding staff -- whenever that. was decided. Now there was a

new storm of criticism. The committee reversed itself and recommended

ce.

exactly what the head teacher had asked three months before. As the

evaluator described it, the process had been "chaatic, polarizing, and

psychically deflating." When governing board took oTice , staffing deci-

siOns were still up in the air; but,staff morale was down on the ground.

The expansive planning proposals were distributed for reactions on

Agail 21, with "final decisions" by governing board slated for the week

of May 1. On April 23 a,staff selection committee was still locked in
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indecision about the Status of existing,employees. the firmest minute they

coUld muster was to be "generally agreed that ewsLshould seek adearly re

solution.° For governing board, ventured O'Connell in the newsletter;

a second meeting may be necessary." It was getting late though, for early reso-

lutionsand multiple meetings. Outside Free School-administrative
.

patience had begun to' wear thin. Jim:'Kent memo'd O'Connell On May.2: if

Free School people coUId not realistically agree on'Staff-and.program,

then he-himself was "prepared tojake' such -aAministrative action as

necessary, next week."

DesPite such pressure, suMmer had mostly passed before.Fiee School

bad budget, staff structure, .or program,outline. Kent's 6administrative

.

action" amounted to.saying tliat the aLx locally funded teacher positions.

-(for 150 actual enrollment) dould be divided among.-,10,people -at

substitutes' salaries; and that SEA would prdYide 10 aides beYOnd

that., Within those basic staff IiMitS, Free School must make up its

mind. Bit bybit, With much backing ao filling, with frequent am-

.

biguity, by a shiftinj'collection of committees and individuals, ail

summer long, decisions.did happen. Among the-most impoitant were a

--, division of students by three.age groups, a division of4program by "

. .
.

core-curriculum and resource centers, the hiring of all Street Academy
,,

staff by the Free School, and the selection of Tom O'Connellis successor:

The new, administrator, now officially direCtor or principal, was

Anthony Morley. He had just completed a fellowship program-on issues in

urban education. His experience, however; was as an'inner-city parish

pastor and church executive in St.,Louisand New'YOrk. He had no working

background in public schoel syStems, but knew of Free tchool and SEA froM

haying visited all the initial Experimental Schools sites: He believed'
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in alternatives and in the importanqe of change-oriented unitain large

organizations. He especially liked what he saw as Free School's union

of pedagogical and Political progressivism.. His name was propoSed by the

,associate sumerIntendent for,secondary.education, a long-time friend from,

at.,Louis days. Governing board intervi,..wed candidate's and recommended

Morley in late June. He came in time for'staff development at the end

of July.

There were several new staff, and for all of them 'in different ways

the weeks before sphooL were a sobering experience. Two weeks of intensive

huMan relati6ns workshop had been plann(''d fb bring the team together. Not

many_felt it achieved that purpose. By uncertanfies,

the workshop often left people more wary of/each other than united around

theiT tasks. With time growing short, those-tasksaoomed monumentally

ldrge.

Most troubIing-in the real world waa the anger of several Glendale

.parents atthe plan which was meant to'heln them.: Their-d9ciplined

basic skills Street Academy, in Glendale.; was being melded now with a

loose and undefined Free School on the edge of Dinkytown. It seemed to

the Glendale critics that'they were losing what little they had. Free

'SchoOl's,reputation thus far did not reassure them that academic skills/.
;

wodld really be stressed, or even that absences would be reported. They

wera worried in a word, that Free School freedom was an indulgence their

children,pould ill aTford. By cOnveations with staff and:by direct re-
,

quest in governing beard, they asked to-keep the,Glendale site as 4,.
4

place for acadepliO subjects..each morning. Governing board and teachers

could only promise that they were "open te'the
,

Considering the overwh lming nuMber of other loose-ends, it aeeted
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dbubtful indeed that,Free,School caul& manage two Sharply different Programs..

in two spparate places. As of .August 15 for instance, the. building'was

still in megsy disarray. There was nO jarAtor. Though enrollmeni was

doubling, little in.the way of equipment, fUrniturk, or guPplies had eyen

been ordered. ATteacher positim was still vacant. Tmu,gh,jobs had been

freely promised, the lengthy, civil service process for hiring aides had

.not even begun. Transfer applications from minority stadents were-only

a small fraction of the hOped-for 50._ There was only a bare'outline of

actual prograk and teacherresponsibilities. :eree School overall felt

a lot like the Yar beforT. :

NeverthelesS, half the staff and families had.had a yearts experience,

Year-2 began.with deSignatedteacherSIt made itself felt in Organization.
,

and home-base areas,for three broa age-groups: prilnaLy (543), middle

(9-13), and secondary (14-1 ). Each teacher' and aide, morr;over, had a

list of advisees, with resPonsibilit for Overview and guidance of'their

activities in school. In the three.home-base areas, core-staff, should

,provide both learning activities.and a comfortable environment for peer-
.

.group sociaaizing.- li'rom there, students cOuid move out to work with

t staff in gym, woodshop., math roor, and-the:like. These .

resoUrce centers.andstaff,were available.on different timetables for
y - - _ 1 - _-

different age-groups.

Part of the accountability concept waS that students,should be

responsible, with advisor help, for arranging their'days productively.

Before long everyone above primary was expected to have a sChedule card,

4111ed in by.hours of the'dgy and,days of the week, for a-six-week period.....

TeaChers could be-heard asking students,in the hall; "Where are you 'supposed

to.be now?" Students.could be, heard answering, "I lost my schedule" or
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sometimes, "I'couldn't.find my advisor," or.often, "It'sa Free School,

.isn't it?" 4

This last retbrt.students quickly realized, :was threatening and'

. .

effective. UnqUbstionably, Free Schoolwas not free in the same.-Tagy.it

had been. The organization.and specalization required more setting of

limits and less random activitk. Yet time had-not been taken, and now

seemed unavailable, for reaching a common mind among the staff as to their

own expectations and handling of student behavior. There were na parent

meetings to discuss-the new structure. For returning students; now, a j

.

minority, it wa'S a sudden, large change. The situation was one where

mixed and inconsistent messages were highly undesirable, yet virtually-

unavoidabler People sought for the norms of Free School life, and

couid not find them. What seemed to be sanctioned by one person might

be seen by another'as violating tradition, and-accepted bya third as
r

'only for special. 'situations. Examples ranged from allowing bikes in the-

building, to expecting attendance at Classes, to Conferring with parentS.

:.The conflict between.collective consistency and indiVdualist leeway:

plagued all parties all year long. 11...S. Neill's message had been-painted
L..

_ ) ,

over', but not fergotten.

A.S.-a framework for program,' the-arrapgement of hame-base areas plus

resource centers survived. 'For the 50'primary and 60 middle.students it

provided new. supportive StructUre and assurance of attenti n. Within
-

that structure each-group had a.space of its,own where children could .

slowly develop identity and loyaltywith each other. C ping trips

. .

1

helped break down,cliquedivisions'between old and new S/-tudente, especially
. . . _ .-

. _

in middle. In the avercrowded'Primary arta'there was increased receptivity
.

.

for experiehced.parent volunteers to help with the f dgs and conflicts



' of younger dhildren in a noiby, over-stimulating environment.. As everyone

gained confidence, the use of resource staff increased. Middle students

often filled the math room. 11Aith the' theatre man they improvised, and pro-

duced tWo pls. Primary children learned to use the woodshop. In spring

there was -a floWering of indoor and outdoor art activity.

The most intractable program probleme 'were at seCondari level, and

with older .middle stUdents feeling pressure to .be grown7up teen-agets at

last With a rush.,of last hinute enrollments, there were _Over ,70. stUdents
/

f senior high age.... Two,thirds 'Were new, 'Fifteen Were transfers frOm,

outside Sbutheast .(moStlY .white, as it-_happened), elcCepted without

scre'ening or orientation. A few more than that were from Glendale Street

Academy., _generally eicpecting not to like their'new school. Half a dozen,

. _

mostly older, were unexpected wa1k-137,s on opening. day.

,With this collection of mutual. strangers there were indivithar

successes but collective disappointment. The most positive group experiences

were trips away from school: one to Mexico for a month, with, 35 students

and fiye staff; one to alternative schools in Chicago for -a week, with .11

students and two staff. In addition,' there were the myrale-saving

anecdotal instances of students Nho flourished with this or that sindividual

teacher, pUtting on amazing spurts of coknitive or personal growth.

AboUt secondary.program ai a whole, however, it was hard to be cheerful.

The student body was a fragmented puzzle of very small groups or isolated

indiViduals. Except on the trips,. it stayed that way. There was a lot ,

of passivitSr, and little venturing out. Even by the studious; ndifficult11

activities*like art science, math, and theatre were studiously avoided.

In the laissez-faire atmosphere; directed studies was,not enforced as a

-

requirement after .ail. Those.who wanted jobs took hours of help from the
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apprenticeship aide, but-seldom matched that with time for acquiring skills

in school. Glendale otudents wer6 probably the most cohesive group in the

.

school, but their felt sense of isolation dnd antagonism was painfully

sometimes destructively -- apparent. .0n all- sides there was a lot of

, boredom,,accompanied by overt or covert defranda, arid punishment by un-
/

poPularity for teachers.who tried to set'performance' standardn mid-

:winter, one-by-one, a fourth of the secondary students were dropped from

_the rolls.or counseled out. TheY haa found so :little to.engage them.that ;

even by Free S6hool's lenient expectations they Were chronic.truants:,

/

,All these accomplishments and:growing pains in so small a compass

-,'CallecL.out for governance. The submerged:ambiguity andiambivelence about

. /

what was important to the Free SchooI-waS-still 'submerged iritheory,.even

as it broke through the surface in practice./ According to the planning. .

_

--. proposal 6f the,spring before,.Ongoing evalUation of, Pregram, setting of

;

requirementS within the school.. and deciding basic direction of curriculum
/

were all-part of governing beard's charter.'; ;According to,public schoel

' practice', they were_a formal paA'of the principal's resPonsibility. For

Free School's principal and_board alike, effective overview of what was

7
happening proved well-nigh impoSsible. Events seemed -Ways to move

faster than-goVernance could catch up.

First priority for the new year, all agreed, was to get the board.

reorganized for the larger school.- Beginning with no constitution, no set

of records, no committee structure, 4 not even a clear list of members 3

the de facto liorking group-had much:- ozple. They wrote a constitution,

' claiming full Free School- poli y responsibility, 'subject to the legal
-/

constraints of the system they bele ,ed to." Jt.i debated whether staff

members should vote on personnel-deo sions, and-decided they should.
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They allotted 10 of 22.seats to middle and secondary students.. They made

o. .

the principal ex officio without vote. They spelled out a complicated

election.procedure:

A new governing board met,first in mid-November. Because.of the

. .

bad experience with twice-rescinded re-hiring decisions in Year-1 and.
. _

,
,

. .

because dismissal of an aide.had already. been handled ih a paihful ad hoc

procedure this falll'the members thaw personnel policy as their first

obligation. .They designed a careful, Clear, thoroughgoing process to ,

- yield staff evaluation decisions that would' stick. A nine-member personnel

committee came into existence. It was evenly divided among parents,

students, and staff -- plus the'principal-1 with vote. The internal evaluator

drafted formal interviews and rating sheets for the committee to gather

representative assessments of all 20 teachereand aides. For three'months _

many of the committee Worked five or six hou'rs a week, including one 10-

hou:r marathon of the whole, group. Close'to their Match deadline, they

finished. Four peolile, including one teacher on the committee.itself,

were recommended not to return. There Were some strong disagreements,

but this time there were no moves to rescind.

Less 7,ensitive and personally- draining, ,but,oloser to the heart of-

program policy, were two other items on governing board's agenda: 'One,

fairly brief, was graduation requirements. The other, extremely lengthy,

was ,planning and budgeting for-1973-76.

..Sterting early in fall a teacher, u e pririCtpal and 4 few student8

,

.had been 'Working.. on graduation driteria.'- The Free SCiiool diploma must'

mean more, they felt, than-that its holder had taken courses or groWn

too old for high sChool. It,should be a.statement that the student had'

demonstrad competence or proficiencyin several broad areas.. With many



suggestions-from staff and a few from students, the small working grdup'

offered a list of proposed requirements.

Their four broad areas for achievement were not startling: communicca7

.tion and languagemathematics and science, social perspective ancAumilities,

\.

persOnal indopendence and initiative'. The new departure was that under

each heading they attempted to describe the Free School.graduate in terms

/Of comPetence and activity. The.diploma would attest, for example, that

ft you can read an article or see a program on a current scientific topLo...
-N

and explain it to someone else." It would mean that "you have found and

held a job." It Would tell that "you can come up with what you need to

know in eider to An something praCtical about a political or cultural

problem." Hith.six pages of such reqUir6ments.went a cumbersome procedure

for verifying.their completion and actually,becoming a graduate-.

The document as-a whole was a bit didactic and, as students said,

nheavy." As a set of exit criteria, it emphasized the hoped-f6r product

of Free School learning, not the.process. It' was not a matter of gripping

interest, therefore, te'teachers and students who were daily caught up in

trying to discover an acceptable process. Nevertheless, the graduation

requirements attempted to state some basic directions for the whole-
,

curriculum, and thus indirectly to shape program even for younger ages.,

As weIl.as a check-list for 177year-olds, they were. A kind of goals

statement that seCondary people., at leaSt, would have to use all year
1

long. Staff"worked.them over briefly,. ondin Februarygoverning board

appreved..

Ylanning and budgeting for Years 3-5 were already on the agenda when.

governing beard waS electedjm fall of Year72. For dll SEA it was a

t rtuous, sometimes tormented, process. ForFree School it began with

(
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Iists of promising practices peeple-woUldlike to have fUnded, proceeded

through attempts to state philosophy and goals, and ended in-long_debate

about size and structure of staff.

In the.first phase'a staff committee gathered ideas and came up With'

. new wish-Iists: 'The rural satellite-reappeared. It and.most other

suggestions,fr8m this period were quite in.vain.

The second phase produced two documents Which Seemed purposeful and:,

organized at the time, but soon faded into obscurity. One waS a'set oI

pee School goals keyed to 11 "intended outcomes of.the SEA experiment."

They purported to provide a framework for more detailed program objectives,

and to show Free School's way of serving project-wide purposes. For a

while they were taken quite seriously. In tum -December meetings, governing

board discussed, revised, and adopted them.

The second document was a philosophical outline sketching' eight

"arenas for freedom" and stating the purpose of Free School to develop

"skills, knOwledge, and inner autonomy for acting as free persons in

that environment.", It was drafted by the principal during winter break,

then rather passively approved by staff,and governing board. Later, it

was incorporated in the 1973-76 plan; After-that., like the set of goals.-

which went before, it was rarely referred to.
-

"In reality," an evaluation analysis said latery "the school doeS':not-,

-
find its base ,in the stated philosophy. 'These supposedly baSi.c.affirma--

,

tione, proposed by .he-principal and.4ccepted with deceptive ease;were

'largely illusory. They could 'be quickly forgotten, because they made no'

convincing connection with teachtrs' and stildents' actual activities or
,

problems. There was a large gap and ,a double bind. The presS of What

must be done every day left,little energy for thinking out the goals;

3 6
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and without hard-thought goals there was little unitY for what must be done

every day.

The third phase bf Planning hit much closer to where people lived,

!
and thus provoked miCh more vigorous response. Thia was the concrete

problem of specifYing how Free School would end Year-5 still able to do

all it wanted td do in Year-2, 'but on local flanding alone. That explicitly

challenged an unspoken assumption that all staff positions coAld or should

. continue indefinitely. The challenge was made harder by the principal

and some parents pushing strongly for fewer teachers better paid, and for

less-reliance on hourly-wage aides carrying teacher work-loads. It-was

made harder still by feelings that in this argument the well-paid admini-

strator was slighting either the dedication or the ability (or both) of

present staff. It was made hardest'of all when Experimental Sdhools sent

back the governing board's laboriously achieved compromise, with initruc-

tions to Cut its cost by more than half.

The planning ordeal consumed four full months, not only for governing

board, but for many others as well. There were claims that Free School

deserved much more per-pupil funding than other schools. There was

criticism of "hierarchical" and "bureaucratic" distinctions-among

temporary positions, permanent staff, and aides with limited'duties. lhere

was worry Whether in any event it would work. Staff had to estimate the

consequences of each proposat for themselves and their students. For the

y'

first time, secondary students showed strong interest and voting power

on the board when secondary staff positions were threatened. The principal

even suggested once that if Free School could not get what it wanted from

Washington, governing board should consider ending the experiment.

Eventually new compromises were reached, a new budget settled fcr,
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a plan approved, and even job descriptions written. The planning's strong

,positive aspect was that it outlined a structured way for Free School to.,

endure, rather than remain vulnerable with irregular staffing and a

soft budget. Its equally strong negative aspect was a heavy toll on

morale and daily work. Internal evaluation, again, noted "a direct

effect on the time staff members spent with students." Even more

marked was "the administration's isolation." All in all, during so many

people's pre-occupation with their future, "the present program seemed

just to be carried along through momentum."

And when planning was done.the item still at the top of a burned-

out board's agenda, was personnel. All the vacant and re-defined posi-

tions had to be filled. New committees were needed, more screening and

interviewing, more decisions about people. Free School approached its

-third year as it had approached its first and its second: struggling to

define the staff which would define the program. Governance was

personnel. As-for capturing a collective and pragmatic vision of what

Free School would be, it seemed that the harder people ran, the more

they stayed in the same place.
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Marshall-University High School

Opening day at Marshall-U'in 1971 came and weht,without fahfare for

alternatives. Few of the '75 faculty, and fewer still of the:11:29 students

or their parents were familiax with the SEA pr6ject. Within the building

there was little concerted effort to play up the high school's part in a

project of comprehensive change. ,As suggested already, the strategy for

extending options to this half of Southeast's students was gradual, not

grand.

What everyone did know about was the shift, effective this year, to

a trimester calendar. The strong faculty decision for this change had

preceded SEA but the change itself fit well with an increased emphasis on

Choice and alternatives. Trimester scheduling weakened the traditional

pattern of yeanaong graded courses. It set a framework, at least in
,4

,

senior high; which *loomed proposals for dealing wiih new content in.

. ,

short Courses which coqld stand on their own, or for treating oid subject-

.
matter in a'particulaiHteaCher's distinctive style

,

Together with the calendar change, at winter trimester, came the

introduction of a student self-registration, or open registration, system.

Instead of having teachers and class hours assigned to them by computer,

as had been the case, students gained some opportunity to choose

=

_ the people-and times they preferred... Tne:effect was to loosen some
,

rigidities of the previous procedur ..rWithin the limits of course re-

,-

quirementa and the seven-hour day, self7registration provided a sort of

open market. And it tended to reward those teachers whose classroom styles

corresponded best with students' preferences.
.

By the school administration and dmong the.department chairpersons

.
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both these early changes were conceived as long-range efforts. They mere'

intended as a means to stimUlate variety and new departues from within

the school itself. They did ev2dently release new energies quickly: 26

new courses were already offered.in the fall trimester, and 34 moresin

.the winter. As they learned of SEA staff development funds, teachers

moved rapidly to take advant ge of them in writing new curriculum, and

re-writing old, to fit the tklmester pattern.

Among the ideas which began to emerge, special emphasis, status, and
\

SEA funding went right away tt those which took an interdisciplinary [IT

action-learning approach. M His Feelings and His World combined

music art, literature, andicommuniCation. AWARE (A Wildernes and Research

.E4erience) linked indivial cognitive projects with affective growth in

preparing and carrying out group camping trips. An Off-Campus Learning

Ebcperience broadened the old work-study concept to give students credit

for completing learning contracts away from school, under non-faculty

sponsors.

Another roUte to variety, a chance to escape four full years of

ordinary tlasses was through independent study and early graduation. The

proportion of credits Which could be earned by individual work under

_------individual faculty supervision-wag Increased, and teachers' time was set

aside to provide-that supervision. Administrative barriers to accelerated ,

progress were reduced, and stUdents were encouraged to finish up 'ahead of

time. AB was expected, academically able students took advantage of these

opportunities.' Early graduations and the number of proposals submitted for

independent study both increased sharply.

Still a third type of early emphasis wa4'on direct attention to the

.feelings and conflicts of high school students growing up. Mid-way
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through Year-1 Marshall agreed to be the,site for the SEL funded (and

separately administered) Deliberate Psychological Education.project. DPE,

linking a Uul- -;rsity Professo of Counseling with counselors and teachers

at the s:...hool, ailed to develo elective courses that would explicitly

focus on -,deleseentsi personal development and psychological growth. Such

courses did eventually appear, in profusion. But the immediate impact of

DPE at Marshall was to undergird and accelerate planning for an ambitious

program known as Guide Groups.

The plan was to have every seniorhigh faculty member take responsi-

bility for an unstructured twice-weekly meeting of'about a dozen students.

,The purpose of these Guide Groups was to support personal growth, positive

attitudes toward learning, open communication, and "a more personal' re-

lation between student, home, and school." They would help to replace

,the institutional'atmosphere of school with one more favorable to

stUdents/ maturing and enjoyment. Their dominant content would be pro-
\

cess. Plainly teachers were being asked to practice some interpersonal

and group=dynamics skills, apart from their subject-matter expertise. To

strengthen such skills, and the confidence to use them, in-service workshops

took place late in year-1. Guide Groups became part of every students

senior high program at the beginning of year-2.

Probably the training was 'not enough, and certainly many teachers

had little heart for the strange business of leading unstructured groups

in a wholly affective agenda. With hard-te-specify objectives, Guide'

Groups did not win strong administration support. Students were dubious

i.00 as shown by Unmistakeably low attendance. With notable exceptions

Guide Grouplooked much like the homeroom it replaced, and was easier for

both students and teachers if it was treated like homeroom. It most
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, .

frequently became a time for announcements, information exchange, chatting,

\

and waiting;for the bell. By the end.of year-2. 'it was eaaily agreed.

that one meeting per week would suffice, and that,sights should be lowered

'to "educational and vocational planning, not personal growth."

As ambitious as Guide Groups was the dreamof two'or three ot.ler faculty

that Marshall-University Might become the place where everyone usea TV to
-

make,learning more fun, more humane, more effective, and more creative.'

From some modest initial discussion about extending multi-media services

in the building, grew a proposal for a semi-Professional production and

editing studio, plus a five-channel closed circuit link to 42 classroom 7

loCations, plus capability to transMit from any one location to any or all

of the 'others, plus a plan for training teachers_and students haw to.use,

-
.and maintain the equipment, plus ways for other 'SEA schools andthe College

of Education to share its use, plus over 300 pages of possible.curricular

applications, plus ample software to geb well started, and plus much,

muCh more.

The proposers were able to tap the know-how and sympathies of

Washington's project officer.for SEA.who happened alse,to be a specialist

in educational TV:' In the Summer.before year-2 ExperiMental Schools

. .

granted $90,000 extra for equipment and materials. What with bidding /

and construction delays, installation was-not complete until almost a year
\

/

later -- the end ok year-2. For a year after that the studio got,brisk

and creative use by the original proposers and,their students.- Relatfively

few other faculty were persuaded to exploit it4 despite.the undoubted

possibilities. By year-4 the chief initiatOrs who really understod

those possibilities were gone from Marshall -U (as the,friendly project

dfficer had long since been.gone from Washington) and the costs of.
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. staffing and maintaining the studio began to Seem very large. /BY Year-5
- -r

the chief use of the facility was for a:small vocational program', locally

funded, drawing:students from other high schools, as well from.Southeast.-
.v

Though the hardware is all in place, only a fraction of the original

'dream has ever come true.

Like senior high with its Guide hrOups, Marshall-University ,junior
-*

. high also had a program in which counselors were central and which aimed
0

at amore,personalized, affectivell: aware relationship between teachers

and their students. It wag_a_pre-SEA Title III prOject, and its format

was very different from Guide Groups. Seventh-and 8t1I-grade core-subject

'teachers met daily with a counselor to pool their perceptions of stUdents'

satisfaction with school; behavior wiih each other, and academic progrets.

The counselors spent time in the classrooms, meeting students informally .

more often than formally. This pr8ject continued through the first two

SEA years. 'Its meetings and communication'with parents gradually became .

the,forum where Marshall-U's own planning for junior high-alternatives

began.

Such olanning,did not4.come to Much in the first year.. Its.one clear-

aut Product was the:design and ftnding Cfi.Om -SEA) df a paitialday Program

for students INith "special difficulties" -- i.e. loW achievement combined.

with behaviOr problems. Two teachers with a special,concern.for such

students proposed an Adjusted Learning Environment. The amPhasismould

be on reading and math, with individualized support to boih child and

family, and some use of behavior modificationtechniqueS. Other members

of thLe classroom teams, needless to say, welcomed the ALE proposal. ,It
,

Was carefully prepared, began smoothlrin the fall of.,year-2 and

'continues on-local funding at the end of year-50 ,_
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.
For-thinking-about the rest of junier high, an-informalgroup'of.

parenta met off.andon into the sPring.of I-72 with the adsistant principal

(administrator.for junior high) .coundelor, 4nd-some ef the teachers,

They were concerned about.the "climate" for 7th-and 8th-gradeVs and_

wondered about planning for the future. There was dissatisfaction on all

-sides_that students had to move back and forth (through Dinkytown) for' -

some classes at the Main building and some in:their home base on the

University campus. There was parental apprehension for young children in

_
-an enyironment of older-teen-agers. There mem, demands that,these ?-

_

"transition" grades should benefii- from SEA money as tUch,as the-senitr

'high. 'There were questiens whether the junior high must accomodateits

'program to.the alternatiVesnow taking shape-in three SEA elementary
_

schools. Everyone felt that .sokehvw,alternatives should become part of
,

- junior high life. Severalteachers began-to develop their ideaS for
.

-':mini-courses, and environiental.Projects.. The idea Of expanding the

teache'r-and-cdunselor teams to includenon-core teachers was looked into,
,

1

but found too ,compIicated. At this point, it seems, neither parents, nor

administrators,-nor-teachers were ready to take leadership in saying what

junior high alternatiVes should loek like.7Iii.7theasence of a pima_

and people io lobby for-it, things stayed the same. Attendance in the

discussions dwindled, and the meetings with parents came to an end. .

Inthe fall of year-2, however, 7th-8h grades opened With 5C!.

more students than-staff had expected -- 170 instead of-120. Most of
- .

the,increase was from outside-Southeast, perhaps'attracted bythe notion
. ,

that SEA had extra money, and would surely be improvement Over run-o.f.

the-mill junior highs elsewhere. One response te'the crowded and hectic situatio
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was to revive earlier proposals for a 7th.L8t grade Environmental Quarter,:.

,and let-students who' wanted it/Phoose a VO ..lodSely.strUctured'core
. ,

Program in an 11 open" classroom. About 25 tudents made that choice right

away, going with the one teacher Who-waS vailable (on SEA fUndS)to

manage the new option..
/

'Winter triMeer it had been acronymed as

pproach),.aIlOtted support fromIDEA (InterlDisciplinAry.Environmental

the federal.budg,A fora.second teach

.IDEA continued to thoend of. the yea winning a mixed and'dubious accept-

and expanded to 50-students. -.
,

ance, at best. It-had been.hastily thrown together, after all, with little
,

r

or no time for planning curricul or preparation of Space and

materials. The teachers-directl involved were uncertain what they

themselves wanted as ()Pen rduca

Strong working

ion, and too harried from the start to build

relationships,wtth-each other.

the rest of the juniOr high pogram was even

offer alternative content' ("environmental"),

("openP)?

The relation of IDEA to

more problematic. Did IDEA

or alternative process

Was it.to continn:6 with the same'teachers, or wds it a one-

ycar ccpediont? Dld Marsha-1171PS administrator6 really back it,'or was

it a somewhatgrudging conces.siOn to SEA's need-for novelty? Wa8 it

just for students already "mature enough to take the responsibility," as

internal evaluation implied, or was it:a. program to fost*_that

naturity? In the winter of 1972-73 wIlen immense energies were demanded

in planning for the next three years, there was still no,consenSus on

t
these clue ti-oha:',11br'Was tHere much:apparatus for achieving consensus

even among facUlty.- Not until mid-spring, with the appointMent of a

junior, high.Program planner,. di_d it .begkn to coie clearwhere the IDEA

.

/

iOoa 'SEA year-3.

:,Though it is covered More.broadly,elsewhere,mention belongS here also,.
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,of±,he first years' evening education program at the high school.

was a pre-SEA activity of evening classes for adults. Iiith,the comingtf

. ,

an SEA ComMunity Education co-Ordinator, BeCky Lattimore, 'the liarshall-U

- 4
program grew rapidly. By:the end of year-2 there were close to 100

different classes offered, on three evenings each week, bringing over 900

people into the school building. The connectiOn with alternative schOols

is that about'30. of these werthigh.school students earning sOme of

their,graduation credits in,evening classes traditionallythought of as

serving 'adult leisure-time,interests. One of the most popular was a DPE

courSe, Psychology of Counseling; taught by a young social sf:udies

instructor.

In these carefully negotiated crossovers between the Ifdefined sChool

dgy" .aud the 'lighted school" -- normally two very separate parts of

urban educational bureaucracy -- there was just a hint that one alternative

for high school'yduth4might be to do some of their learning with grown-ups,

at night, helped by teachers Trom thecommunity who held no certificates .

beyond their Own enthusiasm and knowledge. There,were further hints in

Becky.Lattimore's recruiting of a lay Community School Committee to-advise

on the character of the Marshall-fr program, and in her questionnaire

to discover what evening classes'hight even be wanted by jtinior high

studentS.

What all-this activity amounted to deppnded very Leavily oU who-was

looking at it. But from whatéver point of
/
vie1;1, it seems clear enough that

.the projtctt all_together did not add up to a program of major change,

yet. For senior'high stUdents there were important new procedures and'new'

. .

choices,vsome of them quite novel. But there is no report:Of students

feeling that now they belonged to a new kind of school. For 7th-8th graders
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not'MuCh was:different at all. For faculty there 'were good oPportunities

to design new offerings, perhaps togetherwith a compatible C011eague,

and very, likely get them funded. There were also ways'any alert depart-

ment could acquire its wish-list of late-model equipment or materials,;

Rut in-June '73 the school was still essentially:the same-entity in

June 771. -- students choos:Lng courses from teachers oranized in depart-_

.ments, co-ordinated in tiMe and space by.a principal and aSs.istants.

For parents the school must have.seeted sOmeWhat more bemplex than beforeA,,-

perhaps.a bit,more lively in curriculum and a bit less turbulent socially,

but not- a lot better or worse. The features-youI±ked b-i.--di-sliked when

your child was in 9th-grade were still the features :to like or dislike

.as she entered llth. .

From where Bill Phillips sat in the principal's office, thLs

pattern of parts without a whole was quite acc !fr, It wds evidence

that enterprise and energy were being released "from within the school it-

self." The variety of projects, moreover -- from independent study for a

single student on Black poetry, to writing a "deliberately psychological!'

childcare curriculum in home economics -- showed that Marshall-Ills:entire .,

heterogeneous spectrum of students and faculty could see benefits for-

themselves in the atmosphere Of change. No one need feel left out.

-Equally important, no one was compelIed.to join in. For those mho chose

to try some innovation, there wae encouragement, bUt little specibl,

glory. For those who chose to stick with whatthey knew, or even to

scoff at SEA as one more passing federal fad, there was continued accept-7

ance, and no threat of being labelled old f6geys: AB Phillips came to

see it, this was the right route to a high school.comprehending all styles

of teaching and learning as.equal alternatives to each other. "It made
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absolutely no sense at Marshall to try to develop a single program and'

make everybody be part of it. You had to 4evelop a school of alternatives

in which elrerybody could be happy. That made a lot of senseoft

Not everybody was.happy, howeyer, and to many observers Phillips'
\,

lowsuv& approach did not:make sense enough. The SEA experiment,

after all, was a nationallyrisible test of comprehensive change.

Binswanger's initial invitation for proosals hadzast cautionary

aspersions on "piecemeal effortS which-had no unifying principle arid

wouldultimatelTleave their sponsoring institutions unaltered. Mats not

Marshall-U's eclectic pot pourri of projects running just this risk? Infaz

extra federal mOney,..deled out.here and there over a few years' time,

enough to make trde alternatives take root'in secOndary':eddcatiOn?,

The pressure of SEA activists and the Experimental Schools ambience

was to say No to demand from Marshall-U some.conceptualization'and

strategic design far more crisply identifiable than what was actua14i

emerging. '.0ne department chairman, for,example, came forth with an

extensive and carefully thought proposal for radically re-conceivingthe

entire curricdlum and faculty organization. He complained that he

could not get administration support for a serious hearing. Parents of

older elementary students, especially in the Open School, began to ask

how the high school was preparing to receive their children.\ One

Marshall-TY:and ..larcy parent expressed'her.opinion; and no doubt-strengthened.

other people's fears, that up-coming Open studentscoUld only "be frustrat-

ed by the ff.agmented approach and,ratherstagnant, sexist courses" in
,

junior high.; At about the same :bite internal evaluators for the 7th-8th

program were obServing, amohg teachers and the more voeal.parents, a

fethling that."experimentation is only given.Iip-serVice," and that the

-
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Marshall -U administration was even "somewhat manipulative in its effoit
,

.to Maintain the status quo."
1

!

Strong comments like these reflecteda'-WidesPread notion, in 'Southeast,

,

that the high school' was'nat in step with the rest of SEA. A:common
'

question, both inside Marshall-U and'Out, was whether the whole school

was part af an alternatives experiment,,,or'anly those people cdfinected

with the-list of specially added projects. "I think-we may have failed

to specify our expectations in this regard," lamented the Experimental

Schools project officer after an early visit. 'He was right, but the

lament itself showed that Washington wanted a more encompassing approach.

The same expectation,..was underlined by Jim Kentls pointed inclusion-of.

"ail,personneland nthe entire school:program" under the SEA umbrella.,

Whatever.form or 'forms the. movementat Marshall-U might take', the

context of change was to;be systemic, the school as a Whole. . In spine
.

important sense a totally traditional gym clasd'-should'be,as 'Mich a
-

part of the total experiment as a trimester inthe woods. fhe parts

must add together as a whole, and the Whole must equal mote than

parts.

For Bill Fhillips,this sort of pressure felt like a demand to make

the school over in some'new ideological image. He resisted it, strongly.

He had no such image pre-formed in his own mind, and saw none proposed

that persuaded him or.-- more important -- united:the faculty Two

forays for ideas-outside Minneapais had not-been encouraging. One was

to a conference sponsored by-the .Center for New Sehoola, in'Chicago

There he found other project directors with soft-mOney grants .(and "at

least half-shaxing soMe.coMmon tie with Harvard and Binswanger."), but

none with plans for making-innovation endure on local budgeta'. The
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:Second was to look at Berkeley's.Experimental Schools Program, sinde

people kept telling him.,7hey*doing such great things.; Why don't.you?"

But what he saw Was mostly "ill-conceived alternatives that wouldnit

last; no strategies,. no implementation planS.." Both trips left.PhilIips
41

'feeling confirmed and comfortable.in4lis early- reSponse to SEA. The w.gT

to go with alternatives-at Marshall-U was -- slowly. Even though people:

might be asking, "When will Marshall join SEA?" and even sensing some"

body of opinion that "they haNe a+Iard-hat for a principal,"-his.-judgeMent'

remained as it was. This high-schOol woad.benefit most from "adminiS4ar

tion, not leadership."

But administration Of what? If there were no,vfable models to .adept

or adapt, and. if a collection of teachers' projects (themselves pretty,

softly funded) still did notSynergLze as comprehensive Change', where

,

was the Unifying principle for Marshall-U? One \avenue to more broad-
,

based commitment and co-ordination for a school of alternatives might be

inviting more of Marshall-Ills clientele into Marshall-Ws governance.

Parents, especially, if they had a hand in shaping policy,:might bring

new resources of people and timeto enriCh the program, might strengthen

support for new ideas, and above all might generate a better esprit de

corps in the school as a whole.
e

,:. Yr. .

The argument:for greater community involvemeht was highly atti.active

to at least those facult and:parents Who had Clear priorities of their

own for re-making the school. It was also much advocated by. Jim Knt.

He was frankly worried that the high school w,:net tooling tp fast

enoughto maintain momentUM when funds'feil bakto normal or faculq-
,

were init by iiroSOcted decreases ih enrollmente feared inevitable're-

trenchment if thaschoel did not have.the'organized strong support of
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involved families. And he heard a lot from elenontary parents, excited

about their K-6 alternatives, but unconvinced that anything neW was being:,-

prepared0-12. -

//
Kent also had a managerialtreason for wanting a new pattern of,

governance at Marshall-U. We have already seen that the joint policy

board for Marshail-U could neither bdcome a K-12 governance group, nor

-continue as afboard of directors for the high school alone. As.early as

FebruarY, 1972, the'policy board had recommended that it be replaced at

the high school by some new "broad-based" governance structure. For K-12

overview Kent had set about devcloping a community advisory group from

Southeast as a whole -- the Southeast Council. It was chiefly chosen by

the parents/staff community groups of thc five separate schools. ,Yet,there

was no such strong group at Marshajl-U. With,that one school comprising

fully half the SEA students ,aad families it was urgent from at least the 4

start of Year-21 that one be.developcd.

Making it happen, however, was another matter. Marshall-Uls most

influential governance'group was-the council of department-chairpersons

(now including leaders of such SEA-ftnded projects as AWARE). Together

with the principal they dealt'with nuts-and-bolts PoliCy!questions like

allocation of teacher'positions within the school, distribution of non-.

salary budget, and approval of curriculum changes. A much larger faculty

council chiefly worked on more topical questions, such as human relations

programs. After a peak of student activism in 1969.and 1701 the student

'.senate now attracted less and less inteest. It neither took-nor strongly

asked any major role in school policy. The only vehicle for parent

involvement was quite traditional PTSA, whose meetings were sparsely

attended and rarely a'forum for debate -- much less for decision -- on.



P

overall schodl policy.

a,

No one claimed that this was the.best cof all possible arrangements

for community involvementin decision-making. But; even more'than in

educational programs, Bill Phillips was loathe to embark on rapid or...-

unsettling dhanges. ,To develop ajlew advisory group in governance would,.

be unsettling, he felt,. if.it Shunted asIde the traditional PTSA, if it

threatened the authority and expertise of the chairpersons' council, if

it failed to balance all elements of the diverse parents, and if it was
\

not clearly confined, to advising rather than governing. So many cautions

and conditions seemed to justify long delay. They-also seamad, for peOple

who Wanted immediate, strong, visible community participation,' dike Plain

resistance to the whole idea: Not until late winter of Year-2 did.Phillips-
,

convene an ad hod-committee to begin work On a naw governance structure.

As school let out in,June, they presented their plan.

'Mat was-proposed was a carefUlly limited principal's advisory

,council Whose 18 members woUld be based on existing official groups in

or concerned with the school. .At Phillips': particular insistence there

was a built..-in guarantee that'non-Southeast black parents and parents of

handicapped studenta.would have seats. So would representatives chosen

_by the PTSA.,---both faculty groups the student senate and non7certificated:-

employees. Of these several defined.constituencies only the PTSA woUid

choose as many as four. representativas. The-principal himself would also

appoin:, four. Throughout the proposal, moreover, was language intended

to insure that the advisory council "shall not abridge, infringe upon, or

modify" the principal's responsibilities. Only "at his discretion"

might the Council.take part in interviewing for vacant faculty positions,

and the principal "shall be present" at all Council meetings.

Uith such careful balhncing of interests and protecting of administra-
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tive perogatives it was not likely that this proposal would please those

who were agitating for new input into policy and planning. It did not.

Jim Kent pubhed hard for-something more powerful, or at least.more inviting

to new peopleuith new agendas. Since each-school's governance plan was

arguably part of SEA's comprehenaive experiment, he had some authority

to approve or disapprove its implementation. Since the i'ncreasingly

influential-southeast.council was his advisor on SEA policy, and had

reviewed all.the.other schools' governance planal he could invite them

into the discussion, H did both, sitting on.the Marshall-U proposal,

over the.summer, and then referring it tO southeast council in the fall .

of Year-3. Nowit was Bill Phillips' turn to complain about "manipulative

power.P From his point of view Kent and a small group o critics, mostly

from outside Marshall-U, were trying to force on th.:3 school a model of

legislative power which would only destabilize things allover again, and

in any event was not.beirig asked for by the school itself. Phillips was

consistent throughout: "I dug in my heels." Itsall added up to continuing

delay, and only minor yevision of the plan proposed. Not until January

'of 1974 almost two years after the policy board had decided it must lo

out of business -- was a principal's advisory council for the high,

school actually constituted and scheduled tomeet;

At,the end of Year-2, clearly, Marshall-U sat somewhat uneasily in

the comprehensive experiment of which it was the largest component. The

differing views of key actors as to how much change "Wes expected, -and

what rate of change was deairable, engendered strong disagreement, some-

times accompanied hy strong feelings. In a word, Jim Kent thought.much

more was possible and needed, much more rapidly, than Bill Phillips did.

The two men reflected -- did not create -- a similar difference of stance
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among teachers and parents. There waS not enough agreement Or power

on either side to resolve that difference eariy in the project.

Directions of real'movement for Marshall-U would only begih to come clear

in Year3 and beyond.
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CHAPTER VI

IN,THE SCHOOLS BUT NOT`OF THEM

.SEA K-12 SERVICES

Southeast Alternatives was not.schools alone, but additionally a

small host of project-wide enterprisea which iMpinged on the school's.

These were:the SEA K-12 Services, co-ordinated and at least partially

funded through the project director's office. Some of them operated as

semi-autonomous components of the.organization, much like the schools.

As a group, they played three vital roles.

First, they all existed to be directly useful and thus directly

. .

influential in the internal workings of the alternatives themselves.

They were to helpeach school do a better job-of what it wanted to do.

They were, precisely, services.

By being project-wide, moreover, neither emanating from nor directed
,

:toward ank single schobl, they hada.Turther, function. They provided

several sorts of professionals Who had.to he.owned by all the alternatives,

in 'common. For that to be possible, their activities and agenda had to

span the spectrum, Trom Contemporary through Free and from K through 12.

Inherently, therefore, ihe K-12 services could be integrators in the

project as a whole. They dealt with concerns about which peoplewith

single-school priorities and people tith project-wide priorities would

sometimes have to make common cause -- and on which people from different

schools might have reason to work together.
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Third, the director and central services cluster of SEA Were not

simply a passive)resoUrce waiting to be called on by the schools'. They-

,

were instigators and promoters of what they had to offer in their own

e . '
.

.

right. With built-in interest in making their oWn'organizational specialties

characteristic of the whole, they became, program centers themselves, as

Well as integrators of other centers. 'AS adch they generated ideas,

information,_and influence of their own, contribUting importantly'to the

stepped-up activity level throughout Southeast. The K712 services, in
`.1

short, were part of the critical-start-up mass for self-sustaining

comprehensive chahge.

Public Information 73,

Because it rested on people making choices ,Southeast Alternatives

required from the start that V.3 own public-know What_theiroptions were-
.

_-

Because it was-a federal project, with large investments of interest ancC

self-interest from.Washington, it required.that people from far afield

cnow of it and think-well of it. Because it was a seed-bed for system-wide

?liange, it was required that all Minneapolis became knowledgeable about

%That the change involved. There were thus three broad publics to be served

=
cith information, ran. in a competent public relations way: the public ,

_nternal to Southeast itself; the overliPping public of the Minneapolis

yystem.; and the i:-.:definite public external .to'both.

Internal infortation had an easilyestated prime purpose, "to help

)arentsmake,vise choicesi 7 and to make them happy. -Tending to that

yurpose began very early, with the hiring of parents for comnunity liaison.

n year two, public information activities were greatly expanded under the

eadership of Sally French, the newly appointed public information specialist,.

11,6 was herself a Southeast parent and resident.
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In-visibility and volumethe main meanth 9f broadcasting what people.,

needed to,know in Southeast was an SEA newspaper. From-the fall of Year-1

went-bi-monthly,--by to-all-schdolfamilies1-and-of---course-to all

the Aaff. In 8712,pages it -combined\ the'practical arid the promotional..

There were full'bus schedules, details of transferProcedures, and

general program descriptions of the different schools. In-each issue French'
,

was careful to iriclude feature material.from each school,sand often.

from SEA's non-schbol components. The stories-arid photos-on particular-

\
jorograms or people were balanced by equal space for general matters that'

. .

touched everyone -- the results'of evaluation surveys amorig parentsifor
/

instarice, and the.question of merging SEA. with a7,1arger administrative: ,

area. Byregularly sending every home both school-based and project-wide

articles together, the newspaper medium itself was ad up-beat message-

of SEA unity in SEA variety;

In addition'to the paper were numerous -other ways of 'preathnginIor-

mation. n. Like the paper, most were developed first with asSoutheast

audience in mind, but also served much more widely for orienting visitors, \
:\

,

sharing with the press, sending along to,education conferences, and mailing ,

to distant inquirers. An SEA .slide=iape.show,,proVided visual introduction

tb the alternatives, as well as verbal-. Each elementary school and.the

'Free SchoOl produced its own professiOnally coached brochure. Fo'r. Years--2

.and -4 therewere'comprehensive text-and-photo booklets.displaYirig SEA-

':6.8 a Whole. There was a cheerful anthology of children's writing and art- .

work. For Year75 there was a 120-page collection of esaays by SEA

participants, from teachers to the -superintendent. It. was a sort. of

Festschrift from SEA tp SEA.

All these items (some 70,000 pieces in all) went routinely to school
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Doard members; all Minneapolis school buildings, and sometimes to all

the teachers in the System. -Besides that, if'a PTA or'group of teachers'

3.npihe re _in_ the_Twin e areaL wanted .to_know- more ; pfor-
\,

nation director would kind someone to tell them.' M.th heavy reliance on

Arents from each building there developed, in effect, an SEA speakers

Dureau. .

2
41ternatives

Iction was just hat -- to visit the schoOls. By the end of Year-5 fully

7,000 people'had done.that, by-formal. arrangement. -SCheduling and

)o-ordinating the Wednesday vibitor progrmn,quicklylpecame.a major facet

)fipublic.information. 'It, too required a person in eack_building to'

landle-hospitality and-logistics.

Visitbr days 'were popular,ind man4geable; but in terds'Of syttem-

ride impact-they were haphazard:'--Thereiwere-lots-of-people-fromoutTof--
,

;own, but notenoUgh.who'could practically:ask about.offering alternatives

.n Minneapolis itself. Often,-moreover, the quick walki-through tours

.eft Visitors witheut sufficient chance to reflect onc:why.Such Unaccustomed

Lctivities.as they saw were actuilli ConSidered desirable- It-was easy
,

4

,o be attracted or repelled by the trees; bUt miss the forest: Even .

bpugh the schools were willing to be looked ai, mit enough was being

een especially by the most critica4y'important audience, Minneapolis

chool people..

For the fall of Year-4, therefore; Jim Kent and Sally French designed

more strategic spproach. On a large scale, people in the local syttem

hould have opportunity for concentrated,.systematic expositre to the

oUtheast experiment. Temporarily, the usual outsider irisits were

uspended. Instead, for a week at a time, SEA was host to just one of
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Minneapolis! three,large adminIstrative sub=aread. ..Prom each, about 100

people who were likely to be involved in developing alternative's in their

area,,...came to Apend-fourTfull-days-observing and-questioning-SEA4--They--

7e.teachers ,(with substitutes provided); parents., and,adMinistrators.

In addition to half a day in each Alternative ichool,.with time to talk -

with their own counterparis and students, they had,subetantial meetings

with,Teacher Center staff,.the internal evaluation, team, project-wide lay

eadership, and the SEA director: As nearly as possible, it was a total-

immersion experience;

Together with their packets of prepared material, these system-wide

visitors took home their own assessments and a realistic feel for what

is entailed by mAking"alternative&the.piitterh for public education.

That was the point of the whole massive effort -- that the' "relatively

secluded"-experiment should be considersed throughout the,system. for its

bearing on K-12 teaching and learning in all the system's parts.-

Staff Development.and the Teacher Center"

Staff development in SEA began with simple recognition that an alEer-
_

natives program has speOial training needs, and with the naming of Fredrick

Hayen,as staff development director, to pay 'attention to them. FYnom. that

beginning it mushroomed.into a complex.organization pursting its own pur-

poses hot only within SEA, iput alongside' it and far beyond. The rather

breath-taking growth stages are faikay easily listed. Keeping them within

the perspective of this report.will be more difficult.

First, for a year, there was'only ad hoc organization: the schools

did what seemed important or feasible; Fred Hayen worked with principals

and teaChers who wanted helpd.dentifying their needs.
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'Sedond, atthe Start of lear2.1 an SEA,Teacher Center emerged...It

had a teaCher-controlled board, tO allocate staff development fuhds and
"

Use the-director-as its staff:
,

Third, staff development replaced governance and operation Ofc.South-

east schools as the 'ground where School systek and;Coliege of EducatiOn.
4

A

intereats'most riaturally met. At the end of./sr-4 Minneapolis. public

SchOolaandAhe.University'of Minnesota Contractually created and funded.

the MPS/UM Teacher Center, with.a new anddore'pbtent bbard. .This new

board hired SEA's director ofstaff,development for its oWn.

Eburth, the priginal.teacher-oontrolled.SEA board becate the SEA ih-L-
r.

service. coMmittee of the larger MPS/Wentity. They-acqUired-their own in7

service cobrdinator as staff, and_continued_in_charge of all federal-funds'. -

.fOr SEA staff development. ,

Fifth, from :Year -3.op, the MPS/UM Teacher Center developed remarkable

expansionist momentum. It became the umbreLla organizatibn for-a diverse

,

array.of pre-serviee, in-service, and community training actitities. In
,

.

behalf.of the alternative's idea, Hayen and a.now nUmerous staff sought

system-wide for ways to export the skills and experience,being gained in

Southeast By Tear4 MPS/UM waSpropoSing to manage a nation4ride dis-

semination-network amontbd.g-city'schOol districts.

- So much for bare outline, . In an open-ended project devoted to com-

prehensive change one shoUld not be surprised if,there are Some surprises.

Here we have a service unit of the alternatives program which by the end

of the trial period is in many ways more extensive than the experiment

itself. There will be (and are) very varied opdmions of the program stra-

tegies and organizational entrepreneurship which make up this story. Some
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will understand an imaginative and-far seeing_effort to insure SEA/s.long-.

range àhañge impact,on both the sChool system and.the professional pre-

paration of future teachers. Others will-judge that SEA conceded tod much

;too soon to the self-interest of an entrenchedcprofessoriate, at the ex-
.)

pense of careful staff development in 1SEA proper. Some will see Hayenls
4

organizational style as catalytic and creative, relaxing bureacratic

constraints and enabling people to combine their energies in new ways.

Others will dismiss it as sophisticated empire7building a bubble bound

to burat..

.
TO give texture to the'siory, the tare outline deserves some addi-

tiOnal detail. Mostjitportant for our purposes are the beginning and'the

middle.

There Was no hint of a Teacher'Center in the SEA proposal.. Not.was,

there any defined-staff development strategy for the project as-aWildle.

There waS a doUble-Cadre (elementarl and secOndary) of specialist resource

teachers. There was allowance for released time from'classrooMs during

the school year; There was the title of staff develoPment director. When

Fred,Hayen took up that post, afterthe first summer activities, he brought

no package of staff development techniques .or content ready for delivery

in alternative schools. Ha did not believe there was stich a packagb. He

had not yet thOught of a Teacher Center,.either.

What led him to think Of it was-the nature oic staff development needs

and wants during Year-1. They might clearly cluster around new curriculum

materials as in the Continuous Progress and Contemporary Schools. Or they-

might grow from a plunge into organizational and governance changes, as

at the Open School. Or they might be a function of constant tension be-

tween individual and institutional claims, as in Free School. Or they
<1
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might be scattered through the generally \skeptical context Oi Mal7Sha1-
,

University. Whatever the specifics, Hayen believed from the start that

they must be identified from within each organization before .any.outsi de

A

help could be useful. He therefore..chiefly worked by intiting people

td talc about their own perceived prAlemei,and about what they thought

might. help. to solve them.. It was an informal, voluntary, short-range ,

/2

approach.
I

,

If People were willing to meet -- as the three eleMentary .Principals

were -- Hayen met with, them. If, they could..clarifya question or problem- ,
. ,

solving idea :77 finding a particular Isind of consultant, for e:kample, or

attending a particular conference -- he provi.,ded money or _people to fi.aloW

it. up. If they wanted to wait-and-see about SEA in general, or keep, to

theiselves --'as at Marshall-trend the /Free School.- that was all right

too. The stance was to reaffirm constantly that what SEA' staff were

doing was importenl, ad that they were f'poobabli more expert about ite

di fficulti es than anne els e .

QuicklY, the director of staff development found-himself in 'a broker's
. .

role. He had the budget; and sometimes the concrete suggestions on how

to use it. He was coordinating the elementarresource teacher cadre and

talking frequently with the community liaison parents.f He was informally

in touch with people at the University or elsewhere who might, be useful

on this or.that occasion. Pratt-Motley staff, for instance spent one

weekend with the leadership trainer from a Lutheran seminary. Putting

people in touch with- what they themselves wanted ±-ight away Was more im-

portant than over-arching design or a syllabus of workshoPs.

The most particularly productive brokerage, however, seemed to be
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"among SEA people themeelves. Many:elementary teachers wanted to viSit

each,other's alternative schools. Staff 'development monei made that'

'possible, and allowed also for.the teachers released on a given day to

have lunch together as.a group.withAlayen.. Frovikthese connections came

-further exchanges,Of techniques and skills,-- as when one Contemporary

-teacher spent a.day in a Marcy'clasercom Showing the Open teacher who in-.

vited her how tosteach math with an abacus. All the staff development

director di&-was approve the idea and pay for the substitute. It struck''

him strongly that, "If this is really the pr6cess,'.then this is where the

decisions should be made: by the teachers.".

A means for institutionalizing.and expanding this example,of the

abacus seemed r6ady at hand. Professional and popular jdurnala were

reporting on Britis'a experit;hc..1 --Lth local resource centers initiated ,

4.
andcontrolled-by-teabherS-be places whereTthey;COUId ekchange and' develop

,

new tricks of their trade.* What happened through such a center was up to.
_ .

\

the teachers -- not to education professors, administrators, or text-book

publishers. Hell:EL:1g them make it happen --mot telling them what it should

be'--'was the teachers' own hired hand a warden of the center. Hayen and

Kent talked it over. They both warmed to the notion Of,adapting the,

British idea to the SEA setting. At mid-winter Hayen distributed a brief

concept paper. Others like the idea, too. It was consistent with the

stated commitment to decentralized governance. It was a way for people

from all the alternatives to work strategically together. Within the

framework of teacher control there was room for representation of adminis-

trators, parents, and even students. Why not try it?

To the surprise of SEA, Washington raised objections. At first there

was merely,a delay of final approval,.pending clarification of the plan,
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Then, twb weeks before schools re-openedl'the plan was rejected. ,This

time the grounds were directly sUbstantivel and expressed with inteiven-

. t

tionist vigor by Experimental Schools' new project officet for Minneapolis,

Cynthia Parsons. There was not eUfficient guaranteel'she felt, "that

1

teachers would real1 y. have control_ over budget." Even if that were taken

care of; tilere was littie promise that a "center as such" would be created.

British example, "along Leiceatfershire lines," called for a-welcoming

walk-in place where teachers gather to swap ideaa develop their own--

materials, and'strengthen their differing styles. TheSEA model seemed

more like a board room for voting on budgets. WY?

ForAhe theoretical qu6stion, Hayen had:a theoretical answer. It

14as essentially that,the sociology of American educationwetemi did not

allow for simply imitating British precedent. In an environment,of

aibinistrative linea and/Controls; the first.necessity for change was

"an organization whieh Tan live within a rigid system, and through its

I

own structure protect the freed= of,its constituency." That was the

Teacher Center board, in charge of dollar resourdes and reassuringly
,

visible on an organization chart. The Teacher Center center would follow,
,.

/
-

-but in Minneapolis context it could not precede. In realiiy, after, all,-

.decentralized staff development was beginning with administrators' ideas

and administrators?' budgets. SEA was not Leicestershii'e.

/Cynthia Persona remained Unconvinced, but besides the theory,of the

matter,. she had t10 deal with the,politics. Meeting some of her objections

and getting Te7Ler Center approved became an iiportant teething exercise

for SEA's fledgling community governance group Southeast CounCil.

For this new body of parents, teachers, and community figures it was the
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first big issue. As:school start d in Year-2 they worked with Hayen to

enliet mord teacher involvement and teacher support in his plan. They

played a critical role in re-writingand legitimizing. At the end of

September the Council, not just administrators, met with the project

officer.% They persuaded her to reconsider.

In early October 1972, finally, the staff development budget.was

given to an SEA Teadher:Center board. Its majority was seven faculty

from the five schools,.with one prinCipal, three parents., and two secondary.

students. From then on, this board was to ma.e the decisions about staff

development priorities, programs and funding. Fred Hayen would see that

those decisions were carried out. The director would be the directed.

The directed director, however, had much to fill his days besides

direct staff work for the,new board. Already by the end of December, he

-

reported, "the time required ..to.follow up on staff development pro-
.

grams is not,available." His time was going instead to "planning and

making contacts required.for future roles of the Genter"
. .

What that reflects is that simultaneous with the birth of the board

other people were beginning a serious search for some new linkage between

Minneapoiis Public Schools and the University of Minnesota. The idea ok

continuing Marshall-U's joint policy board in K-12 governance and opera-

tion of the.schools had been deavely defunct for months. Southeast

Council was doing fine without Uni,rersity participation. In the persons

of several administrators and faculty, hoWever, both institutions still

wanted a contractual arrangement for working together in Southeast.- The

arena of common interest was pre-service and in-service teacher-training.

A means for mutuality might well be -- the Teacher Center.

t
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Thus thrbugh the fall and winter of Year-2 a high level "signifi-

cant group" exchanged, discussli, and modthed concePt papers. 'Among

them were associate deans, associate superintendents, and directors, .

but not the Teacher Center board. In spring Jim Kent and a College of

Education associate dean d.-afted a new contract. 4 called for an

MPS/UM Teacher Center, encompassing SEA's.federal funds for staff de-

velopment, more than doubling that.amount by equal dollar allocations

from school board and regents, adding University office space and staff

time, and vastly enlarging the potential scope of work. The initial hard-

won Teacher Center board became a subsidiary in-service committee. It
-

would preside only,over SEA funds for SEA use. For the new and more

ambitious entity there wap an eight-member new board, half appointed by

the superintendent of schools andyhalf by the College ok Education dean.

Cohmunity voice was limited tr an assurance that Southeast Council would

nominate-school people; and that each institution would name "at least

one community representative." Holding review-and veto power even-above

the new board was a four-man administrative committee, two second-level

deans or superintendents from schOol system and college.

P
Both school board and university regents approved the contract. In

July 1973, the start of SEA Year-3, the MPS/UM Teacher Center came into

existence. It moved on campus,.into Peik Hall, as the 7th - 8th grades

of Marshall-U High \moved off. After a brief fuss about who would really

be in charge, Mayen or Kent, Fred Hayen WAS chosen by the new board as

director.

.-It is understandable, if regrettable, that all this groundwork "for

future roles of the Center" robbed support from the present role, Year-2,

of the Teacher Center board. They'did gradually develop a procesi and some
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priorities.for receiving proposals.and dispensing funds. By having its-
.

members from the schools negotiate for the schools, the board built.pro-

ject wide perspective while at the same time honoring each component's

Priorities.; It could not move far, though, tadard the goal of identifying

P

common training strands and weaving them into cross-component-training pro-.

- -

grams. Nor, in the midst of all else,'was there much evidence of the

H center as such" that Cynthia Parsons had tried to insist on.

With Hayen branching out as director for MPS/UM, the new in-service

committee wanted staff of its own. The nem for the position was in-service

coordinator. The work was a kind of administrative assistant version of

.responsibilities which liven had held for SEA alone at the start of the

project. To do it, in Year..:3 and thereafter, the committee chose a

teacher from the high school. She stayed on..top of details that previously

had tended to'get lost. She provided fast resporise to small requests, and

helped people define or budget their prOposals for large ones. She pre-

;

pared agendas for the committee, managed the paper flow, and kept to

deadlines. Above all she kept in touch with teachers and schools and co-

ordinated. the committee's annual project-wide needs assessment. By that

process each spring, 80 - 85% of the in-service budget could be committed

in advance to knadn priority programs of the alternatives. The rest re-

mained available for short-term response, and for strategic initiatives

by the eommittee itself.

Though it intermittently talked of wanting to, the in-service committee

could actually do little by way of either strategy.or initiation. In-

stitutionally, each school made its own large plans for extra meeting time,

curriculum consultants, volunteers training, and the like. Individually,

teachers and others submitted hundreds of requests for trips to conferences,

1 6 7
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registrations in workshops and time to write curriculum. With so many

little things to do, the comittee found no time for conceptualizing

objectives of its own. They had logs and lists of what was happenirig, but

no corporate criteria for assessing its effectiveness. In any event, by

a rule'of Senatorial, courtesy, they were not about to intervene in each

other's school's decision making.

Easentially, then, the Teacher Center in-JcIrvice committee developed

as a fund-graRting forum for balancing requests. Almost entirely, they

approved or adjusted what others proposed, without advancing tO advocacy

on their own. SEA staff development strategy remained theaum of indivi-

sdual strategies, school by school and teacher by teacher. Ekcept'that

most of the money passed pretty much en bloc to the schools, that was not

so very different from Year-1. What was different was that while a

director could help people clarify problems and brain-storm solutions, a

coordinating committee could not.

That is not to say that Teacher Center staff and the director himself

did not continue to influence staff development in Southeast. Cadre teachers)

now including the former Free School theatre teacher, offered training ex-
.

periences ranging from integrated math/communications methods, to in-

dustrial arts, to science on snowshoes, to creative movement. ,The in-service

coordinator kept people informed of what was available, in SEA and out. A

group of British primary teachers came through, on a University project,

and\spent a working day in Southeast classrooms. One community liaison

parent put on a seminar for parents with teen -agers another offered futuees

studies for principals. Fred Hayen pushed the idea of a reorganized school

week for greater staff development time.-
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Such activities now*occurred and were made possible, however, as the

smaller.part of a much larger enterprise. The new Teacher Center quickly

reserved its MPS/UM program funds.for proposals that brought school and

University people.together _or city-wide service and impacts Easily

combined with this was a concept Of Teacher Center itself as ideal agent

for systemic change. Experienced teachers and administrators Could take

internships and course-credits in Southeast, and then .return to other

Minneapolis settings as trained advocates of am alternatives pattern. En-

hancing this strategy there could be satellite teacher centers based on

clusters of schools not unlike\SEA.

Thus the grand design emerged of a new service delivery system for

educational training, oriented to a ternatives. gy sophisticated matrix-

charted organization, artful combinati s of hardiid soft money, and

personnel time-sharing with other units of\schbo]i system or University,

Hayen added pieces-to the'package in bewildering array. Community liaison

paients,,for example, were partially supported by Teacher Center as trainers

of volunteers. District funds and staff for all aide training were trans-

ferred to the Center. A Teacher Corps grant'supported one satellite center, a

separate NIE funds another. -Title III was tapped for two new staff (an

Open School parent and a Free Schbol teacher) to interest schools or dis-

tricts from 18 Minnesota counties in exemplary programs from across the

country.

It would be premature to predict where the grand design will ultimately

lead. For a significant.number of individuals -- not just teachers -- Teacher

Center has plainly been a breeding ground for new ideas and new program ac-

tion. There are signs, tiough, that it has not quite caught hold as intended.

The Year-5 proposal, that Teacher Center should disseminate alternatives
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--know-how naticn wide, was rejecT,ed by NIE. More ominous, it took last

minute 36utheasi, lobbying to save any MPS support 'for Teacher Center.at

all in Minneapolla' stringent budgeting for 1976-77. Bayen's complex

"and-ttnIqual organizationa concept does not sell itself easily in a time

retrenchr,:int. The conglomerate change-agent Center often seems remote

from day-to-day school programs. "I want to see it survive," said one

friendly top administrator while struggling with budget cuts; "I wish

to hell I knBw why."

Meanwhile, the College of Education apparently does know why. Its

vested interest in training educators, after all, is more immediately

.

apparent than the educators' interest in systemic change. While MPS fund-

ing for the Center has been cut in half, UM's

share, however, the University will insist an

tion of services of the Teacher Center beyond

In short, the risk grows greater that Teacher

the profeSsors than to the teachers.

stays steady. For its extra

"outreach and regionalize.-

Minneapolis Public Schools".

Center will belong more to

Be that as it may, it is a rare principal, teacher, or active parent

who, does not answer "staff

than any other

deVelopment" when asked what resource more

has fueled SEA's vitality. The extra money dispensed

through the in-service committee bought extra people, extra time, and extra

stimulus for al] .the alternatives to work to their limits on all the changes

they were willing to try. The extra skills, specialties, and linkages made

available under Teacher benter auspices, provided more of the same. SEA

-

staff did "develop", from not knowing quite where to begin in Year-1, to

not even imagining an end after Year-5. It is a safe bet tilat without

exuberant attention to making that happen, it would not have.1
'
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Student Support Services --

Deliberate Psychological Education

By comparison with other activities in SEAr:these two were very quiet.

They generated no great controversy,\had uneventful organizational histories,

,

and.were content with limited institutional impact. Their effective work,

moreover, was with individuals or small groups, almost always in the con-
,

, text of some other program. One was concerned to facilitate, integrate,

and improve a range of traditional services. The other set out to produce

some quite non-traditional-curriculum. 6tarting in charge of the first,

then developing the second, was Kenneth Rustad.

4

There was early hope that within the Felative autonomy of SEA counsel-

ing, social work, nursing, and psychological services could be closely

interwoven on a K-12 and project-wide basis The aims were very general.

Overlapping concerns and skills of the sepaIate disciplines should be

acknowledged in ways that integrated, rather ,than fragmented, service to

students or families. Instead of being isolated from each other, support

programs in the'separate schools'should develop cOmmon,perspectives on

their work.with the Southeast population.. There should be special co-

ordinated attention to the.process of students moving from alternative ele-
.

mentary programs into junior-high. Everywhere, student support professionals

should be understood as developmental, preventive resources, not just called

on for remedial troub1e-shooting.

To RuStad also fell the administrative-work connected with transfers

and annual option choices within SEA, and with the large number of trans-

fers into Southeast from outside. The latter was particularly complicated

because of racial-balance requirements on both the sending and receiving
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school in each transfer.

As part of the overall enrichment of resources, each elementary alter-

native started with a full-time counselor. Later there was extra social-

work time, too, and the supervised help of eight social-work interns. For

schools coping with program and population changes together, and new parent

involvement at the same-time, these added people made an important difference.

Free Sthool, also, moved from not:Wanting the counselor And social-work

labels, and rejecting the idea of outside psych-ological services, to in-

sisting in Years-4 and 5 that all were vital.

Coordinating them K-12 and.project-wide from the atart, however, was

simply not on anyone's urgent agenda. The first demand was to build

strength and working relationships in each place. Integrating support

service, teachers, aides, volunteers, and administration in one building

was task enough. Collaboration across school lines could happen as occasion

required, but not for its own sake. The general inter-school goals were

quickly put aside, in favor of specific attention in each building to its

own student support team.

NOt until the end of Year-4' did the project-wide team idea emerge

,again .-- and then largely as a strategem to gain extra Minneapolis funding,

as the federal came to an end. A proposal was drawn that shared social

work skill*, especially, across the project. 'Social workers and counselors,'

plus two comniUnity liaison parents and a community education coordinator

were to meet and parcel-out common tasks as a K-12 team. Part of the

rationale was to break new ground on behalf of similar K-12 clusters being

developed in other.parts of the city.

In its first year the team achieved mixed success, at best. Its

achievements were chiefly administrative;- a shared review of'6th graders
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moving into the Marshall-tNoptions; a consistent. written policy on student

transfers in SEA;_and_improved handling of the social workers' perennial

headache, free and reduced-price lunch lists. Beyond this there was-little.

As bekore, the press of particular responsibilities in separate schools was

stronger than the impetus to teamwork. Whether the team will be continued

is uncertain. If at the expense of anything in a team-member's home build:-

ing, said one'principal clearly, it .should not be.

For Ken Rustad, meanwhile the chief attraction of working in SEA was

a chance to work on two specific interests in combination: changing the

role of the counselor, and developing personal-growth curriculum for high

school students. With only light demand for 'coordination of services, and

a social work supervisor.to help him, he could give these interests full-

time attention. The result was the project known as deliberate psycho

logicaleducation.

Without-that name, the-early Southeast beginnings of DPE were in the

guide groups at Marshall-University. As already related, thgvdid not go

far in practice. To Rustad's thinking, they.did not go nearly far enough

in theory, either. Before Year-1 was-out he.had made.contact with Norman

Sprinthall, who had begun some highly praised high school work in Massa-

_
chusetts, And was About to leave Harvara to becoMe professor nf counsel-

ing at the University of Minnesota,. Sprinthall was glad to work with

Rdstad on curriculum, using SEA as a laboratorrand tlaining site for their

Common goals. Jim Kent, knowing something of Sprinthall from,his own-

Massachusetts days, allocated initial funding for Year-2. For Year-3 and

beyond, after convincing Experimental Schools that it was nof just "iEsalen

for staff,'! DPE became part of the 1973-76*contract with NIE.

What is 'the deliberate psychological education project? AlOne in SEA,
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it is a research-and eXperiment based effort to produce discrete affec-

tive curriculum materials at secondary level. The academic connection

-is important in two respects. First it has reinforced a strong theo-

retical framework which guides thecurriculum try-outs. Second, it has

kept the emphasis on achieving a product for later use, rather than on a
. . l. I. o 441.

process of present change, In SEA-context both these are unusal qualities.

They account for much of the difficUlty people have felt.in trying to fit

DPE with the overall.alternatives pattern..

_DPE is'also unusual in having clearly limited goals. It does not"

aim to reshape or reorganize any whole system -- except possibly, by in-

.....

direction, how counselors are trained and spend their time. It does not

promise a radically different affective environment. It simply.says that

specific elective courses, for regular curriculum credit, can help meet

the general failure.of high schools to promote positive personal growth.

Not as a. by-product, but as what is deliberately taught, students can

learn more complex and integrated self-understanding, stronger personal

identity and autonomy, improved ability to communicate with others, and

more complex ethical reasoning. Such courses are not offered as therapy,

either. They should be as effectively taught,by subject-matter specialists

in their regular departments, as by counselors.

Basic to the DPE model are certain well,known current theories of
So

developmental psychology: Piaget on cognitive development; Kohlberg on

moral; and Loevinger, on ego stages. Teenagers personal growth can be

nurtured when they take perspectives different fr

;

ml\their own on a cOn-.

tinuum of-stages. They learn to "experienb the world differently." An

effective way of "taking the perspective o others" is to practice the
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skills-of others. Thus invOlvement and reflection on "significant adult

exp.er!ence" becomes central to the teaching/learning strategy.

Beginning in Year-2 Rustad and.colleagues began trying out their

theory and strategy insnew course-offerings at Marshall-U. Be'sides

4.

Sprinthall and University associates, the colleagues iricluded high school

teachers and counselors. They participated in a,tfaining seminar, helped
---

design the new materials, and cotaught with Sprinthall or Rustad. Their
0

first offerings were psychology of counseling, and moral dilemmas. The

former emphasizes empathic listening and response; and students' teach-

ing,of these'skills to each other. The latter works with discussion of

value conflicts in both personal relationships and public policy. Both

courses were socipl studies electives, and it was social studies teachers

who.first worked on the techniques of "learning psychology by doing psy-

chology." Both courses attracted good enrollments mostly from among

academically above-average students.

In the following two years these courses were

of six others satisfactorily developed. Among them are titles such as t

women's growth (English teacher), child development, and'two-person re-

lationships (both in home economics). By enlisting.the counselors and

some teachers at Marcy. and Pratt-Motley DPE mada teaching of elementary.
-

children part of the "significant adult experience" for its students. It

also began a class at another high school. By Year-5 nine_teachers, 11

counselors, and a social worker had taught or co-taught.at least one DPE

reVised, and a total

,course. ,During Year-5 on the basis of accumulated experience and evalua-

tions, the DPE team prepared six curriculum guides, plus two companion

monographs on theory, design, and evaluation: In their judgment, the pro-

duct is tested and ready to use.
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1

In SEA anil Minrieapol43, however, that use is very slight. The trained
1

'teachers are dOubtless using. DPE skills in other classes, but not the DPE

curriculum itslf. '7ounselors in general "are not running to pick it up,"

probably becauseA.t tod sharp a break with 'their accUstomed remedial

and one-to-one roles. A practical difficulty alMost anywhere is the need

for two,:or three-hour' blocks of relaxed time for the courses to be effec-
.

tive. A particular problem'at Marshall-U is that most of the open and

interested teachers had low seniority, and were'lost to the schdol as en-
,

rollment declined.

It looks unlikely that DPE curriculum can come off the shelf without'

unusually strong administrator commitment, together with teachers speci-
.

fically wanting to "experience the world differently" themselves.

Business Advisor Services

Business and financial services in SEA might have been just balancing 1

the books and filing the requisition8. In fact, the thrust was to make /)

them much more than that. The business advisor from Year-2, Rodney French

preferred never to think of budget3 apart from governance. GovernanOe is

decision-making about the use of resources. Financial reports are infor-

mation about the use of resources,. 'Decision Makers require information.

' Only people with information can,make decisions, oi effectively in-

,1

fluence them. J.f governance is to be put in magy hands--decentralized

then so must financial reports be.
4

French did.require books to be balanced and requisitions filed. He

also ran interference with purchasing aneVPayroll, dealt with contract

monitors in Washington, and juggled routeschedules,..for 16 SEk.buses. For

three years, however, the heart of his work-was to teach peOple to -blank
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of computer printouts not as just statements about money, but as a power-

ful entree to governance. He called it management training.

It was technical work, spiced with many a missionary homily about

management by objectives. As a Honeywell systems analyst consulting with

MiAnsspouiSWCre.SEA, Frshch.wsts faMi?i,ar wi,th the, schools recently

ad6pted financial reporting system. ,This was no PPBS panacea, but it was

a long advance beyond line-item budgets. ,It eaaily displayed resources

and thelr use by school or other organization, by program within the

school, and by people or materials within-the program. It was capable

of broad and long-term generalization or close current detail. Though

introduced for accountants, it was usable for ongoing planning and program

review. SEA could show the way ,,o,using it as a management tool.

, The first people'to train were incipals, and the persons who

help principals cope with such matters, the school clerks. If pr1ncipa1

wanted decentralized decision-making, they would share their know-how-

with faculties. If principals and st.Eiff believed in parent participation,

program budget reports would begin'to turn up in advisory councils and

governing boards. The business advisor was available, even insistent,
0-

at all levels.

There is evidence that in most places the idea got through. From

wishing they didn't have to be bothered, principals began to ask for their

printouts. From thinking it was none of their business, teachers became

adept at managing their own budgets. Instead of asking experts whether

any money was left, parents learned td glance at the:figures and know why

or why not, where, how much, arm under Whose control. SchOol-by-school

.and project-wide (in Southeast Cluncil) people became acdustomed to

.allocating tesources and planning their use for the year ahead. As a matter
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Of course parents and staff expected,access not only to the administrators

controlling information, but to the information itself When SEA was

merged with a larger area in Year-5 and the advisory council of that area
Ai

wanted to address' the school board knowledgably on city-wide program and

budget, it was a Southeast parent who made the presentation.
- ... ..... _ . .

By that time the SEA business advisor'S work wae done. In all of:

SEA's last year, he was contracted for less than a month of monitoring,

, review, and inventory clean-up-related to the federal funds. The financial

functions that first were,full-time for one person, had been phased-in to

the normal routine of many.

Conununity Education -- Conununity Resource Co-ordinators

In September 1971, as SEA began, Community Education in Southeast was

a one-evening-per-week program at Marshall-U High, enrolling about isq

adUlts. By spring of 1976 it was 2 200 adults in programs at all the

Southeast schools, plus 200 or mnre children in after-school activities

or day-care. The high school was open four nights each week and the Con-

?,

temporary elementary three. Community Education enrolled as many adults

alone as the day schools did children.

It is beyond the scópe of this report to describe,or analyze such -:

astonishing growth. Suffice it to say that certainly a chief'enabling

factor was the partial support by federal funds of full-time direction

and coordination for Community Education services just in 6outheast. That

provided area-wide communication and planning which Previously did not

exist. In the two people who have held this position, Becky Lattimore

ani James Cramer, it also brought leadership and a point of view which

meshed well with SEA's K-12 goals. They could conceive Community Educat on,

too, as kart o-P a locally determinedrteabralited, comprehensive change
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process.

Of-particular interest here, however, are the ways in which gfter-

school and school-day prorams have impinged on each other in SEA con-;

text. There are several. In one'iorm or another all raiae the question -

whether overlap and integration are desirable, and if desirable, whether

'they are feasible. Taken together, they make a mixed story.

, One such question has been mentioned earlier: whether 'onot high

schoOl students can receive credit for Community Education courses. Ln
4

Year-2 the Marshall-U facuAt,y e,Iroved a specified list of evening

,school classes for elective credit each quarter.. This practice continued

thereafter, but on a diminishing scale. AtAhe end of Year-4 and begin-

ning of Year-5 the basic qdestion was being raised again; almost as a

new issue. With it, administrators were discussing the parallel ques-.

tion, whether adults might enroll in some daytime colasses. Both the

Community Education coordinator and the principal affirm' advantage and

opportunity for students in crossing the traditional age boundaries. But

th

(

ey also cite "ob3t:cles", and the matter remains.at a discussion stage.

Simpler and more familiar is the question of facilLtios. Afternoon

and evening activities use:the same space as "regdIgr" school during the
.

day. Usually,they need the same furniture; arid often the same equipment

.

and materials. Opportunities for friction are obvious. In Southeast

they i;rere perhaps more numerous than usual because of the differihg

physic4 arrangements and in-the-building lifestyles of the alternative

eleme ary programs. It was essential that community education people-who
,

want d entree into the elementary buildings undavstand and value -ffioes

/
.

,

1

,differences, just as elementary people-must understand the values of
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Community Ed4tcation. Because administratorssand other staff regOarly

met togar, with pare t involvement-on both sides there was enough

personal familiarity and trust to encourage the expansiOn whichoccured.

Even at Free School- with the highest internal streSslevels;end the

least neig'

plished.

od identity, sharing facilities was quite easily accom-

In addition to eaministrative support, the major drive for knitting

community and school-day education together came from the people known

as CRC's. The initials stand for community resource co-ordinator. They

label a significant and novel staff position whoSe history and uncertain

future well illustrate the personal and organizational dynamics of SEA.

The position evolved from a coalescing of the original neighborhood-

based 6ommunity liaisons with parent or volunteer co-ordinator positions

which had arisen in the schools almost as soon as alternatives began.

By the summer after Year-2 it seemed time for a general review and some

specific planning about community participation and resources throughout

Southeast. Jim Kent askei Becky Lattimore to convene a task force in-

cluding her own community school co-ordinators, the schools' parent/

volunteer coordinators, and his community liaisons. She did so.

,From that meeting came the general descriptio% commAnity resource

co-ordinator: a person in each building to develop volunteer contribu-

tions of all sorts, strengthen parent participation, andmaintain school-

community communication generally. There wet" more than the title, though.

The task force proposed an ngoing K-12 community resource team, to be

headed by a project-wide CRC of its own. In a regular, structured way

the-team uld bring together three diStinct but overlapping interests:
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(1) the in-school CRC's, working daily with teachers, parent, and non-

parent volunteerS, parents as such, and often children; .(2) the Community

Education afternoon and evsning program leaders, serving some of the

'same children or families,-and knowledgable atout Southeast teachers and .

learners from a different perspectivs; (3) the new MPS/UM Teacher Center,

through which the CRC's were funded, in whose space Community Education

for SEA was now officed, and whose plans looked forward to training Of

volunteers an a. teachers to work together. As so often in SEA,'an en-

riched ferment of new roles, new resources,,and new rewards was produc-

ing its awn pressures for change.

The smaller task force proposal took effect. Community liaison

positions, linking neighborhoods, schools; and the SEA office, were

phased aut. Community resource coordinators, linking school constituencies,

volunteer skills, Community Education,rand the Teacher Center,-were phased

in. Two of the-original liaisons were now CRC's, and the third was in-

volved with Tec.cher Center ir other ways. Two parents,shared the position

at Marshall-U, working with volunteers only, not organizing parents. l'ee

School hired one of its own Southeast aides, the only non-parent CRC. Jab

descriptions varied somewhat from school to school, but common concerns

and esprit de corps were strong. By-October the CRC's had their own co,

ordinator, chosen by a committee from all the schools and,Southeast

Council. The team met .1D:1-weekly. They pooled efforts in listing, re-

cruiting, and screening community volunteer resources. 'They trained°,and

offered training together. They wrote an SEA volunteer handbook. They

became faiiliar with strengths.and weaknesses in each other's schools,

with what was-happening in Comthunity Education, and with the Teacher Center.

They were an importan'. mutual support group.
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Three further facts must be noted about the CRC's. First, through

-

Years-3 and -4-they grew steadily more important to program maintenance

at the elementary schools and Free School. As federal fUnds for extra

staff dwindled, organized and reliable volunteers became more vital. .

The CRC-and her colleagues on the team were each school's link to a re-

source it must have -- the community. It was a position which no prin-

cipal or advisory group was wiring to phase out.

.. Second, by their very existence, their way of working, and the make-
.

up of their team the CRC's helped blur the line between Community Edu-

catiOn and the defined school day. It was not only'that,they were

bringing the.community into the schools'as . They also en--

couraged programmatic conaections betwean day a :er-School activItles

(especially,at Tuttle and.Pratt), :Arid were va caszmtial comxunication

linl between Commdnity Educatir_:n and regular faculty (epeially at Free

School).

Third, despite all this, 'Ole CRC's were vy rulnelsole. Their

funding, too, was federal, and ouickly disappearing. In the structure

of Minneapolis schools, they had neither professLoral standing nor even

the security of para-professional aides. They were nei'Ther fish nor

fowl. Despite what almost everyone agreed we:. their nvo- indispensal-1

functiom in an alternatives e3.Aogy, tbey were -n endangered species.

Putting ftese facts.togethe:. in ne winter of Year74, jim Cramer

Community Education co-ordinator for Southeast) and Jim Kent drafted a

cl
r
arly argued position. statement. Its bac-ic r.oncerA was "to expand the

tubstance of Community Education Into the regnlar 7n!':nol day3" if that .

could be:aceepted,--then local Community Edur3cicn .funds could go to sup-

port A CRC's organizing of oommunity.veluntecrs, even though much- of the

1.8 2
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community program with children took place during school, or than

after. 'The CRC could have a dual report line to Community ation and

to the building principal.

-ct was a careful effort, but it failed. The new concept could not

be accepted by th,:: central administration of Community Education. It

flew in the face cf long-standing arrangements and settled budget policy.

Community Education must happen after the teachers went home -- in which

case moonlighting, a daytime CRC was certainly eligible to coordinate

it. Whatever an earlier program might look like, it was not Community

Education. The discussion came to an end, and "Our attempts to further

the relationship," Cramer reported, "have been thwarted."

Back to square one. By other budget strategems (including the frac-

tional use of teacher allotments), and by cutting back their time, CRC's
=

were saved for Year-5. The title has also gained currency and legiti-

macy outs,ide Southeast. For 1976-77 there is a tiny allocntion of one

salary to go toward 10 CRC posttions in the adminitrative area of which

SEA.is now pav, - If:let-der that c.an somehow be parlayed into larger support

for the work to be.done, remains t be seen.

4

Internal Evaluation

Of all K-12 services begun outside he schools. internal-evaI-

uaGion developed the closest and most'ccnstant relationship with pro-
.

grams inside them. Emphasis and degree of intensity varied; but sooner

or later every alternative -- in the elementary schools almost every

classroom -- came directly in touch with evaluators. Internal eval-

uationvwas highly visible, at project-wide levels.also. Through regular

surveys and a steady flow of written reports it asked the attention.of

1 8 3
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every home and ellry staff member.

Both these aspects of internal evaluation -- school based and pro-.

ject-wide darried out some ot-the rather vague prämises in the orig-

inal SEA proposal. How they would develop, however, only began to come

clear tmdard the end of Year-1. Until then, most of the available energy

was used up ih a battle over boundary-lines between evalustion Level I

and evaluation Level II. "aperimental 'Schools had sai4,-it may be remem-

bered, that they.shfrud cooperate.

They tried, but.for reasons both methodological and_personal.it

turned.out they could not. Internal Level I was to'collect and 'provide

immediate useful information for people making decisions within the pro-
..

ject. Its audience was Southeast or Minneapolis, and it was respon-

sible to SEA's own management. External Level II 14s also to coll,Ict

useful information, but for purposes of summing up later how and whether

the project sUcceeded or failed. Its audience was Washington, and t);

-

was separately contracted by aperimental Schools. In the terms of th

trade, ,one team was formative, the other summative.

When they came to work together on an Over91 design,.

they could not agree.- in fall of Year-I Leve) -,iduoeti bulky'

plan which Level I director Dfle,La Frenz community meetings

to critici7e, and recommended WaThington reject. Washington did, but

offerPd nothing helpful in the way of guidelines or directives for a

second try. The most.problematic bones of contention -,4cre how much

influence SEA schools wou'd have on the design of ,external evaluation

instruments, esPecially testing; and how freely Level II could send peo-

ple into the schools, especially participant observers. Over these

and other iseues relationships deteriorated steadily. Neither t-am
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got much actual evaluation work done.

Ih April, finally, Experimental Schools asked SEA to submit its own

,internal evaluation plan for Year-2. Some 21 discrete tasks were defined

and approved. About the same time Level II sent Washington its separate-

second design. With detailed critique from each component, SEP vol-

untered a highly qualified recommendation that it be accepted, too.

That did not help at the relationships level) and neither dicl Level II's

r._:lease to the press) tdo months later, of a eummary Year-1 evaluation

in adversary format. In fact, nothing helped, until agreement on a live-

and-let-live truce in summer, and eventually some extensive chailges of

Level II personnel.

Meanwhile, a pattern for internal evaluation had begun to emerge.

-Schools were asking for very differnnt kinds of services, feeling pressed

by very different needs. At the same time, as basic measures of choice-
.

making effectiveness, 7,EA and Minneapolis manavment needed to know what

sorts of students were going where,_and how well Tami1ie41,were_safisfied_

with the alternatives available. 'Together-thoce requill.nts posed two

different rets of tasks. There must be intra-school.sices specifically

and flexibly tailored to the.differing.programs. There must also be

project-wideanalyses of student characteristics and movement, and of

parent.opinion.-. To get the work done in co-ordinated manner, it was Jack,

realistac to rely-on a two7man staff plus occasional-contracted services.

There needed to be ah enlarged-evaluation team, some very closely iden--

tified with individual.schools, others chiefly at work on wider ta-ks,

.but.,all responsible to a common concept,of forMative evaluation.
7

Su7;11 a team began to develop with the hiring of part-time evaluatorS.

_for the Open and Free schools,in winter Of Year-1. When budget tripled
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in Year-2, the team expanded more, al foWing-ierVice not only to every

schools, but to summer projects and t components /such as the Teacher.
-

Center as well. A crucial organiza,ionatclecipion-yas to make even

"live-in" evaluators formally accountaole to the Level I manager,
---

rather than to a building principal.--That helped-insulate evaluation
1

from political currents within-the building, and Prävided important.

protection against their bArig used as utility infielders for ad hoc

trouble-shooting. By keePing each evaluator familiar with-all the eval-

uation output also, the team strdcture increased the'likelihood of

useful data from outside a schoql beingJorought to'people's atteation

%witMn it. 17

The program-specific use44-eValuatoiS indeed Varied widely from

School to school, and changed,over time. In th Contemporary and Con-
.

tinuous Progress schools .evaluation ervice was linked closely to our-

riculum change in basic skills areas. Tuttle Used evaluation budget

an-ecIebtib- reading progratc,---This-----

led to the Tuttle puPil progress chart, and then to assistance from

Level I 6taff in simplifying and summarizing the data which it recorded.

In Yar-4 Tuttle and Level I devised a brief affective survey to give

staff a picture of how students felt about school and themselves.

At both Tdttle and Pratt-Motley -- and briefly at Marshall-U

--' there was heavy investment in Comprehensive Achievement Monitoring

(CAM) for math. Throughout.the projeOtthe-ContinuJus Progress teach-

ers were 'assessing and re-evaluating their IMS math curriculum. Level I

hL with special tes.i:ing-to. measure students' rett.tion of-math skills,'

and aith gathering 2,Arent feedback. Helping interPret CAM reports for

parents at TutLle was an ongoing project, which doubtless explains in
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part that school's desire, at the end of Year-5, to continue CAM despite

the expense.

La Frenz and others initially hoped that CAM would provide a way for

criterion referenced measurement to-become "the foundation of eValuation

activity in Southeast schools." That was not to be, partly because

few people felt kindly about CAM's ultra-detailed computerized criteria,

partly because such criteria proved all but impossible to develop in

such areas as social studies and physical educationj and partly because

CAM was unmanageable without extra funding for aides. Finding all that

out was part of Level I's in-school work.

With Continuous .P.ogress Level I evaluators,moved in "softer" areas,

too. Data from the Torrence creative thinking test gave staff,one kind

of infurmation they wanted. Classroom observations of where and at whoSe

instigation children used math, writing, and reading skills,offered
-

another. InGerviews with both students and staff about the Pyramid

reading materials were important to the ongoing revision of that

Pratt-Motley and Tuttle never had full-time evaluation serviCe.

For almc2t two years, both Marcy and Free School did. In both places

evaluators were clearly chosen as people indigenous 4o the culture of

the school itself, 'and committed to its purposes. For Marcy it was one

of the organizing parents; for Free School it was first a friend of the

staff, and later a parent. Their work was strongly oriented to ob-

serving, describing, anu clarifyingyith their in-school peers what was
-

_going on as the school developed. It rested heavily.cn-the evaluators'

abilities to -6uggest or find Out the questions people wanted to answer,

and then to come up quickly with data to help t4em dO it.
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At the Open School that entailed a great deal of close class-

room observations related to particular concerns of individual teachers.

On a broader scale it led to observing ad interviewing-children as a

prime source of data for assessing Marcy' fidelity to its own goals.

Students' perceptions of how they could sp nd their time; of who and what

were available to help them learn and of w at the staff expected all

became grist for the mill of pTogram decisio -haking by Marcy council

and staff.

Especially influential in the Open School as a theoretical stance

advanced by the evalur.tor andflendorsed ,by the Mar y council. It argued

that the primary accountability of a school is for the learning_environ-

ment, which it controls, rather than for what stude ts learn, hich it

does not. Environmental decisions are about the use :)f' time and space,

the materials and-activities to be made available, and\the nature of adult-

to-child intPxaction. Evaluation concentrates heavily on developing a

fully-dimensioned portrayal of the school environment in\this sense, and

especially of how children are responding to it. School cision-makers

can assess such information in light of the school's goals, and be held

accruntable for adjusting the environmentynot the children.

Free School worked in more ad hoc ways. Its evaluators were fre-

I

quently involved in procedural quggestions for responding to'immediate

I

problems. Designing questionnaires and interviews for a pe

r

sonnel

committee was one instance. Tracing, the movement and influence of highly

disruptive students was another. When the school changed'buildings
,

there Was much attention to traffic patterns and use of spacel)Y stu-
i

-dents and staff. Free School evaluators, :as at Marcy, 'fabored\ long to

_

help with record-keeping and reporting procedures. They had imch less
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success than at Marcy in Winning the time of staff or governing board

for reflecting on data in relation 'to policy. Still t4re was much data.

At the close of each year it was summarized and made available 'with rec-
,

ommendations, in an internal evaluation year-end report. .

The chief'internal evaluation serviCe at Marshall-Univers#y:was to

new projects such as AWARE and the.guide-groups, early, and.then to the

middle school and seniOr-high open alternativee, late. Near the end of

Year5 a great deal of data was reported from a student opinion-survey,

and from analysis of the choice-making process among both students and

parents. These are quite detailed studies. The problem in the high

-school,.as anywhere else, will be finding a forum which was time tO use them.

Close to'half the Level I budget has.gone to gathering and dissem-
i

inating project-wide info6ation. Two major and repeated types of anal-

ysis were-parent. opinion surveys and studies of student 'mobility. Parent

'surveys were annual,and asked for response from every family. They

basically had to do with how satisfied families were with various aspects

of their children's schools and of the project as a whole. In addition

'there was room each year for each.school to find.ou+, parent sentiment

on current school issues or questions which would have to be (1,-.18ed

in the future. With results summarized in the SEA newspaper, sur-

, veys were probably the most widely and carefully looked at of any SEA

'evaluation data. They could be formative in their influence on staff and

advisory group decision-making. As a whole, they are also summative.

Theyoanswer the question whether people approved the project.

_Mobility studies, at the end of the project, can also be consid-

ered summative. They show a stable percentage of Southeast elementary

children choosing some other alternative than their nearest school, and
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a dramatically increasing percentage of elementary transfers into South

east. By showing how some student and family characteristics vary sig-

'nificantly from school to school, while others da not,*these studies pro-

vided a. basis for Searching questions about the alternatives. Sometimes

such questions did get Asked. But sometimes they got shunted aside, tooe.

on two occasions the SEA Management Team blotked publication or further

, -
pursuit of data analyses-tending to shOW sodio-economir stratification

among the elementary alternatives.
(I

few level I project-Wide efforts have beenresponsive to requests

for f?rmative information by administrators or. non-school gtoups. The

TeacherS:Center,for example, asked for logging and analysis of staff work

patternsl'and ofkhow the Center was perceived in the schools. Thtee

/

Staff Sui-lres hair provided some measure of teacherst and aides! sat-
,

isfactions, or Ot erwise, with working in SEA. The Year-5.student sup-

port services team used observations on its functioning gathered by a

Level I evaluator.

One questioi. which SEA addressed in various ways through inter-

nal evaluation, but did not solve, was how to measure and report on

student achievement. In every school there were attempts to design an-

apparatus for performance-based. reccrd . In Year-3 Level I reported

that SEA elementary prinipals considered standardized test scores of

or negative value in mak.Lag decisions about gene:::1 program or

individual students. Each school considered its awn record-keeping sys-

tem far more useful. There wag, fairly widospread hope, both inside the project

and out, that something might emerge from SEA to replace and overthrow

the city-wide norm-referenced measuree.

But in fact nothing did. The reason is that each schoolls
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system was peculiar to the school itself, at some particular and im-'

permanent stage of ltb development. Marcy's language arts and math grids.,

fOr example, were radically changed.at least twice, and in Year-5 ha been

largely supplanted by teachers' private records. 'That may well be the .

most authentic and practical way of obtaining records that help,teachers

'teach and children learn. But it could not satisfy the demanas of out-

siders for quantified achievement results, comparable from school to

school and year to year.

The'formative evaluation which SEA staff and parents will probab

miss moat is the close-to-home information which helped-them see wha

they were doing'ae they moved into major program change. In sothe pr

grams the internal evaluator position was itself an influential sup-
,

portive innovation. Everywhere...it served a very different function

from the research and evaluation studies'which most districts cond

Both intra-school and project-wide, Level I aimed to strengthen cu

rent decision-making by providing a reliable base of shared infor ation.

particular emphasis of the Level I manager since Year-3, Thel K cher,

has been to document such information in disseminable form, even ter

the fact.of its local ase. 'There is therefore a formidable libr,ry

of internal evaluation reports for any who now want tb research mode

of evaluation which is itself very different from the uaual research.
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CHAPTER VII

THE WINTER OF EVERYONE'S DISCONTENT:

Plans and Planning for 1973-76

A priced feature of Experimental Schools was its commitment to.five-

year "forwarding funding." The project would have lorn.; unough to give

comprehensive change a fair'try. Its managers did nct have to re-justify N

its existence every year, and then live in uncertainty until an appro-
1

priations committee or a project officer.said (probably at the last°

. minute) they could continue work. The 1971 Minneapolis proposal, in fact,
,

included a full five-year budget in consdez'ab1e detail.
. ,

'That budget was to be approvedi* however, in twoStages. At the

start onlY Years-1 and.-2 were firm and fina . The secondlstage figures,

.1
Years 3-5, were only ari approxihata projectTon. Before any final de-

cision, there must be concrete planning, bui ding on experience to:date.

I.
Before the end of Year-2, Minneapolis and SEA would have to describe

what they intended for 1973-76. I

It t.:.ok from November to May to do theijob. During that time SEA

4 1

and Experimental Schoolscommunicated more and collaborated less than%in
1

,

any period before or since. A would-be partnership in reform became-in-

stead a relatiohship which one side could ublicly- say. "appeared to
4

border on enmity," and the othe'r publicly elore for its "debilitating

effects." The2e is no intent now to retrace details cf this deteri-

oration. It may be helpful' to look with 4indsight; though, at three general
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aspects of what happened.

First, the major advantage of a forwarding funding concept, was

never exploited. The five-year commitment, with mid-course review,

inherently offered a negotiation framework, in'which the issues were

properly about planning,,and precisely not about funding. There was

no more need for grantor/grantee courtship games. In theory, that phase

of the relationship was over. There was no question whether Minneapolis

would go ahead with SEA, and there was equally no question whether

Washington would fund it. In the approved original proposal, before

everyone's eyes, there was even a starting-point projection of what the

ftnding might look like -- slightly under $3 million. Presumably the

refunding task was negotiated planning of how best to allocate resources

in more or less that amount. SEA would take the planning lead, to be

sure, since SEA was responsible for execution. But Experimental Schools

should influentially join in, since Experimental Schools was more than

a minor partner. Where they disagreed, about substance or about budget,

they could negotiate their differences. Presumably.

\ Yet what happened was little like this at all. Despite.forward funding,

both Washington and Minneapolis immediately reverted to old behavior. The

work they 4d neither looked nor felt like negotiation of an agreement

on how to carry forward.the job they had already begun. It was much more

like maneuvering for a new proposal, adding to and replacing the first.

The forward-funded starting-point budget was quickly forgotten. Instead

of planning, the mood on both sides was grantsmanship. Experimental

Schools let it be known there was money, but was very coy about saying

how much. SEA fell into the come-hither trap, and expansively set out to

shoot the moon. 193
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The result, in the last of four successively more massive drafts,

was a 700-page proposal with an $8.6 million price-tag. .That was in April,

by which tine tempers were already strained. In the next month they be-

came more so. Experimental Schools staff expressed great shock, and

wondered how SEA could have ever imagined such a level of subsidy. Go

back home, they told the Minneapolis delegation, and cut out $5 million.

SEA registered even greater indignation, and wondered what sort of people

these were who kept changing the rules in the middle of the game.

ji:ecriminations a-plenty followed, but so did the task-oriented work

of coming'baek to earth. On May 11 a final negotiation produced a con-

. _

tract at last. Its bottom-line figure was slightly over $3 mil7ion.

The second point worth attention is what happens to planning as

such in a setting of grantor/grantee behavior. For most of a school

year SEA's planning process was enormously profligate of time and energy.

Pipedreams and falsely raised hopes -- since Experimental Schools would

not discuss them piecemeal, and since there supposedly was no ceiling

on what could be asked -- had to be fully explained in narrative and

costed out in detail for a three year span. Much of this labor was al-

1

most totally in vain.

It was bad enough that it drew staff and parents away from primary

concerns into a chase for the end of the rainbow. It was worse that it

left them burned out and let down when they finished. But it was worst

of all when it taught people that planning was the same as making a plan.

-For that was what the innumerable total of.meetings first produced -- a

700-page book which few have ever consulted since.

Perhaps it was perversely fortunate that this Product was so over-

blown and except for the budget pages never rewritten. People could
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ignore it safely, push it from memory as fast as possible, and swear neVer

td.do anything like thatagain. For reality-based work in that fin&l

month; and for the rest of 1973-76, all they needed to preserve was the

one truly valuable aspect of this whole experience.

That was, third, the habit in all SEA schools and components of look-

ing three, four, even five years ahead. The production of a 1973-76 plan,

for all its costs and-inadequacies, did at least require that. Every '

committee and task force had to consider how they wanted their component

of a K-12 system to look after Experimental Schools went away. Even

imaginary resourceS of people and money, had to, be allocated with an eye

to their future impact. People got accustomed to thinking about schools in

a' stretched-out time frame which for most of then was new.

There is evidence that among many this kind of planning outlook

as distinguished from mere proposal writing -- took root. In the winter-

spring of 1976, there were active parent led groups in SoUtheast quite

matter-of-fLctly at work extending present concerns about'governance,

buildings, r.nrollment, and the alternatives themselves into a 3-5 year

future.

And perhaps the strongest evidence'is negative -- like Sherlock

Holmes.' dog that didn't bark in the night. .In June 1976, at the close-

out of five years and $7 million, no one thought to organize a big SEA

end-of-the-project picnic Or party. In a real sense, there was -no end-

of-the-project. That may be because instead of putting everything in a

plan, the SEA participants had grown used to planning.
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CHAPTER VIII

MANY A MICKLE MAKING A MUCKLE:

The Five Schools -- 19 3-76

We turn now to a:opmpressed look at the most distinctive develop-

ments in the schools during the remaining three years of federal involve-
S.

ment. The first two years had broLght extremely rapid influx of resources'

and ideas. By the start of Year-3 all five schools had more than enough

opportunities and issues to fill their agendas for 1973-76. There were

still important'new phases, breakthroughs, and-dead-ends, hit no major

surprises in what the schools could undertake. Succeosfully or'otherwise,

they all dealt with matters which had already surfaced.

The context for dealing with them, however, was changed and chang-

ing. Above all, factors internal and external to SEA made the schools

more interdependent: They were not now just five institutions embarked

on innovation and self-imiprovement. They Were a cluster, with structure,
-

identity, survival needs, domestic relations, and foreign policies of

its own. Each school's envilonment for development was intimately a part

of each other's. Before looking at them individually, it is imiortant to

illustrate how this was so.

Two major factors have already been discussed: the integrative

impetus of SEA's own K-12 services, and the,toiling together for all com-

ponenta on 1973-76 proposals to Washington. Both increased each school's

familiarity with the ottiers, and multiplied occasions for people to work
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together. In particular, Experimental SChools insisted and SEA agreed,

that all versions of the 1973-76 plan display a K-12 perspective. That

in itself set an expectation that no school would act in isolation.

When a 1973-76 contract with NIE was finally sighed, Mdreover, ita

financial dimensions sharply. eTphasized the dropping'off oederal iu15-

port. Especially after Year-3, the schools faced a coMMon challenge of

maintaining alternative programs on reduced budgets. In_thischallenge

there waal.nherent pressure to find ways of sharing:staff and services,

rather than going-it alone.

A major sharing decision, required in Year-3i, concerned facilitie

While most Southeast buildings theoretically had more classrooms than

their enrollments needed, Free School and the,SEA office were using tem-
\

porary federal funds for rented space. ,Identifying and winnowing out

acceptable alternative arrangements was a winter-long task for staff and

advisory groups in all five schools. Each/had to know its own priorities,

and become sensitively knowledgable about the-others'. got only what the

decision was, but also how it was made was vitally important. Everyone

had to feel part of it.

To that end Southeast Council became the forum where school re

presentatives presented position papers, weighed_conflicting priorities,,

compared options, and eventually forged a common recommendation. It was,

accepted, and it had program impact throughout the project. In spring of

Year-3 the _SEA office moved into Tuttle. As classes ended, Free Schodl

moved into Motley, and the Motley part of Pratt-Motley was shoe-horned

'into Pratt. To relieve the population presSure there, and to increase

the prograin pressure for alternatives at Marshall-U, childi'en 6th grade.
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age could enroll'in continuous Ta.ogress or open middle school strands

. ,

',(6th-8th) at the high school the next falai It was an extensive re--
...

organization.

dP
There was another re-organization issue, too, presented to South-

east from the outside. In spring-of 1973 -- virtually at the climax

of the SEA-NIE planning imbroglio --John Davis annoUnced the resuft

of Minneapolis' own planning process for district-wide administrative

decentralization. Effective that summer all Minneapolis was divided

into three parts: .EaSt, West, and liOrth sub-areas, each with its own

:

'aseistant superintendent and K-12 central office. .To start with,

Southeast could retain its separate status as a. mini-area to itself.

Hut after a year, beginning in SEA Year-4, it would be merged with

some one of the others, as yet unspecified.

To many in Southeast the three-part plan waS a galling decision.

There was fear that to be merged must mean to be submerged, with loss

of the alternatives pattern. There were unreal hopes that SEA Aight

keep its autonomy indefinitely; and more reasonable arguments for

postponing merger.until the end of federal funding. Others saw greater
-

feasibility of expanding alternatives in a single area than in.the whole

district at once, and wanted_SEA-tget-in on the ground floor.of what-

ever area was most hospitable: Iñ any event, every, school's interest

was at stake, and again Southeast Council became the forum for building

community agreement from the views of staff and parent groups.

The strong sentiment was for postponement. Higher administration

was apprised through,a Southeast Council position paper, byTtam Kent

in the superintendent's cabinet, and more informally too. Hy this

/-
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acting together Southeast schools won a year's delay. In Year-4, then,

they had to continue acting together, as Council stated safeguards SEA

wanted, sounded out the areas, and held hearings to determine which one

Southeast preferred. Davis accepted their recommendation. Effective

Year-5, SEA became administratively part of the West area. AA, that

point, of course, it became the schools' and their continuing Council's

agenda to participate in a new set of administrative and governance

structures.

The strong inIerdependence of formerly separate,schools is equally

illustrated by the Manner:,of administrative changes in the schools during.
;-

this period. Near the end of-Year-2, a new principal came to Marcy.

Pratt-Motley hanged administrators in the summer before Year-3. Twelve

months latei' both Tuttle and Marshall-University did the same. At the

close of Year-4 Free School had its second change of principals. That

was when Jim Kent resigned, too, meaning that for one'year SEA must

choose a new director.

So many.changes in leadership mlg4t seem to jeopardize continuity

in a project whose persistence over time was essential to success.

Actually they probably strengthened SEA unity, and they certainly did

not bring any about-face in the alternative programs. The reason is

that the new principals were chosen (recommended, technically) by

interviewing committees of the schools themselves, with project-at-large

members from Southeast Council., None was sent in by higher authority to

carry out any outsiders' purposes. None was chosen -- probably none

even applied -- who did not explicitly intend to honor the values and

continue the new tradition of changes already begun. Each came not to
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just a single school, therefore, 'Alt to that school as a component of:

SEA. All came, moreover, into Southeast's own administrative peer

group, the Mdriagement Team of SEA principals and K-12 services directors.

By the middle of Year-5 Southeast'Council was working again on new

,manifestations of some familiar concerns: five-year program planning,

and the question of facilities. In both areas, plan-making this time

aVoided the Brobdignagian excess and soaring grantsmanship of three

years before. It was much more an attempt to reaffirm for the whale

system that the Southeast Alternatives were not juSt five-schools, but

a cohesive cluster -- and intended to continue that way.

Meanwhile, in this context of growing interdependence, what were

the distinctive developments which characterized each school during

1973-76? Here is a selective overview.

Tuttle Contemporary School

We left Tuttle at the end of Year-2 with an expanding Community Edu-

cation program, a PTA reaching out for more involvement in education

discussions, and-a newly technical emphasis in basic skills-curriculum.

Much favor was given also to specially staffed activities such as cera-

"mics and woodworking.

Curriculum refinement continued, and extended to re-thinking the

social studies approach as well. The'complex and costly apparatus for

math and reading, however, proved impossible to sustain as federal funds

for aides and University assistance disappeared. By, the end of Year-5
!

Tuttle teachers were shifting to new basic-texts series in both these

areas. As time went by the Contemporary School faced inevitable re-

trenchmlant in other.ways, too. Local budgets could not support a counselor,
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for instancel'nor the early level of help.people enjoyed in the non-
/.

academic actiVity centers.
;

The Tuttle program Which_continued to grow, took root, 'and spread its.

effects most:widely was Community Edtcation It had two striking features:

it was designed to mesh with and enhanhe the school-day program; and

was a chief vehicle for Tuttle's increasing parent participation..

The integration of after-school Community Education and children's 9:00-/
3:00 learning was intentional. It was strongly begun in Year-3 by col-

laboration among the Community School co-ordinator, the parent commu, nitk

reshurce co-ordinator, and teachers. The collaboration meant that stu-.

dents were personally and specifically encouraged to expand On_their

claesroom interests in after-cchool activities -- as in reading clube,

sewing; or sports. The pottery room and woodshop could. b ,kept open,'

beyond regular-school closing. Some teachers voluntae-red in Community

School, and evening adult classes began to serVe as a .source of volunteer'

7help for day-school. 'The PTA board wag Community SchOol's'advisory group. Ii

; included the coordinator, Bruce Graff, as one of its members;

'By fall of Year-4 Community Education was running until 9:00 three

\nights a week as well as to 5:30 p.m. daily for children. All told, over

-
1;000 people were registered -in the program. In addition, it included

Latch-Key'for.after-school daycare, and a 'Tuttle sponsored senior oiti--

zens program with the local park. Yet it faced a likelihood of de-

funding the next year. Federal funds would be finished, and Minneapolis

Qhmmunity Education would not support more than a fraction of Graff's

time. Tuttle's new principal, Eloise Nelson, -- herself a Shutheast

resident -- was not prepared.to be.put.'-off easily. "We are ready to take

our case to the board of education," she wrote in December.
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As it happened) there was enough organized and persistent pressure

from Tuttle's PTA board. When they got no satisfaction from public

meetings with the MinneapOlis director of Community Education, the PTA

formed a task force, designed a strategy, and invited him to a closed

session. Eventually a combination of funds from Minneapolis, Tuttle,

Teacher Center, and the PTA itself saved the program for Year-5. The

task fole, did not let up.\ In Year-5 it planned and lobbied for 1976-

77. This time they were more successful still. The Community Educa-

tion component of the Contemporary School will be locally funded, full-
,

time.

-Even,when not labeled as governance or decision-making, the commit-

ment to community participation pays off. Without its aggressive PTA

board, it is very doubtful Tuttle would still have the Community School

which federal money helped start. Without the Community School it

would not have-after-school professionalS to teach childyen pottery,-
painting and creative- movement. What cannot be phased-in one way, the

Contemporary SOhOol hasfound,'often ban be another.

Marcy Qpen School

After two sometimes stressful and turbulent yqars, Marcy entered

1973-76 feeling and acting like a strong school. The aSsUrance b.nd

energy ofiits parent leaderc r,Tere matched now by-the experience and

self-confidnce.of staff. The-two, groups,had developed working relation-
,

-ships which made them peers in respect of their common school, yet ade

quately distinguished their roles. within it. Their elected advisory coun-

cil -- fdr all-that its meetings were long and discussions repetitious --

had solid accomplishments to point to. Its integration/human relations

2 02
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committee, for instance, had reached and interested enough new families

'-over the summer to raise minority enrollment froth 3% to 12%.

The world was coming to learn from open education in other ways, too./

Before Year73 two Marcy teachers, a University professor (with children

at Marcy), the Teacher Center, and 'the Minneapolis East area alternatives.

co-ordinator (Marcy's former principal) worked out-det

training program for new open teachers, One part brought experienced

Minneapolis teachers to internsh'.ps in Marcy classrooms for a full Univer-

sity quarter. The other trained 12 education undergraduates\two half-days

per week in those same classrooms/for a whole year. Tc help these interns

and'neophytes (as well as t se with volunteers) Marcy staff made a cats.-

loghe of competencies needed by open teachers. That in itself,. recalls

Glen Enos was a morale4boosting experience. "Tt showed the staff how much

they,knew."

/
.------

In such a stats., the Open School felt ready to take oh one of SEA's;
/

most ambit/ ious brainstorms: the reorganized school week. How they tried'

that idea, how it worked and did not work, how it was revised and adapted

to Marcy people's needs, and what residue it has left,behind provide val-

uable perspective on this schbol's development in'l973-W/

The proposal for a re-organized school week - so known as the fifth-

day plan, and eventually as community day -- firstcame from Fred Hayen
1

and the.Teacher Center. In bare outline it was simple: run school as usual

for four regular instruCtional days each week; on a fifth day provide_op7

tional -atypical activiti_eS,- for students, and_for-staff a required mix of

training, planning, and_professional development. In essentials the argu-

ments for the idea wei.e clear also: extensive educational change, as in SEA,

requires more time for disciplined staff development than can realistically
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be added on or squeezed in to the teachers' existing work-week) in South-

-last, community reaources and arrangements are availabTe to offtr students

rich educational opportunity apart from their reguaIr'teachers; there

is documented experience to shoW that a combination of increased Staff

development and decreased student time in school can yield inCreased

learning.

It was a bold idea, and Teacher Center had money to help any school

that wanted to try it out. Marcy council responded. They liked both

halves: protected time for teachers' planning-) work)and more involvement

of children "in the real-life activities of the metropolitan area." They

appointed a staff/parent planning committee, stipended for threie summer

weeks by the-Teacher Center.

With lots of leg work, checking out, and discusSion, this group had

a second-draft proposal ready in September. From them came the name)

communiity day. Tile school would.Still.be responsible for its students on

community day, but for most of the morning would conduct their education

away from the building. A community day developer would design outside

activities to connect with building-based curriculum and the children's

own classroom planning. Co-ordinating people and places, supervising

volunteers, and handling the imposing logistics would require close co-

operation between the community day developer and the community resdurces
-

co-ordin,tor. The program would begin-with pilot trials during winter and

spring-of Year-3. If acelted, it would be extended through Year-4. In

Year-5 it should be possible to combine community day developer and CRC

'as a single staff position.

Jim Kent, the district., and the State Department of Education had

o all been kept informed, and all approved. So did the Teacher Center
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in-service committee, which voted funding for the pilotphase and a part-

../,time evaluator. Most important, Marcy staff, council, and parents approved.

For so major an enterprise, council insisted on all-school meetings and

written.ballots by which every family could register its opinions. Only

when a clear majority of parentshad approved, did council formally give

a go-ahead.

The candidate chosen for community day developer was a social worker

and a Marcy parent, Matti Marrow. Immediately she began..teamwork ylth

Judy Farmer, the CRC. In February, community days began. Marrow worked

with teachers and children on choosing what the children wanted to dc,

and with the community people or places to help them to db it. They

ranged from pet stores to film-makers to train stations to restaurant

cooks. Farmer helped with volunteers, resource lists, student's in-

dividual follow-up projects,and all of the above. By the'end of May, in

varying rotations and combinations, all 10 classrooms had had at least

tdo community days, and most more. On one Memorable morning seven class-

rooms Went out at once. At 9a:m. over 50 volunteer. driVers Were waiting

outside, wondering where to parY. By the time.teachers sortedAids into

cars, staff development meant taking a rest before theY'ail.caMe-back..-

That was the main problem with comnUnity day:. it was fine for cur-

riculum enrichment, but where, really, was

leásional groWth? Efforts.were made in Year-4 to revive the original

purpose, as well as to atrengthen the advantages'for children. But in

Marcy's experience and evaluation, one program could,not be laade to serve

both goals. Toward the end of Year-4 all agreed that expecO:dons of its
e_-
..

relieving teachers for in-service should sieply be dropped. Forgetting

staff development,': the classroom people were asked, "if comnmity day can

2.05
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be funded for kids only, do you still want it?" The answer was Yes.

What they wanted had by that time become a much more flexible and

indiVidualized program -- for/both students and teachers -- than at the

start: From experience in the pilot phase Marrow felt that children

learned as muc, in the process.of finding resources and planning to use

them as they did from the content of a community day itself. She also

recognized that any student's interest in an out-of-schoOl resource might

precede, follow from, or never involve a full-blown community day. Finally,

she knew that teachers varied widely in how they conceived of the communitY

in the curriculum.

Mulling all this over, Marrow and Farmer together had designed_a new --- ,

Marcy/interest center, Other People/Other Places, to be the bearer of

-'community day in Year-4. DP/OP was a phone, phone book's, resource files,

a bulletin board, and the Marmd-Farmer.team. ,,By appointment, individuals

or groups could get adult help in 'finding out for themselves what they want-

ed to find out for themselves. If teachers wanted a community day, ( or a

community week in one case) they got it by havingtheir,students-use OP/OP_

to implement Classroom planning. If interests converged from"several

classrooms, OP/OP knew about it and could try to co-ordinate a common trip.

-If -only one student wanted to meet a baloonist, OP/OP could give hints aboUt

that, too. But id-all-caseS; vith-variabiohs..for age, children themselves

must do the research, make the pthone-calls, write the notes, and arrange

the transportation.

"If it can be funded)" was the question tOStaff. Marcy learned, in

Year=5, it could not. Two.Title -III applications, two foundation propos-

als, and aPpeals to local businesses all failed to produce salary for the

community day. developer. Community day as such had to.be dropped; OP/OP
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zame.to rest entirely with the CRC and two parent Nolunteers, each working

a day a week. Requests for help continued plentiful,though not as numer-

ous as when full-time staff kept the program visible to teachers and in

classrooms. Presumably, with co-ordination and training of volunteers

such ft ,Marey can :count -on, out-of-school, us6 of community -asources

could continue a long time. _.But volunteers depend on a CRC, and for

1976-77 her salary itself is a question-mark.

This seems a long way from the grand scheme of a re-organized Sehool

week. But perhapa that is what grand schemes in education are meant for

-- to be reshaped by parents and teachers to fit the needs and capacities

of their min school community as they see them at this time. Clearly

that is what Marcy-did., From Year-1 through Year-5 that is generally

what Marcy did best.. Two other developments in 1973-76 wili illustrate

the, same point.
. ,

One is that there were furtber changes in classroom age-groupings

Generally, the age-range in any room was reduced tp three years. In Year-5

there was even an optional separate section for about half the five-rear-oldS

Such changes took place now in self-confident response to the school's self-

evaluation of children's learning. Some deplored-the trend, to be sure. 'bui

the days.of worried Conflict over conforiity to external standards of open

school prthodoxy,.were apparently ended.

Finally, at the end.of Year-3 Marcy made-a knowing and significant

change in its council. "Adidsory",had already been quietly dropped. Now

the principal became one voting member of the'equally balanced staff/parent

group. The.change formalized actual 'practice: instead of asking.advice on

school policy, the principal.and 11 others decided policy together.
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Pratt Continuous Progress' School

These three years were scarcely uneventful for the, Continuous Pro-.

gress elementary school. In Year-3 there came a new principal, In

Year-44 both halves of the previdue, Pratt-Motley joined together in Pratt.

In Year-5 the school revised both curriculum and governance. Some as-

pects of all these events were difficult and controversial. However,

none significantly sh fted the original commitment to chidren mastering

basic skills at their own pace, making real choices, among other acti-

vities, and feeling good about themselves in the process. \When there

was disagreement, it often reflected the difference in emphasis already

remarked, between Pratt primary and Motley intermediate. 1

The new principal was, already familiar to.and familiarOwith South-

east Alternatives. She was Betty Jo Zander, an organizer and writer of

the original proposal. Now she was . ming to Southeast after two

years as administrative assistant in the superintendent'soffice. She

was quickly back in the middie of the issues.

With Pratt2Motley bUdget no longer allowing. (or encouraging) a

principal and an assistant to divide administrative responsiib±lity between

primary and intermediate buildings,'Zander saw practicaf.poSsibility that
4.%

a single administrator might "pull the two programs together". She also

stressed the theoretical necessity of making ungraded progrEjss truly

continuous and cohesive from age five to 12. In a variety of ways the-

new princiPal gave her strong support to that end. Whole-scool teach-

_ing teams in math and social studies were one example. 4id4ear pro-

gression pf some children from Pratt to Motley was another.

By far the most emphasized instrument for unity, howacie, was joint
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-staff develOpment and planning. In additionto the weekly Tuesday after-

noon releaeed time provided by Minneapolis, Pratt-Motley got funding from

the Teacher Center in-service committee to pay teachers for an extra two

Alours after school every Thursday, year-long. Tuesdays were used for

Program/Maintenance', and human relations sessions. Thursdays went tc

;

advance planning and curriculum improvement on a school-wide basis.

lInity of prograth took on increased urgency, of course, with the

winter-time decision in Year-3 to combine.all'continuous progreds in one
,

building the next fall. It also became mdre possible. In joint planning,

staffagreed:to drop the primary/intermediate division altogether. In-

/

stead,Fatt Continuous Progress was organized aa two ungraded K-6.teams,

on deparate floors, eaCh with about 200 students. Assignments to the six'

or seven homerooms of each team were on the basis of 14 reading levels --

which usUally gave each,teacher responsibility for-four reading levels

and a three year age-span. This bisic pattern has continued through

/ Year-5. It is flexible, and it was certainly more satisfying to most

than the previous age-split between buildings.

Besided student-age and geography there had also been the differing

emphasis of'affective and' cognitive concerns between Pratt and Motley.

Primary teachers wanted to be "open and flexible in dealing with the

whole child." Intermediate wanted to honor "the over-riding importance .

of basic skills instruction." The combined team organization,required

a lob of attention to integrating or composing these different mind-

-
sets. Having regular classroom observations by an internal evaluator-

..

offred a major assist. It helped avoid ideological diepitte and keep 1

the focus on what-skills children Were actually practicing in what set-.

tings, and with whom.



The di.f ering stances of teachers, neverthelesq, were paralleled by

the varying expectations of parents. Those who strongly wanted continuous

progress to/be more like Motley than Pratt were. not-Pleadda-ith Zahder

evident satisfaction that the merged program "is clearly more like Pratt--

.than MotleY." Among staff and parents there was.fUel here for the fires

a factionaIism Sometimes in Years-3 and -4,they burned rather brightly.

For.similar reasons it took time and patience -- until the end of

to settle on a format for governance. With the buildings Merged,

there was.much less logistical agenda for the former Pratt-Motley Coor-
.

dinating Council,:but at least,as much need for shared decision-making.

aboUt curriculuM; budget, and.personnel. The.question,- as always, was

who should appropriately shard\what with whOm.. Th4 Coordinating:Council ,

became a Pratt Advisory Council, parents and staff elected at largetio

-
advise the principal,support volunteers, and keep communication,openl.

That left undefined the jurisdictional .celationship betWeen newAdvisorY-

Committee and old PTA Board.

to "have a foot in both camps."

"lath some awkwardness,"-Pratt, was trying

It did not work. the result was sharp

over educational philosoPly and parentdisagreement and power struggle

involvement. More helpfully,,there was also work on careful'listening
i

4A

to each others points of view. After well over a year of work, pAC and
, -

I

PTA were merged. One elected body would now serve as both advisory
I

Council and PTA board. t_
. ,

1

oi' the Continuous Progress curriculum. There was considerable simplifi-,.
,

c tion as at_Tut.+1,,,-cf-thc-finay dotailed skill-level sequences in math

Meanwhile, 1973-76 saw more or less'conStant revision and rf':.ementL

and reading. There were attempts to-ilbi-yev:-Icra_lsoPA.4 studies themes,

throughout the,school. With help from DPE,,all teachers took training
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in group and individual counselling skills, and used homerooM time for

daily "circle groups." The optional interest group_activities remained

basic to overall program, bnt with variouS changes in their time and

extent. As aide budgets and federal funds dropped,,interest groups
_-

depended-increasingly on the work of Pratt's community resource co-

ordinator. In Year-5 she was also co-ordinator for Pratt's after-school

Community Education activities. For students in the neighborhood what

could not be found during the day, might-le available after the last

bell.

Free School

A brief catalogue of major 1973-76 events in the Free School is not

difficult. Identifying in it any distinctive themes of program develop-
.

ment or continuing,curriculum emphasis is not easy.

The school began.Year ; with good morale. There were enthusiastic

now staff, some important improvements in physical facilities, and an

iliflux of volunteers through the community_rGspurce cbordinator. 'But

program clarity and consistent expectations of students were still lack-

ing. ,:rhe number of students,actually or happily engaged in purposeful

learning Was disappointingly low. Communication and confidence among the

staff fell off rapidly.

In mid-winter erupted 11 series of intra-staff conflicts and staff/

A:erent struggles over governanCe which very nearly tore the school apart

. forever. This year's disputes grew more'bitter and destructi* than be-
_

fore. They found their focus in a personalized wrangle over staffing

patteris and salary levels, and in-an-attempt-oL-t, heLprincipel to over-

ride governing board's.recommendation for re-hiring the counselor.. With
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lines drwan and charges of bad faith in the air, there was a demoralizing

train of crises. :Suffice it to say that for long periods neither prin-

cipal nor governing board nor staff as a group succeded in raising edu-

-,

cational nrogram.sbOVe.organizational strife.

There were good.moment-S-during the year, too. Most notable among

them was a five trip.of 16:Secondary students. The heart
,

. . -
of the triP was two-weeks wOrking-,at-United.Farm Workers headquarters

in La Paz, California. That included walking on picket;lines, discus-

sions with growers, floor-scrUbbing: for a medical center, and seminars

with theunion leadership ,For most it was a rewarcUng but difficult

introduction to hard Work,and discipline on behalf of-people other than

themselves. For tEe whole school there was experience of a more re-

warding kind of contrOVersy. There was a spate of Complaints,to congresa

,and pressaboUt alleged mis-use of public funds for ;Ifradlcaloautlaa.

That gave Free School and the Minneapolis system a-chance to make points

about,what actually constitutes good learning But-for the school as a

this:WaS not enough. -Despite an upswing in May when ordering

.new'materials and moving.to Motley, the school ended the year drained

Not surprisingly; in addition to thode dismisSed or whose federal positions

were de-funded, several teachers chose not to return..

In.one iMportant respect,then, Tear-h'beganlike all the years be-

fore: a staff largely new to each er designing prOgram in a space they

were not familiar with. Secondary.e ollMent was high (65) and heavily

female. Primark, enrollment was low 3), and during the year dropped

'further. Middle enrollment was as pr jected (51), with the highest
'7.

attendance rates and most diffiCult behaviors in-the school. For all

three groups staff had trouble throughout the year in coordinating
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program or offering activities'which attracted lasting student interest.

Apart from hallway cliques and on fieid trips it was rare'to find more

than'half-a dozen students ,at work together. is before, governing board

intended to review curriculum and program priorities in each age-group,

but never got/around to it.

I
/

Nevertheless, compared with the year before, Year-4 was relatively/

quiet. The chief project of the school as a whole was a stong effor

to win accreditatioa under North Central Associations' new criter, for

alternative and optional programs. Included-in that effort wasfre-study

of all previous statements of Free School purPose, and agreement after

community meetings on a fairly concise new one. Preparation fdr the

visit by a team of accreditation examiners provoked new Self-evaluation

within ihe school. In fact, governing board was disappOinted by the

/

superficiality, of North Cantral's critique. The examiners teallirecom-

mended accreditation, but.it was denied higher up; on 'grounds that the

..
_

.

. :7.

princiPal did not:have a Minnesota-administrator,,certificate.
' /

.So he did not, and could not, because he had never been a cer-
/

. /

tified teacher. For the same reason, Minneapolis wisidireCted by the.
.

.

.

State Department.of Edubation not'to renew his contract; At both state

,and,district levels, the elementary principals' association brought

,,

strong:PresSure_for strict conatruction-of credential requirements.
_
.

_
.

.

.

. ,
.

Despite appeals and:delaying actions, the Free School principal got his
.

.

notice.

Free School's third administrator, recommended by a Free, School/

Southeast Council selection committee, was Maurice Britts. He came from

the Minneapolis North Area office as a former counselor, an experienced

administrator and the first black'to head a Southeast school,' For the
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several Year-5-vacancies (again) at Free School he helped recruit teachers

Whom he already knew. Then, year-long, he sought ih a series of.staff

retreats to have people share their personal goals, and build from these

a set of collective agreements for the school as a whole. There was noth-

ing startling about the statements that emerged, but there was cooperation

and agreement inarriving at them. Perhaps that was accomplishment enough.

With a continuing influx of transfers from outside Southeast, sec-
....,

ondary enrollment (ages 14-17)-in Year-5 rose to over half the 179 total.

A high proportion of new students came for the purpoSe of graduating

under Free School's individualized and fleXible requirements. In

1976 30 of them -- three times more than the year before did just that.

With relatively more studious older students,'fewer young.ones,,and

Stronger administrative cOntrol, sYear-5 Was-tireei,-School'l quietest-Yet.
. .-

This.time, when governing,board again appliedforsitC.Creditation, North

;

'Central approved,.

,,

_
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Marshall - University High School

In spring of Year-2, when it came time to be heartless about the

great big 1973-76 plan that Washington said was\ludicrous, the quickest

stroke, of the budget axe fell on a million-dolla section labelled Cedar-
\

Riverside Program. Without going into detail, that part of the proposal

is worth a brief backward glance. Most elements of it had to do with

secondary alternatives.

Cedar-Riverside was a'large new-town-in-town development beginning

to opeNtip,just adross the river from Southeast. It aimed to attract the

-------kind of modern ilrbanite family who-Pight in turn be attracted to an al-

ternative school system. By special arrangement it was becoming part 21
, 1

the Sa attendance area.

Available next to the new hiih-rise Apartments was a modern, low,

open-space warehouse. Imaginatively remodelled inside, it, might become

hope base for a'synergistic mix of innovative programs. Faculty who had

started on new/senior-high interdisciplinary electives at Marshall-U

the wilderness quarter, off camp-ds learning, the art/music/literature
/

combination -- were readily interested. So were foreign-language tea-

-chers. Ev/en more enthusiastic were-those already funded for4t1ta-high

school TV studio. The warehouse would be ideal for a K-12 theatre pro-,

gram, tco, picking up Free School's community theatre specialist and

others skilled in creative movement. Along with all this was room for a

small open middle school, ages 9-14,advancing the Meicy model through

junior high. One block away was more space available, Tor a younger

"Marcy extension;" ages 5-8.

This was bl:g tklinking. Both its promise and its paizil,was that it

effectively disconnected the impetts for secondary change from the
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secondary school itsclf. Some senior high teachers involved in the

brainstorming were those who most wanted inStitutional innovation, but

most doubted its pbssibility in the Marshall-U climate. Cedar-Riverside

raised their hopes for an independent start. When the warehouse bub-

-
ble burst, there seemed not to be much energy left for pushing the same

agendas back at M-U.

Perhaps no one was elier very.sanguine about the warehouse:proposal.

In any event, under preSsure from Experimental-gchbols and Jim Kent,

the Marshall-University part of.the same 1973=76 plan alsO laid'out

three jahior-high strands, for articulation with the elementary al-

ternatives. That was what Washington funded, and that,:is where organ-

izational restructure -- as distinguished from added-on alternatives --

began to take place.

There had been some faint and faltering beginnings in parent dis-

oussions and the 7th-8th IDEA program that same year. Except for

that, though, planning of,a junior-high alternatives concept began

from scratch. It began late, too under pressure of the funding bat-

tle with Washington and the summertime physical move,from Peik Hall.

The approved proposal gave a sketchy outline of graded, ungraded, and

open options. A 7th-8th grade teacher was appointed as planner, to

Publicize these un-planned options, start scheduling students into them:

and design an Orientation for indoming 7th-gracirs,. Most of the a

.tual planning and staff development was reserved for summer.

Eoilially'aVailable year-long alternatives thua:ipegan at/Marshall-U

the first time in Year73.\ Junior-high students hadAo make a.choice
i

among three.prograMs. To SEApeople (but perhaps not to transfer students

. i

from some ydo.dozen other sChools) it was clear endugh what was intended...,
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In some sense the 7th-8th grad-d program would be Contemporary, the un-

graded Continuous Progress, and the open Open. Despite the aim of artic-

ulation, though, the teachers designing these options had had to do so

without built-in consultation or co-planning with their elementary

r_tounterparts. Nor did they start out with ready-made administrative

leadership. Ronald Clubb, new assistant principal for junior high,

could not arrive until summer planning was.nearly done. He came to

SouthedSt on routine bureaucratit assignment, not because he was picked

for alternatives, not.because he preferred Marshall-U, andnot because

of any previous interest in the programe.needing to be developed.

Even so, there was now a concrete and visible commitment to giving

Southeast families the same range of choice in junior high as they had

when their children were younger. The graded program was already famil-

iar: English, math, social studies, and science, with some elective

. leeway in non-core curriculum. Ungraded stressed the same academic

core, but monitored progress by individual mastery of specified

4

skills or concepts. Whenever_students Completed,the prescribed se-
! ,

quence in a given area, they could 'do enrichment work.or move on to

-senior high-courses in the same department. Both graded and ungraded

continued the practice of cOre-teacher teams meeting almost daily with

a counselor assigned to their program. ,

The open program was smallest -- 39 students with two teachers

one large room -- and had the clearest program identity. Students

remain in'the Open room from 61.ree to five hours-daily, choosing.cur-

riculum units in the core-subject areas. Outside the room they were

'offered some specially designed electiVes.

in

could

Midway in Year73 came the SEA re-prganization decibion, tombining .
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Motley with Pratt and opening ,rshall-U to students 6th-grade age.in

both the ungraded.and open strands.. That introduced new requirements for
./

program planning;. new emphasis on junior-high alternatives as such; and a

direct intermixture of elementary and,-secondary People. It considerably

changed the juniorhigh dynamic -- to a middle school dynamic.

Most of the 6th graders were to come from Motley. As part of

reorganization, two teachers and the Motley cUrriculum co-ordinator/

_

agreed to come with them. In planning sessiOns throughout the spring
4

Marshall-tf's ungraded Staff,met with the continuous progress peoPle, in-

cluding an elementary counselor. Building cin the exPerience of both

groUps they. worked'out a new organization of:tealnS and times. Starting

in Year-4, six teachers shared the foroore-subjects in a three-hour
.

block each day. Before long-i. also,/IMS math Materials_were being intro

duced, and some short mini-courses' offered in addition tothe school-
.

wide electives.

Indirectly, the 7th-8th graded 'program was affected, too. By

Year-5 the teacher team fbr/each ilrade were cirCillating among;all,stu-

dents every dayAuring a three7hour-:block fOr core,-curriculum.

Finding commOn-ground atMarshall-University:Tor secondary and ele-.

Mentary understandinga of continuous-progress education hasAprove&T0U--,
- ' -

tively easy. There is, after all a pre-existing fundamental compatability.

. _

On the one. hand is an emphasis on 'Cognitive aCcomplishment plus,enjoyment,

of elective activities. On the other is a comprehensive academic high ,

school'S emphasis on serious learning in a wide variety of fields by-;

a wide diversity of students. The asstMecreducational values are

highly congruent. There are large areas in which what iS satisfYing _

to continuous progress people, will also be al:matter of pride for the reSt;
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of-the-school.

-Given thatl.plus goodwill on bbth sides, it is not surprising that

eyen so anthropologically upsetting a phenomenon aa6th7grade children

and'elementary teachers making themselves at home in a high-school has
,

'turned out,quite tolerable. It seems reasonaOle also that inaome re-

specta ,(a.6 organization of tithe) Marshall-Uts.greded and ungraded programs

iike Tuttle and-Pratt grow more:alike than different. Moreover,

'the basic'ongr.èncy of values very likely explains.why there is little

if any demand:for:organizationally extendint the ungraded strand through

the la6t four years. Beyond junior high there are fewer and fewer grade-

level courses anyway. At those.ages and 'skill levels, apparently,'in-

stititpnalized program identity is not what continuous progress requires;

ind*alized teaching and materials in particular disciplines are.

Fir open edUcation however, entry into the Marshall-University cul-

-ture has been much more difficult. In practie -this has often meant that

Marcy people have felt rebuffed and given the run-around, while, Marshall-U

people have felt badgered and ioOked down upon: Sometimea an underlying

sense of'division shows up in:absurdities 'ofexpression, which make-it.

worse -- as when the high achool principal writes of open-program parents

in his own'achool as "groupsfrom:,Marcy" or the elementary principal,de-

fines his goal for' Marshall-U as simply "an extension of'the program

at Marcy." No doubt the one imprudence provokes the other. But the
-

difficulties came neither from imp:udence nor from lack of goodwill.

They stem from some hard-to-accommodate differences of perspective. At

least three, which reinforce each other should be noted.

ne difference is simply in the things which make people proud of

their school. In a traditionally good comprehensive high school they
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tend to be matters of student perfortance and faculty expertise., A-
,

high-value word. is "professional." In a traditionally good open school

they tend to be matters of nuturing environment and across-the-board

sharing. A high value word is "family.." The different values need not

confliCt, but they have very different tOnes. It is not immediately

obvious how a good open prograt can enhance the self-esteem of-a

Marshall-U High, or vice,versa. And there are some aspects of;each

which are sure to be uncomfortable for the other.

A second difference -- perhaps the most important -.--is in per-
,

pectives on educational change. Before and during SEA, Marshall-U people

haye seen mahy innovations; some lasting, some not. It is'notneces-

sarily inlidious for the uncommitted to-think of a new open program as

analogous to a new curriculum paCkage or even a new instructional de=

partment. Open school people, however, cannot stand to be thought of

that way. They are committed to a total and distinctive gestalt of

educational outlook. For them it is incomprehensible, for example,

'that an open 'program should be restricted in enrollment, should not

have its own budget, should not have strong-parent/staff governance.

It must be considered, in short, a fu1l'schoo17Within-the-School. But

to people who think of innovations on the scale of a new,m4Ith such

claims sound overweening. Thus neither,group find in the ather the be-

havior they hope fcr. Disappointment-like this has been common at

Marshall-U.

4 Finally, there is important difference of organizational per-

spective and experience. Open education has largely risen into Mar-

shall-U from elementary beginnings. The open elementary school is a

small unitary institution where power is quite evenly diffused through
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the system, yet always sensitively linked to an administrative center.

Decisions, no matter where made, tend to signal their impact everywhere,

4

rapidly. 'In.the departmentalized high school power is unevenly :Ilispersed,
. _.

and the institution is poly-centric, not,unitary. The impact of many de-

,

cisions.may'be narrowly cohtained That makes for very different patterns

and styles of communication and influence. When an oPen program, most of

whose parents ant: students, and some Of whose staff, are accustomed to

"the one milieu, takes up lodgingan the other, some trustrataori.and bat.-

fletbnt on both s,ides are inevitable% They have not been eliminated at

Marshall-U,,and it would be astonishing if-their had.

Yet _even with all this and more there is a growing open.program al-

ternative at Marshall-University. ,As soon as the decision to admit sixth'

graders was made, teachers administrators and support staff from the high

school and:Marcy-tegan to<ileet -- and some Marcy parents, too. For the

enlarged middle open program they agreed that one teacher would transfer,

to the high School from Marcy. .
After difficult discussion they agreed

on some philosophy and requested remodelling, of additional space.- In

Year-4 the middle open school had 66 students sharing three teachers and .

tdo rooms. When one of the secondary teachers left during the year, she

was replaced by a newly certified.man who had been an aideat Marcy

flear-5 enrollment rose to 80., but teaching.staff was.reduced to 2.5.

In Year-4, also, Marshall-U had a new principal, Michael Joseph.

His chief impression of need from both Bill Phillips and-Jim icent was

to revive and revise the concept of alternatives at senior high level.

On arriving in the school it seemed clear that the focus of alterna-
,

tives interest for older students was on open programs. So in December

he appointed a plafining committee of five teachers, plus Ron Clubb.
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The committee reported in March, and immediately thereafter teachers

who were to staff the new alternative began more detailed planning. The

format adopted for seniof high open was to provide students with half of

each day based in a senior-high open classroom, either morning or after-

ncionl and the other half PO/. elective Courses elsewhere in Marshall-U.

In Year-5 mhen Senior-high open began1,60 students enrolled. English,

art, and'social studies are the-core disciplines of the open room with

an art teacher.co-ordinating the program' as a whole. There is-no re-

quirement tifat students stay only in the room however. ProjeCts are de-

finea tyy-contract with a teacher, and carried out wherever is hest.

1

With enrollment prbjected for over 80 in 1976-77 there was a brief

but crucial"controversy in spring of Year-5: 'The,question Mas whether

all-whh bhose this alternatiVe could enter, oi whether some must be scre7

ened out. Even attnIsilate date there were teachers and administrators,.

who would define alternatives as abnormal programs for students not,in

.the "regular" high school; On that misunderstanding, it was ,ithen pössiblé

to argue:that admisSiOn to' the open school need nothe hy student or .fam-

ily choice only, but by school-detined criteria such astbeing "moti-

;

vaied and responsible" or "not in need of imposed strucbire."
Nk.

The argument thiS time, was settled in favor of statehtSEA and Min-

neapolis policy. Students attend the-alternatives of their choice. In

1976-77 there will be three sehior-high open classrooms.

0

It remains to say a word about Marshall-University governance in

1973-76. There is very little to say. The principal,s,advisory douncil

so cautiously constituted and[defined by Bill Phillips functioned briefly

but,never powerfully for the rest of Year-3. It lapsed without audi-,

ble protest in Year-4, and has been,replaced b y a smaller group of the
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same name which meets when the principal wants. FacUlty and students,

_isays Joseph, he can always see in the building; parents,he prekers to

poll by phone or mail. "Anytime I feel.there should be input, It11

,call them."

_
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CHAPTER IX

PROJECT-WIDE.,GOVERNANCE AND THE PROMISE'OF PHASE IN

Legitimized community sharing in \SEA governance began modestly ,.

and late. Once begun, it advanced to prcilanence:and power) then ran

into a time of troubles. Still, aS federal funding:finally phased out,

governance-was th& main means in sight for making sure SEA's contribution

to:-change continued to. PhaSe in., Some key episodes have a.ready been

sketched. It is time nbW to put the ;6p order;.add Some ot drs, and'

finish out the story.

In winter of Year-1 Vim--Ksnt addressed the question of whst to put ,

in,plade of the Marshall-University policy board idea. For community over-

view and K-12 responsibility -- as,well. as "to light a fire under the high

. ,r

school". -- sne new grotp was necessary Carefully, he'prOposed a South-

eastCommUnity Education Colihoilisbon knoWn simplk as Southeast Council.

The Council's primary stated "unction was tame: to-advise the di-

rector. In that capaciAy,however;:it was to share in recruiting and in-
,.

,

terviewing for administrator Vacancies in the Southeast schools, and to

recommend allocation of bipth local'andifederal,funds. Those were still'

-
-somewhat novel ideas, and because the new CounciLyould replace an in-,

terit steering committeeiappointed by the superintendent, its consti-

, tution required approval downtown. That obtained,"in May,-the Southeasx,

Council came into being. Besides parents and staff from the five schbols,

it:.incl:uded representatives from the chiefr'SoUtfieut.planning group, the

, . . .

.

Psrk,B§ardand the Marshall-U policy board. Sitting as chairperson was
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. _

Ben Rank, a Tuttle parent.and.a. top administrator'in a suburban schOol

district.

a PTA."

He would make it clear, hoped-Kent that "we wanted more, than

Council's first action was to help interview for a neW SEA busi-

ness advisor. Its first show of strength was in'rewriting the Teacher

'
Center proposal'and prevailing on Experimental. Schools to.approve it:'

From there it moved on to Community involvement at Marshall-U, and

from that.into 1973-76:Planning.

The Marshall-U'questiOn'was whether there would be_ariy means.for

parents and'staff,te werkftogether on shaping a high school of alterna-
_

tives. Behind that was the question whether Marshall-U -- with half:the

SEA students -- would Convincingly "join the project." Southeast COuri-

cil wish.td it would, of course. Spearheaded (even then) by Marcy rep-

res-ntatives, who were joined by other elementary parents with children

entering junior high, the Council-"mandated" that Marshall-University

design and create a high school community advisory council.

From mandate to meetings tts a-long road, stretching beyond the per-

iod of this report. The best that could come of Southeast Council's rather

braten intervention was tAat 'a structure for broadly based participation

in governance" became one of Marshall-U's stated goals in the 1973-76

plan, next spring. Three springs after that, it is wOrth noting, South-
'

east Council.meetings.still'ineluded.plaintive
discusalons'ef'whether the

principal's advisory committee meetings at the high school could.be more

.

frequent and More publicized.

Meanwhile, for the rest of Year-2, Council was fully occupied with

the multipla:versionS and diversions of the overall SEA 1973776 plan.L

Ther6 were five\public hearings'for School advisorx groups to respond to
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the first draftalone. .After draft twb they listened again, and made over

. 4? substantive changes.. AMong them,of course;.were items concerning jun-

ior high options and the governance structure Et Marshall-U. Then they.,.

. .

had to keep at it through all the subsequent rejectionS.and revisions

until a contract Was agreed in May,. ,By thatAime' it was no doubt true-that

,

Southeast Council was "more knowledgable than.any other group about SEA.'

In the midst of these concerns the Council took carefully planned

part in another: That was the design of a parent/staff interviewing cora-

mittee to recommend a new principal at Marcy. .Because.this wis the first

attempt at community participation,in naming the administrator of-E rec-

ognized schOol (Free School could be dismissed as a special dase), all

saw the need for cleEr-Out procedure. It wotld set important precedent

for both school and-project-wide governance.'

The plan worked.out was :for the parent chairperson of Marcy's ad-

_visory.counoa.toPaMP two_parents:s.nd three staff, End for-Southeast

Council to'name tWo of its own non--Marcy members. Those seven would in-

-

terview proPerly credentiaIed applicants, and make a recommendation to .

the SEA director.

Kent got the plan through cabinet, and asked the city-wide prin-

cipals' organization to look it over. People were willing to try.-Fol-
.

_lowing visits and interviews, all the applicants themselVes eveltated

the process. It worked. Thereafter all,the new:SEA Principals were

chosen by roughly the. same method.

Pretty clearly, though only En advisory body,. SOutheast Council

had started to operate in central, sensitive areas of school governance.

School programs, school-budgets, and school-persOnnel had become their

regular agenda.
,

It was a beginnihg.
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For Experimental'Schbols projedt officer Cynthia Parsons, however)

a beginning was not enough.- The summer before, as'Parsons was coming On

the job,. Kobert BinsWanger:had'been.conderned mthat the SEA gov,rnance
1

issue keeps being postponed by the Minneapolis staff." As Parsons saw

it the crux of the matter was a lack of explicit commitment by Minne-

apolis top administration to "our notidn that SEA is providing a compre-
,

hensive test-of decentralization in a-large urban scho61 system." Jim

'7-
'Kent's good intentions were hot enough. Neither was an advisory coundil,

no matter how capably fUnctioning.. What was,needed was,some policy from

the top.

So Parsons addressed_herself to the top. Flrst by.lettsr in October

1972, and then repeatedly-through Kent and in person, ahe tried to get

-from John Davis a statement on decentralized governance in SEA, and on

his intentions for the 'district beyond Southeast. Evidently the super-

intendent did not appreciate these instructions. Only on the final daY

of final refunding negotiations in Washington, May 11, 1973, did he phone
_

something in It was scarcely definitive: Desi5ite legal constraints, he

dictated, "there is developing-a capability to transfer authority,and

power, and mo're than that, to be comfortable with the new arrangements."'

The pOint is, ho matter how hard Experimental School's might push .7--

even waving its check-book -- it could not make a strong superintendent

wOrd more'than he wanted, sooner than he wanted,, on the subject .

Of decentralized power. The further point is that it'is well Southeast

Council did-not wait for full empowerment from on high before trying to

travel as far as it.could on an advisory tickei. In fact, there was still

a lot of ground it could cover.

TWo weeks after,his Delphic massage to Washington, bavis announced
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the:Minneapolis three-Area administtative decentralization

posed the first question for Southeast CoUncil in Yeat-,34 whetherAo ac7

cept the timetable for SEA merget with one of thenew-areas next year,

,or to advise jim Kent to argue foi something dilfereni. Chaired now bir a

Pratt-Motley parent,liichard Purple', they no-t only advised him,,but in-
.

vited position paPers from the schools,composed one Ortheir own, and

sent it with him to cabinet. In the name orthe SoUteeaSt communth0

argued for a year s delay. The position paper as preaented by Kenproved.

_persuasive -- or perhaps what Persuaded Was the fad,t by itaelf that the

well organized community had a position.

Year-3:also brought an administrators' mechanisM fot shared de-
l:

cision-making the'SEA Management Team:. This was Jim Kent, the principals,.

andthe chief managers of K-12 services meeting regularly together as a

group directorate., Kent had final authoritylt pledged himseli' not bo

'veto any consensus except for reaaons stated during,the meeting itself.

Though most of its agenda were administrative, there was high likelihood

that Management Team vuld move also into just those broad policy areas

where'Southeast Council was developing a'role,of its own. Some people'in
e

each group were distinctly edgy about the other. Before iOng it was agreed__
!

2

that Council could send two Yobservers" to Management Team meetings. And a

year_later. the Team elected an administrator repreSentative tol sit without

vote On Council. For two years that meant three long-suffering peoPle-
,

heard a lot of issues discussed twice; but. they also kept communication

lines open.

There was a working division of labor-betWeen the tdq groups. South-

east Council, ror instance, did byjar the greateilamount'of work on the

SEA- reorganization described in the previous chapter. . It distributed and

fo



studied level I's student mobility data, and solicited from the schools

their reasoned preferences for location. Management Team; fiowever, prob-
.

ably had the greater share in discussing and detailing budget allocations.

Even-though Council had review and approval of.the budget (i.e. advised

Kent on it), the administrators were inevitably more familiar with how it

affeoted their organizations'.self interest.

All fall in Year-4 Southeast Council worked on reaching a firmly

grounded recommendation regarding SEAs merger with another area. The.

1. attempt was to know which area offered the most promise of continued coin-

.,
mitmeirt to alternatives, decentralized school governance groups, and the

K-12 outlook-Of Council itself. A public meeting was held for all three

of the area superintendents to be questioned 5nthese matters by groups

of Southeast parents staff and students. After that,=:Souncil represen7

tatives met with Davis, to discuss with him what Southeast preferred, and

why. It was the kind of honest session, said the Council chairperson

afterWards, which "left you feeling like democracy can work." Council

had recommended West area, and West area is what Dayis,approved. -

In that same,fall Jim Kent suggested in Management Team the idea

of their functioning in Year-5 as a projectwide leadership without

(/

director. He was not just hinting that he might leave. The serious

invitation was to consider phasing out the directorship a year early.

While there were still funds for strong office assistance, Management.

Team might make one of its own members chairperson, and really manage as

a team. It would be "in keeping with the decentralized eonsensus ap-

proach,"fand Southeast Council could become to the Team as a whole what

it already was to the directbr.

There were,cries of disbelief at the thought of all that work 5 but
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fdr a brief while ihe idea, and variations on it, got some consideratibn,"
,

Curiou,sly, it seems never to have been raided or discussed at all in South-
,

east Council. People heard of the proposal, of course but only with the

"automatic feeling that no one could do it."

In spring of:Year-4 Kent announced his resignation, effectiVe at the

end of June. He Was 'leaving to become superintendent of a district in

Massachusetts.. A Council committee interviewed candidates for his one-

year successor; and recommended (to the West Area superintendent,:now)

DaVid RofferS. Roffers was former princiapl of North High in Minneapolis,

just finishing a sabbatical when Kent Would be ledvi,Pg.

.

As they were considering candidates and strategizing for a future

in West area, Council-and Management Team came to an important decision

for'Year-5, namely, that the two groups should become one. The basic

rationale was that the growing amount of overlapping work made separate

meetings wasteful. There Were alternative proposals, too, bUt support

-:for full merger was strongest.

The most.difficult problem of desi6n.was,to keep the membership

to a reasonable number. All five building principals retained their

seats. :Interestingly,-the three strands it Marshall-U were now rec-

ognized aSieeparate Conc,tituendies like their elementary counterparts

--,ana each'give represeiitation for parents, students, or.staff. Fundtions,

of the new Council were to be much the same as the old, but spelled out a

bit more clearly. This time Council was emPowered to override a dirc r's

\

veto (by two-thirds majority), but the director could appeal to his West

'area,superior.

The spring >1.575 SEA parent survsy reported 12% wanting Southeast

CounciiJto continue afterjoining West area.a In Its neW form It would.
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By mid-June it had all,the necessary approvals. It was to convene for'

:the hrst time in August.

Considerable preparing for berger with West area had gone on in winr

ter and spring. Budgets were prepared and bo-ordinated; Teacher Center

planned for common:staff development; Marvin Trammel, area superintendent,

had met several times with Kent and others to prepare for transition.

A/major reason for Southeast Council's recommendation to Davis was

Trammel's strong support for an alternatives pattern, and his en-

courgement of cluster groupings somewhat like SEA in the West area

already. By the end of Year-4 the vast majority of SEA's financial

phase-in questions had already been decided. Many prospects for

smooth re-integration with the system looked good.

It took most of a year before good prospects outshone present prob-

lems, though. Three or four converging circumstances made fall and winter

of Year-5 the hardest yet for SEA governance.

One was the extent to which the,whole d1sti.ict especially West

area, seemed forced to mark time. tate in Year-4,both John Davis and

his top deputy resigned. A successor was not chosen until December,"and

did not move,to Minneapolis until May. On.iop of that, Trammel himself,

:in whom SEA had vested such hope, resigned in January.: WeSt area had

7

only an acting administrator until late June. It was impossible to an-

swer a crucial question; will new leadership continue an alternatives policy?

Another circumstance was the certainty of large-scale budget retrench-

-ment-throughout the system in 1976-77. \The first for-discussion suggestions
. _

of ways to achieve it, in winter, slashed heavily at staff development

_

and_resource positions esstential for strengthening alternatives. The

/

school board did not seem alarmed.
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Third, entry into the working groups of West area was difficUit, and

sometimes unsettling. Inevitably envies and resentments of SEA's long-

favoreck position had not faded away overnight. A good many prihcipals and

teachers clearly disliked the governance expectations in particular, of

SCUtheast activists. Organizational structures and organizational be-

-

haviors. were verk different from what-SEX people had spent fouryears learn-
,

ing SoMe.in West area- looked Oh.Sou:theast Council as coming in

to take them over.

Fourth, the new eouncii'itself was not functioning well. The mix-

ture of five principals and a'new directorlaith maay new faculty and par-
a

ent.memhers set back the dynamics of'theCgroup considerably.. Discus-
.

sion did not flow, feelings were not shared, issues were avoided. For-a,

long time such deciSiOns as were made were the work of an executive'com-

mittee only. As Roffers reported in December; the "inerger of Management

.leam and Southeast Council "shows,some strain and lack of achievement."

All these factors made for a low-!energy kinter,,with Poor partic'-
-,
fromall the schools in the eg=governance oi their own

clu'ster. Only with spring did Southeast Coulicil seem to drawitself

tegether and begin to lead again.

A major stimulus, without doubt, was the threat posed by pre-

liminary district budgets. Several Southeast people played active and

welcome roles in the large group of parents, teachersl and principals

whichWest area organized te explore different ways Of budget-cutting.

The city-wide alternativab task,force,.again with strong SEA participation,

, ^ ---.J . _ _ - . ^
made detailed recommendations based on the, district's owh pelicy com-

mitment to alternatives. In'actions like these, people's trained famil-

iari4-7 with school system finances and group decision-making paid off
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practically. It confirmed. respect 'for SEA:, rather than suspicion) in West

area groups: .Judy Farmer, CRC.at Marcy, was chosen to speak for the area

:in making their)oudget presentatidn to the school board.

For its own part, Southeast Council.went before the school board to

talk about better ways of bUdgeting. SEA/s experience with priority

setting and decision-making4n-open *discussiOn at the buildinglevel, they

argued, should be exploited.system-wide. Tt works not-just for proposing

larger budgets, but precisely for reducing them., After all) having just

successfully planned their way back to 100% local funding, 'Who hasimore

experience in creative blidget cutting than.the SEA cluster?

With:talk like this spirits lifted. It helped, of course, that

the final district budget came out much better than first.seemed likely,

for alternatives in general and the West area in particular. -It also

.helped that the neW Minneapolis supettintendent, Raymond Arveson, was

becoming a known quantity, and was willing to name continuance of altern-

atives among his top three priorities.

Perhaps'most important, though, was simply the increasing discovery

of ways and occasions for SEA people to act in other contexts without

special pleading for SEA interests, but still with .special application of

SEA governance skills. For the most part these are a host of small and

constructively political abilities. Many are highly informal, but genuine

skills nonetheless. Others are semi-technical, but interpersonally cru-

cial nonetheless. They include anticipating deadlines publicizing meet-

ings before and after, knowing the bureaucratic report-lines, inviting

involvement and showing hoW to start work, expressing and accepting strong

feeling, sharing credit, nating'people to carry out decisions, uSing'critical
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evaluation,'knowing how to read a budge.tprintout .willingess to work

for other people's goals.

These are the kinds of abilities which the ups and downs of gov-

ernance in SEA have'both demanded of people end taught them. Most im-

portant, the demands and the teaching have applied equally to parents and-
C:.

professionals. In Southeast Council-such parents and professionals foOus

the potential for ongoing deVeIOpmentof SEA itself, and fol.-influence

and change beyond.

Practically speaking, real phase-in of the SEA dynamiC with the

rest of the systeM depends jointly.an how SEA Maintains its oWm life

and haw that melds with the othe.structures and leadership of West

area. It is thus encouraging to report at the end of Year-5 that there

are grounds for optimism in both these dimensions.

Within SEA, SoutheaSt'Council ended the year with a presentation of

community interest and ideas for a 'city-wide school facilities planning

committee; and with a start on cluste-Wide program planning strategies

for the next five years. Because of Council's fall-winter doldrums, both

documents fell far short of what had been intended, and wers based on much

narroWer participation than usual in Southeast. Nevertheless, both also -
-

-surfaced open-ended.question6,for actiOnl_ and left people in motIonl'hot

In the SEA/West area relationship people and_patterns began to

emerge for governance to deal with practical alternatives issues. The

new area superintendent, Richard Oreen, began work in June with expres-.

sions of support not only for what exists in Southeast, but also for

future strengthening of the alternatives cluster concept as such. ,Also

in June ihe.large West area parent advisory group elected Southeast
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Council's chairperson, Marcy parent Timi Stevens,to 'chair their activities

as well, She had not been shy about explaining what she'stood for. The

West area parents were voting for a veteran in shared decision-Making for

educational choice.

That is phase-in at a level where it counts. The hard open-

ended questions remain: options fOr secondary students, community.re-

source co-ordinators, staff development and evaluation for new programs.,

building-or clusterbased allOcation of resources, and Many others. The

will of SEA in Southeast .Councii to keepsuch questions.alive and answer-

able still seems strong. If that will continues strong, so will the procesE

comprehensive change.

2 3 .
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